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Safety Equipment – The Review
1. Introduction
The Western Australian Department of Transport (DoT) is reviewing the safety
equipment that is required to be carried on recreational craft used in WA on
rivers or the sea.
The law that specifies the safety equipment that must be carried on
recreational craft is the Western Australian Navigable Waters Regulations
1958 (NWR).
For this review, recreational craft include not only motorboats, but also other
craft types such as sailing vessels, jet skis (PWCs), sailboards (for kite surfing
or windsurfing), canoes and kayaks, paddleboats (including paddle-boards
and craft powered by pedalling), and any other type of craft that might be
affected by safety equipment requirements. Whenever the term ‘vessel’ is
used in this paper, it is intended to mean any of the recreational craft types
mentioned here.

2. Why is the review required?
Since they were first written, the NWR have been updated regularly as new
vessel types and new equipment came onto the market. There was also a
significant review of the NWR conducted in 1992.
Since 1992 a number of important things have happened, including;
• statistical incident information has improved in the way it is collected,
recorded and able to be shared and analysed;
• technological development and new equipment coming onto the
market;
• introduction of new vessel types;
• some other Australian states having introduced mandatory wearing of
lifejackets; and,
• increasing globalisation in trade (international and interstate) and
consequent use of national and international standards.
DoT has received approval from the Minister for Transport to review the safety
equipment requirements of the NWR.

3. How will the review be conducted?
This discussion paper (Recreational vessel safety equipment discussion
paper – Full) is part of the first step in the review of the NWR. It has been
developed by DoT after analysing past incident statistics and how safety
hazards are managed by the existing NWR. DoT also investigated what new
equipment is available on the market. The discussion paper has been
reviewed by an external reference group (the ‘external reference group’)
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composed of persons drawn from various organisations that have particular
interests and/or expertise with particular vessel types or in particular
industries; they are likely to represent the interests of the majority of
recreational vessel users.
First step: This full discussion paper and a summary version of this paper
(Recreational vessel safety equipment Discussion Paper – Summary) are
being released simultaneously. This full version of the discussion paper
introduces the way that safety equipment manages various hazards in the
existing NWR. It compares safety equipment requirements in other Australian
States and Territories with WA safety equipment requirements. It also
presents some supporting information, including;
• Statistical evidence of incidents collected in WA and in other
Australian states (where available);
• Statistical evidence from incident analyses from other countries
(where available and relevant); and,
• Other information that could be relevant to the review.
To finalise this first step, this discussion paper seeks your comment and
advice as to what safety equipment you consider should (or should not) be
mandatory on recreational vessels in WA. DoT also invites you to submit any
ideas that you might have about safety equipment not mentioned in this
discussion paper. The summary discussion paper contains less background
information than this version of the discussion paper.
You can provide feedback by completing an online survey. The online survey
is available at www.transport.wa.gov.au/safetyequipmentreview. There will
also be available paper versions of the survey available on request.
Both discussion papers (this full paper, and the summary discussion paper)
are open for comment during this first step of the review.
Second step: Your feedback from the first step will be considered by DoT
supported by the external reference group mentioned above, to develop
safety equipment requirements that might become law. To complete this
second step, DoT will seek your comment again about these modified safety
equipment requirements.
The third step will be for DoT together with the external reference group to
consider your feedback to the first and second steps. DoT will then propose
modifications to the NWR. A final position paper will be developed for safety
equipment and presented to the Minister for endorsement and approval to
amend legislation. A final position paper executive summary will be released
to inform the public.
The Minister will make the final decision as to which safety equipment will be
required for recreational vessels, being guided by this review. The safety
equipment finally required on different vessel types will be made into law as
part of the NWR.
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4. Scope of the review
‘Safety Equipment’ means, for this review:
•

•
•
•
•

Lifesaving appliances (survival craft and aids to buoyancy such as
lifejackets), distress signals such as EPIRBs (Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacons), PLBs (Personal Locator Beacons) and
pyrotechnics (red hand held flares, red parachute rockets and orange
smoke signals);
Communications (radios and distress signalling sheets);
Navigation equipment (compasses and Global Positioning Systems);
Equipment to extinguish or control fire; and,
Miscellaneous equipment (first aid, lighting, paddles, bilge pumps,
anchors).

DoT also seeks your comments about how such equipment is verified during
or after manufacture, marked, installed or stowed, secured or operated, and
how the vessel might be marked in relation to safety equipment.
It is important to consider that equipment and vessels are traded between
Australian states and territories, and sometimes vessels navigate between
WA and these other jurisdictions. We invite you to consider that WA safety
equipment requirements should be as consistent with requirements in other
jurisdictions as possible.

Return to
Annex D,
1st
paragraph

The NWR might also be rearranged to make it easier to read and interpret.
Safety equipment that could be included in this review is listed immediately
below only to stimulate ideas. The following safety matters are not mentioned
in the summary discussion paper, and no specific questions about them are
asked in the on-line survey:
safety equipment—
• Lifesaving appliances (survival craft such as dinghies, rescue boats
and lifeboats, and aids to buoyancy such as lifebuoys and buoyant
appliances;
• Communications (radar reflectors, public address systems for large
vessels);
• Navigation equipment (charts, depth sounders, radar, speed and
distance indicators);
• Equipment to detect, extinguish or control fire (vapour detectors, fixed
fire fighting and extinguishing systems);
• Miscellaneous equipment (embarkation and disembarkation); and,
• Operational aspects of safety equipment (should anything that the
skipper or owner of the vessel does with some safety equipment be
specified in the NWR, such as showing the vessel passengers where
the equipment is, or how to use it?).
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Return to
12 clause
3

Included in this paper is a suggestion about limits on loading of motorboats as
mentioned on an Australian Builders Plate 1. This is not part of the review of
safety equipment. DoT is taking this opportunity to ask this question while we
have your attention. This will give the Minister an idea of how supportive the
community is for such regulation at a later time.

1

National Standard for the Australian Builders Plate for Recreational Boats (the ABP Standard) is a
standard for buyers of new vessels only. It provides purchasers of new boats information about the
maximum carrying capacity, maximum power for outboards, and whether the boat has basic or level
flotation.
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5. Reference Group members
The reference group of bodies or persons external to DoT providing guidance
to this review and that are likely to represent the interests of the majority of
the public involved with recreational vessels are listed below.
Organisation
Boating Industry
Association of WA
Boating Western
Australia Inc.
Canoeing Western
Australia Inc.
Department of Sport
and Recreation

Jet Sport West
Outdoors WA
Recfishwest

Royal Life Saving
Society WA Inc.
Surf Life Saving
Western Australia
Western Australian
Kite Surfing
Association
Western Australian
Water Police
Western Australian
Water Ski Association
Windsurfing WA
Whitfords Volunteer
Sea Rescue Group
Volunteer Marine
Rescue WA
Yachting Western
Australia 'Limited'

Vessel Sector
All vessels, but predominantly
powered vessels
All vessels, but predominantly
powered vessels
Canoes, Kayaks and sit-on-tops

Technical Contact
Mr Mike Beanland

All vessels, but predominantly
sport vessels (Canoes, Kayaks,
sit-on-tops, rafts, windsurfers,
kite surfers)
PWCs
Canoes, Kayaks, sit-on-tops,
rafts
Predominantly powered vessels,
but including any vessels
involved with fishing
Rescue, behaviour of persons

Dr May Carter

Small, beach launched vessels
and interactions with swimmers
Kite surfers

Mr Matt du Plessis

All vessels

S/C Jody Koelma

Water skiing

Mr Peter Jetten

Wind surfers
Rescue services and
infrastructure
Rescue services and
infrastructure
Sailing vessels

Mr Tim Brazier
Cmdr. Mark
Carruthers
Cmdr. Jeff Howe
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Mr Andrew Raven
Ms Rosalie Evans

Mr Grant Busby
Mr Jamie Bennett
Mr Tim Grose

Mr Greg Tate

Mr Darren Ellis

Dr Kim Klaka

Return
Section
3

Safety Equipment - Principles
6. What is the function of safety equipment?
1. It is relevant to ask, as a first question, what should safety equipment do?
What is its function? Is safety equipment intended to assist persons
survive an emergency situation, or should it also assist in preventing
such situations arising in the first place?
For example, red hand-held flares are used once something has gone
wrong (a hazard has affected the vessel and help is required). Instead, or
in addition, equipment and procedures could be required so that the risk
of something going wrong is reduced (e.g. a compass and charts could
be carried and used to reduce the likelihood that a vessel strikes a reef
that might cause the vessel to sink). Maybe charts and a compass would
only be required on vessel types that are more susceptible to grounding
and damage (bigger vessels that are likely to be damaged if grounded).
Owners of such larger vessels would bear the costs of the extra
equipment, but also the benefits of having the equipment, leaving less
risk-exposed vessels unaffected.
Below at table 2 (with text at section 8 clause 6) is an examination of the
existing safety equipment requirements of the NWR. The examination
here shows that the NWR try to manage hazards before an incident
occurs, not just repair the problem once something has happened and
lives are jeopardised. That is, the existing NWR appear to be preemptive. They contain requirements for anchors and fire extinguishers,
and also set limits on how far small vessels can go to sea. By bearing
this in mind when suggesting safety equipment, the suggestions you
make can range over a wide variety of equipment, and can mention
operational matters.

7. Principles to keep in mind for safety equipment
regulations
1. Cost: The cost across the whole community of requiring a piece of safety
equipment or performing a procedure (financial cost – such as
purchasing and maintaining equipment, and inconvenience; learning to
operate equipment, giving up vessel space for it, or performing a
procedure) should be less than the cost of NOT requiring it but suffering
the consequences. That is, the likely costs of regulating anything should
not exceed the costs of resulting personal injury, death or likely
environmental damage because it is not regulated.
1.1. There is another, less obvious cost to the community: The adverse
consequences where regulations render an activity less likely to be
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undertaken, thereby preventing enjoyment or consequential health or
economic benefits of that activity.
The following 3 factors expand the principle of ‘cost’:
2. Risk Management: In terms of the cost of likely personal injury, death or
environmental damage, the regulations should require equipment or
procedures that minimise exposure to those hazards (or their
consequences) that are most likely to cause injury, death or
environmental damage. Where there is no hazard or the risk of death,
injury or damage is extremely low, there should be no regulatory
intervention. For example, there is no point to require a vessel without
any fire hazard (such as a cooking stove or inboard motor) to carry a fire
extinguisher: This is good risk management.
3. Simplicity: Safety equipment requirements or procedures in regulations
should be easy to understand in terms of what is required.
4. Practical: Safety equipment or procedures in regulations should be easy
to obtain or perform, and equipment easy to operate and easy to
maintain.

8. Hazards to which recreational vessels are exposed,
and their consequences
In order to identify what safety equipment is required on a recreational vessel,
it is necessary to know what hazard (if it occurs) the equipment manages
(prevents or controls) or how the equipment limits the consequence of the
hazard.
The following describes only that when damage, injury or death happens, it
can happen directly, or as is more often the case, it can happen indirectly as a
result of a chain of events. Tables 1 and 2 may assist in thinking about how
certain hazards might be managed with safety equipment or procedures;
thereby avoiding or reducing the consequences.
Primary and Secondary Hazards, and Consequences
1. Table 1 separates hazards into two categories: The ‘primary hazard’ that,
if realised, could cause either an immediate consequence – such as an
injury, or could cause another hazard (the ‘secondary hazard’) that then
goes on to cause injury (or yet another hazard). Table 1 concludes with
the final outcome that we want to avoid (last row, shaded pink); the
‘consequence’ of a hazard being realised.
2. Safety equipment is required by the NWR to preserve life and avoid
damage to the environment (including infrastructure). This preservation
of life and avoidance of harm can be achieved by controlling the hazards;
either the primary or the secondary ones (as many as there may be
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along the chain of events), or by reducing the final consequences. All
safety equipment manages hazards (primary or secondary) or
consequences.
3. It seems that the most basic hazards (the ‘Primary’ hazard) from which
all other hazards (‘Secondary’ hazards) and consequences in the chain
of events flow, could be few in number. Primary hazards might only be:
•
•
•
•

•

Collision (with other vessels, the land, the seabed, other sunken
objects, persons in the water).
Extreme weather (exposing the vessel to a myriad of other hazards
or consequences)
Fire or explosion
Stranding (where a vessel is unable to return to shore, or to a
shore with food, water, shelter and medical facilities), leaving
persons exposed to the elements, or the vessel exposed to the
open ocean.
Human Factors (not paying attention, lack of maintenance,
unfamiliarity with the vessel, any of which could result in one of the
hazards above).

4. Consequence: Whilst it can be difficult to separate hazards from
consequences, what follows in tables 1 and 2 categorises a
consequence as a death, injury, environmental harm, or at least a
situation where outside help is needed to avoid one of these.
5. Table 2 is table 1 reconfigured, with the hazards ‘collision’ and ‘human
factors’ separated into more detail. It also identifies all of the existing
avoidance / mitigation measures (not just safety equipment measures)
that exist in the NWR that seem intended to control the particular hazards
or to mitigate the consequences of those hazards. The NWR safety
equipment controls over hazards and consequences are in the darker
green shaded rows of Table 2. The NWR non-safety equipment controls
are in the light green shaded rows.
6. It appears from table 2 that most of the safety equipment requirements
(darker green shaded rows) manage consequences (the clean-up); the
things that happen because we haven’t managed the hazards (orange /
brown shaded rows). In blue text are indicated a few suggestions that
could be included as safety equipment that manages hazards further up
the chain of events. Some of these are mentioned in Section 13, the
main part of this discussion paper.
7. It would be a more effective use of resources if safety equipment
managed not the ‘clean-up’ (the consequence), but instead targeted the
hazards earlier in the chain of events. But even if safety equipment
targeted hazards early in the chain of events, it can’t be guaranteed that
the safety equipment would always work. Therefore there is still required
basic safety equipment that deals with the ultimate consequences of a
failure to manage the hazards earlier. For example, it is unlikely that a
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Return to 6
paragraph 3

safety intervention at the hazard level (e.g. having fire extinguishers on
board to manage the hazard of fire) will be 100% effective in all
circumstances down to the consequence level (e.g. a fire burning the
vessel until it sinks and people are in the water). So lifejackets and an
EPIRB might still be required to minimise the consequences of fire.

Safety Equipment - Data
9. Risk based approach – What are the most
hazardous incidents?
The most obvious thing to ask when commencing this review is; ‘in the
past, what incidents or circumstances were the most common, and which
ones caused the most injuries, deaths or damage?’ Hence, historical
incident and accident data is important. Details appear in Annex B. Table 3
below summarises incidents recorded in WA from 2007 to 2014 inclusive.
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Return to 8
clause 1

Table 1 – Categorisation of hazards and consequences – proposed.
Primary
Hazard

Secondary
Hazard

Can lead to

Collision (with
other vessels, land,
seabed, sunken
objects, persons in
the water)
Damage to vessel

Loss of
seaworthiness via:
• swamping and
capsize
• systems failure
• structural
damage,
Fire
Stranding

Consequence • Death / injury
• Persons in the
water
• Damage to
environment

Extreme conditions

Swamping
and
capsize /
sinking

Swamping
and
systems
failure

Fire

Structural
damage

• Flooding / Sinking
• Loss of control
• Stranding

Stranding
(no vessel
navigational
control)

Extreme
• Vessel control
• Vessel
vessel motions
reduced
unable to
return to
• Structural
shore
damage
• Systems damage • Exposed
to
• Evacuation
extreme
conditions
• Vessel
• Damage to
control
vessel
reduced
• Stranding
• Structural
damage

• Death / injury
• Persons in the water

•Death / injury
•Persons in the
water
•Damage to
environment
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•Death /
injury
•Persons in
the water

Return to
Annex B 7.4

Human Factors
(operational
error, personal
injury, person
overboard)
• All of the other
Primary
Hazards
above
• All of the
Secondary
Hazards at left

•Death / injury
•Persons in the
water
•Damage to
environment

Return to 6 Return to 8
clause 2
clause 5

Return to
Annex B
Clause 9.4

Return to
anchoring

Extreme conditions

Fire

Stranding (no
vessel
navigational
control)

Operational
error

Personal
injury

Person
overboard

Radio (obtain weather reports, deliver warnings)
Vessel polling / reporting systems?
Sea anchors?

Smoke Detectors?
Fire
extinguishers
Fire buckets /
bailers

None for reliability
or maintenance of
propulsion,
steering, electrical
systems for
navigation,
Low fuel alarms?

None

None, Wearing
lifejacket?
Safety lines?

Flags, proximity
Striking
sensors for propulsion Person

Sounder?
Chart? Compass?
Anchors

Anchors
Radar?

Return
to
Annex
B
Clause
12.2

Control over
primary hazard
(safety
equipment
only)

Grounding /
underwater

Collision

Other
vessel

Primary
Hazard

None

Table 2 – Table 1 hazards and consequences with avoidance / mitigation measures of the NWR.
Human Factors

Control over
primary hazard
(Non-safety
equipment
controls)

RST
Speed Limits
Area and event
gazettals
Education campaigns

RST
ABP for stability
Operational limits for vessels < 3.75 metres
Education campaigns
Operational limits for non-standard vessels (against which
safety equipment can be scaled)?

RST
Education
campaigns

RST
Education
campaigns

RST
Education
campaigns

Secondary
Hazard

Vessel Damage – see
columns “Extreme
conditions” at right.

Swamping
– capsize
– sinking

• Vessel control
reduced
• Structural
damage
• Systems
damage
• Evacuation

• Vessel unable
to return to
shore
• Exposed to
extreme
conditions

• All of the other
Primary Hazards
above
• All of the
Secondary
Hazards at left

Control over
secondary
hazard (safety
equipment
only)

None

None

None (e.g. back
up steering,
backup power,
dual propulsion,
repair facilities)

Controls as at left

Swamping
– system
failure
– flooding
– sinking
– loss of
control
– stranding
Bilge pump / Bailer
Radio
Battery / bilge alarm?

Structural
damage
– flooding
– sinking
– loss of
control
– stranding
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Extreme
vessel
motions –
• reduced
vessel
control
• structural
damage

RST
ABP for swamping

ABP for swamping
Operational limits for vessels < 3.75 metres
Education campaigns

RST
Education
campaigns

• Death / injury
• Persons in the water
• Damage to
environment

• Death / injury
• Persons in the water

Controls over
consequence
(safety
equipment
only)

Radio
EPIRB
Distress signals
Sound Signals?
st
1 Aid?
Lifejackets
Wearing lifejackets?

Radio (seek assistance or rescue)
EPIRB (seek rescue) – linked to GPS?
Distress signals – LED and laser ‘flares’?
Lifejackets
Wearing lifejackets?
Sound Signals?
st
1 Aid?

• Death/injury
• Persons in the
water
• Damage to
environment
Radio
EPIRB
Distress signals
Sound signal?
st
1 Aid?
Lifejackets
Wearing
lifejackets?

Control over
consequences
(Non-safety
equipment
only)

National rescue
system
RST
Education campaigns

National rescue system
RST
ABP (flotation)
Education campaigns

Control over
secondary
hazard (Nonsafety
equipment
only)
Consequence

National rescue
system
RST
Education
campaigns
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Paddles/oars?
Wearing
lifejackets?
RST
Education
campaigns
If outside of port >
12 hours, 2
persons required
• Death/injury
• Persons in the
water

Fresh Water?
Shelter?
V sheet?
Radio, EPIRB
Distress signal
Sound signal
st
1 Aid
Lifejackets
Wearing
lifejacket?
National rescue
system
RST
Education
campaigns

Controls as at left
Return
to 5.3
para 5

• Death/injury
• Persons in the
water
• Damage to
environment
Controls as at left

Controls as at left

Return to
Section 9

Table 3 – Incident Data Summary from 2007 to 2014 calendar years (inclusive). Records are for all vessel types and in all operating
areas in Western Australia, reproduced from Annex B.
Category of Incident

COLLISION
CAPSIZE
GROUNDING
SUNKEN VESSEL
FIRE
NAVIGATION
PERSON OVERBOARD
SWAMPING
FLOODING
DIVING
OTHER PERSONAL INJURY
ONBOARD INCIDENT
FATALITY (not boating related*)
COLLISION – PROP STRIKE
STRUCTURAL FAILURE
LOSS OF VESSEL
MECHANICAL FAILURE
EXPOLOSION
TOTAL

No. of
Incidents

No. of
Incidents of
category at
left as a % of
all incidents
of all
categories

304
115
112
80
34
33
30
29
24
23
22
14
14
13
12
8
5
1
873

34.8
13.2
12.8
9.2
3.9
3.8
3.4
3.3
2.7
2.6
2.5
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.4
0.9
0.6
0.1

% of
incidents of
the category
at left, that
involve one
or more
injuries
23.4
33.0
15.2
7.5
20.6
12.1
50.0
27.6
8.3
4.3
100.0
92.9
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
40.0
100.0

% of
incidents of
the category
at left, that
involve one
or more
deaths
1.3
9.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33.3
10.3
4.2
13.0
0.0
7.1
100.0
7.7
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

% of
incidents of
the category
at left, that
involve one
or more
deaths or
injuries
23.7
36.5
15.2
7.5
20.6
12.1
83.3
31.0
8.3
17.4
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
8.3
0.0
40.0
100.0

Of all
incidents that
involved one
or more
injuries, what
% were of this
category?

Of all incidents
that involved
one or more
deaths, what
% were of this
category?

Of all incidents
that involved
one or more
deaths or
injuries, what
% were of this
category?

32.3
17.3
7.7
2.7
3.2
1.8
6.8
3.6
0.9
0.4
10.0
5.9
0.0
5.9
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.4

8.2
22.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.4
6.1
2.0
6.1
0.0
2.0
28.6
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

28.2
16.5
6.7
2.4
2.8
1.6
9.8
3.5
0.8
1.6
8.6
5.5
5.5
5.1
0.4
0.0
0.8
0.4

100

*‘not boating related’ incidents are those that might happen anywhere and are not associated specifically with vessel operations. Often they are medical conditions or the doing of
something from a vessel that is not associated with the vessel, such as diving. They are incidents that must be managed and which may affect safety equipment requirements.
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10.Coroner’s court findings and recommendations
Another source of information about hazards that lead to consequent
death is the Coroner’s Court of WA, the website of which reads, in part:
‘The Coroner is a Judicial Officer who must be advised when a person
dies apparently from unnatural causes or where the cause of death is
not known.
Once a report of death is received, usually from the police, doctors or
hospital authorities, the Coroner has legal control over the body of the
deceased person and must establish:
•
•
•
•

The manner in which the death arose;
The cause of death;
The particulars needed to register the death; and
The identity of the deceased

In some cases the Coroner may comment and make
recommendations about public health or safety or the administration
of justice, to help prevent similar deaths happening. 2
The Coroner may make specific recommendations arising from his/her
investigations and hearings, or during the gathering and reporting of
evidence when certain safety matters become evident. In Annex C appear
extracts from the Coroner’s Court reports or investigations that either
contain recommendations or observations about, or the evidence of which
relates to, safety equipment. Some of the recommendations or
observations made in Annex C (observations not necessarily those of the
Coroner, but of this review) relate to matter in the dot points immediately
below;
•

Wearing of lifejackets by persons over the age of 12 months in
higher risk operations (at sea, at sea at night, at mouths of rivers,
when directed by the skipper)

•

Fitting lights to lifejackets for night operations

•

Carriage of electric torches if operating at night

•

Bilge alarms required when bilges are not visible below decks

•

Communications fitted when the vessel is close to shore at
hazardous locations (current requirement starts at 5 nm from shore)

•

Carriage of charts, with hazards noted on the chart (and
consequent navigation equipment: compass, GPS)

2

What the Coroner Does, available from: < http://www.coronerscourt.wa.gov.au/default.aspx>. [15
January 2014] © State of Western Australia 2006
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•

Mandating that operations (maximum load carried, compliance with
written warnings) and the design characteristics of the vessel
(maximum outboard power and weight, minimum fitted flotation
buoyancy) as identified on the ABP (Australian Builders Plate) be
required to be satisfied throughout the life of the vessel and not be
merely for information at the point of first sale.

•

EPIRBs to be GPS-enabled

•

Arranging some means that emergency signalling equipment
(pyrotechnics, EPIRBS) can be attached together for evacuation,
and be able to float free in the event of sinking or capsize

•

Providing a means to keep evacuees together in the water to
increase the likelihood of rescue

•

Safety equipment that has an expiry or ‘service’ date to be required
to be serviced by a person nominated by the manufacturer

•

Tether harnesses on high speed, high risk vessels

•

Kill switches (to be worn) on high risk vessels during high risk
activities (could be limited to persons operating vessels alone).

11.Safety equipment required in other Australian
States / Territory
1. Annex D Part 1: Water classification, examines the different safety
equipment requirements as they exist in other Australian jurisdictions by
reference to the way waters are classified into water risk areas. Waters
are classified in all jurisdictions, from relatively safe and enclosed
requiring little in the way of safety equipment, to very exposed and
requiring the most, and the most effective, safety equipment.
2. Annex D Part 2: Safety Equipment – Existing requirements in other
Australian jurisdictions, compares the safety equipment requirements in
WA and the other Australian jurisdictions. It includes safety equipment
requirements specified in the National Standard for Recreational Boat
Safety Equipment, prepared by the NMSC 3 as endorsed by the
Australian Transport Council in May 2004. Only safety equipment for
conventional vessels and PWCs is included due to the space required to
show requirements for all vessel types.

3

National Marine Safety Committee, established in 1997 under an Intergovernmental Agreement to
promote a uniform national approach to marine safety in Australia. Its functions have been absorbed
into those of the National Regulator specified in the Marine Safety (Domestic Commercial
Vessel) National Law Act 2012.
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Safety Equipment – Western Australia
12.Safety Equipment – What should be changed in
WA?
1. The next Section 13 is divided into separate sub-sections focusing on
individual items of safety equipment required in WA, or required in other
Australian jurisdictions, or that might be considered for WA based upon
past incidents. For each item of safety equipment, there is:
• An introductory statement or general question about an item of safety
equipment. The on-line survey will ask specific questions about this
item of safety equipment.
• A tabular summary of current requirements in Western Australia.
• Statistical data that might suggest the usefulness of the equipment,
derived predominantly from incident data for all vessel types collected
by DoT from 2007 to 2014 inclusive;
• An examination of the hazards and / or consequences that the safety
equipment is attempting to manage together with information that
might be important to consider;
• An approximate cost estimate; and
• A statement about uniformity with other Australian jurisdictions.
• A tabular summary of what is required in other jurisdictions for
motorboats (a fuller description of equipment for motorboats and jet
skis (PWCs) is in Annex D, Part D2: Safety Equipment – Existing
requirements in other Australian jurisdictions);
Different requirements apply to other vessel types such as sailing craft, sailboards and
paddle-craft, but space limitations prevent these from being described.



Included in the tabular summary of other jurisdiction requirements
is, for comparison, a brief repeat description of what is currently
required in WA, but for motorboats only.

2. All jurisdictions classify the various areas of water into risk areas,
extending from very sheltered to very exposed. The majority of
jurisdictions break up waters into 3 risk areas (WA and NSW use only 2).
The terms used by other jurisdictions for risk areas appear below, but for
clarity, the remainder of this paper will refer to the 3 water risk areas as
follows (in bold text):
2.1. Waters described in other jurisdictions as Protected, Inland, Smooth,
Inshore or Enclosed, to mean the most protected waters, will be
referred to as Protected (all are inland, though some waters inland
are large bodies of water that include ‘intermediate’ or ‘unprotected’
waters).
2.2. Waters described in other jurisdictions as Semi-protected,
Intermediate, Partially smooth, Enclosed, Sheltered or Inshore, to
mean waters exposed to hazards to an intermediate extent, will be
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referred to as Intermediate. (In most jurisdictions this is either the sea
to 2 nm from shore or some lesser limit, 5 nm from specified places, or
within specified harbours. Where these area differences are important
in the tables, references to them are made in notes below the tables).
2.3. Waters described in other jurisdictions as Unprotected, Open, Beyond
Partially Smooth or Smooth waters, Coastal, or Waters other than
sheltered or Offshore, to mean waters that are the most exposed to
hazards, will be referred to as Unprotected.
2.4. For a description of the waters as appears in legislation in other
Australian jurisdictions and in the National Standard for Recreational
Boat Safety Equipment, refer to Annex D Part 1: Water classification.
3. Users of motor boats, sailing vessels, jet skis (PWCs), sailboards (for kite
surfing or windsurfing), canoes and kayaks, paddleboats (including
paddle-boards and craft powered by pedalling), or any other type of
vessel, are invited to offer alternative suggestions for safety equipment
that more appropriately manage hazards (or consequences) to which
such vessel types are exposed. For ideas or safety equipment not
mentioned in the sub-sections that follow, refer to Section 4 where
possible safety equipment is listed. Wherever the word ‘vessel’ is used, it
means any of the watercraft types mentioned in this paragraph.
4. You are invited to comment about any or all items of safety equipment
mentioned in this paper, or suggest any other safety equipment that you
consider should be carried on recreational vessels.
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Terms used
The following terms and abbreviations have been used in this discussion
paper:
Term /
abbreviation

Means (for the purpose of
this discussion paper):

AMSA
Decked vessel

Australian Maritime Safety Authority
National Standard for Commercial
A vessel fitted with a deck
Vessels Part C6A: Intact Stability
(or partial deck with
Requirements gives a more robust
protective deck structures)
description of what is NOT a decked
that excludes water from
vessel:
entering the inside of the
open vessel—
a vessel that is not arranged to
vessel; so that the vessel
stays afloat and stable even prevent the accumulation of large
quantities of water on deck or in
with water on the deck for a buoyant spaces if swamped. Such
short time (that is, there is
vessels—
underdeck buoyancy that
a) are not provided with a deck that
cannot be flooded except by is effectively weathertight;
b) have a freeboard deck line that is
damaging the vessel).
Note: A collared vessels such as
a RIB could be a ‘decked vessel’
if there is enough volume in the
collars – even if no ‘deck’ is fitted.

Dinghy

DFES
DSC

Notes

in whole or part located below the
deepest waterline; or
c) have weather decks forming wells
above the deepest waterline that are
not arranged for rapid drainage of
large quantities of accumulated
water.
Might be rowed, sail-powered or
powered only by out-board motor.
Not powered by inboard motor.

A vessel less than 6 metres
in length, without either a
solid structure above the
vessel sides or a full deck
(that is, most of the bilge is
always visible).
Department of Fire & Emergency Services
Digital Selective Calling
Fitted to a VHF radio, DSC enables
activation of a single button that
sends a distress call to all DSC
radio equipped vessels and shore
stations in range on Channel 70.
The call automatically includes:
• caller identity;

• caller position (if a GPS receiver
is connected); and
• the nature of the distress.
The call will be automatically
repeated until stopped by an
acknowledgment message.

EPIRB
GPS
HF
L

Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon
Global Positioning System
High Frequency – radio frequency band between 3 and 30
MHz.
Length (of a vessel, in metres)
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Term /
abbreviation

Means (for the purpose of
this discussion paper):

Liferaft
m
National
Standard

This term will be used throughout this paper instead of ‘Liferaft’ or ‘life raft’
Metre
A non-binding safety equipment
National Standard for
standard made in 2004 as a
Recreational Boat Safety
benchmark for Australian states and
Equipment
territories.

nm
NWR
Open vessel

Nautical Mile (1.852 kilometres)
Navigable Waters Regulations 1958
A vessel that is not a decked vessel*

Paddle Craft

a canoe, kayak, surf ski, inflatable craft or any other similar
craft propelled by paddle or otherwise by the movements of a
person operating the craft, including paddle boards and craft
propelled by pedalling, but does not include such a craft that
is or may be propelled by mechanical power
Will be referred to in regulations as
Personal Flotation Device

PFD

Notes

*See definition above

‘lifejacket’
In some circumstances is an
alternative to an EPIRB

PLB

Personal Locator Beacon

PoB
Protected
Waters

Person Overboard
In WA means the waters contained in any lake, river or
estuary, or by any breakwater, but does not include the
waters of Cambridge Gulf or Lake Argyle
Also known as Jet Skis, and in
Personal Watercraft

PWC

future will include powered body
boards.

RST
RST
Workbook

Recreational Skipper’s Ticket
Book containing everything you need to know for the theory
and practical assessments for an RST, available at:
http://www.transport.wa.gov.au/mediaFiles/marine/MAC_P_RST_Workbook7.pdf

Sailboard
SAR

Includes kite boards and wind surfers
Refers to state and National Search
Search and Rescue
and Rescue Organisations
For this paper, includes dinghies,
*
motorboats, sailing boats, PWCs ,
*
*
Sailboards , Paddle Craft .

Vessel (for the Any craft used or capable of
purpose of this being used to transport
paper)
persons or goods by water,
*see definitions above
however propelled or
moved.
VHF
Very High Frequency – radio frequency band between 30
and 300 MHz
VMR
Volunteer Marine Rescue
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13.Safety equipment – detailed equipment
requirements
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1. Lifejackets - carriage
Incident statistics show that in many accidents on the ocean or on
protected waters, people could have been saved if they had access to a
suitably sized lifejacket. Lifejackets are now made to fit better and are
specially designed for specific activities. We ask for your feedback about
the circumstances in which lifejackets should be carried, who they should
be for and whether we need special requirements.
Before considering the carriage of lifejackets, it might be useful to
consider the wearing of lifejackets (see subsection 2, page 27).
Table 1.1, Lifejackets – Carriage: As currently required in WA
Vessel Type

Motorboats,
sailboats, dinghies*
(i.e. vessels not
tabled below)
PWCs

Protected
waters
-

Lifejacket
minimum Level
50 or 50S

Sailboards (wind
surfers and kite
boards)

-

Paddle craft^

-

Slalom Skiing†
(only for the skier)

Lifejacket
minimum Level
50 or 50S

Unprotected
waters within
400 m of shore
Lifejacket
minimum Level
100

Unprotected
waters beyond
400 m of shore
Lifejacket
minimum Level
100

Lifejacket
minimum Level
50 or 50S
-

Lifejacket
minimum Level
100
Lifejacket
minimum Level 50
or 50S

-

Lifejacket
minimum Level
50 or 50S

Lifejacket
minimum Level 50
or 50S
Lifejacket
minimum Level 50
or 50S

* These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^
Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)
†
Note that this includes parasailing, but excludes normal skiing.

1.1. Statistically, of all incidents in WA, 30 were of persons overboard
(PoB). Of these, 33% resulted in death. The number of PoB incidents
resulting in drowning were between 6 and 9; that is, one person per 3
incidents where there was a PoB. The reasons for the inexact
numbers are because either the person was not found, or the cause of
death was unknown or unreported.
When PoB incidents occur, very often an injury will be recorded
because persons suffer hypothermia or are held in hospital for
observation. There are likely to be many more PoB incidents than are
recorded. Only those POB events that are associated with another
incident, or that result in injury or death are captured in statistics. The
statistics therefore under-report PoB incidents that result in no adverse
outcome.
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Whilst incident data do not record as a separate reporting field where
particular incidents occurred (rivers, ocean, harbours), the locations
can often be inferred based upon the report narrative.
With the above two caveats, and upon investigating the raw incident
data more closely, the areas in which the fatalities occurred were
reasonably evenly split between inland, sheltered (on the ocean but
close to a harbour or shore) and ocean waters.
Other incidents categorised as ‘capsize’, ‘flooding’ or ‘sunken vessel’
could result in people in the water who might not be able to swim.
Incident records do not record the waters within which these capsizes,
floodings or sinkings occurred, but it seems reasonable to expect
fewer of these incidents in protected waters than in unprotected
waters.
Or is it reasonable? There are likely to be many more users of small
vessels on rivers where both the vessel and the user are not expected
to be subject to any danger, as assessed by the user. PoB incidents in
these benign environments are extremely unlikely to be reported as
incidents or to be taken seriously unless a drowning or near-drowning
ensued. Anecdotally, there were a few occasions where people fell
overboard, were pushed, or were in small vessels that capsized in
protected waters where they could have drowned. They did not drown
because there were people on hand to assist. It may be that lifejackets
should be carried in waters where operation alone by individuals is
more likely.
1.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
1.2.1. PFD Type 1 jackets are those that comply with AS 1512, or AS
4758.1 to a minimum level 100, or ISO 12402 to a minimum level
100.
1.2.2. PFD Type 2 jackets are those that comply with AS 1499, or AS
4758.1 to a minimum level 50, or ISO 12402 to a minimum level 50
(includes lifejackets often worn by paddlers).
1.2.3. PFD Type 3 jackets are those that comply with AS 2260, or AS
4758.1 to a minimum level 50S, or ISO 12402 to a minimum
performance level 50 but categorised as ‘special’ and complying
with ISO 12402 - 6.
1.2.4. Lifejackets are categorised according to (among other things)
the likelihood of timely rescue and the waters within which they are
likely to be used. Level 50 lifejackets assume the following (from
AS 4758.1): underlining added
‘Level 50. This level is intended for use by those who are able
swimmers and who are near to bank or shore, or who have help
and a means of rescue close at hand. They are not designed to
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assist in turning the wearer into a face-up position. They require
active participation by the wearer.’
1.2.5. There were a number of incidents investigated by the Coroner
where lifejackets were not donned properly and the improper
donning contributed to the death investigated. From Coroner’s
Recommendations in Annex C, there are a number of
recommendations and relevant commentary regarding suitability of
lifejackets. These include:
1.2.5.1.da Silva: ‘According to Mr Periera the deceased kept falling
out of his life jacket and the other two attached it to his body
so as to ensure that he would be found later.’
1.2.5.2.Paul Gregory Clifton: ‘In addition, Mr Jess noted that of the
three red life jackets, only two were Type 2 jackets of Adult
size and the other one was a Type 2 jacket of Small Adult
size. … The small adult lifejacket, on the other hand, had
buoyancy rated for a body mass of only 40 to 60 kg and was
designed for teenagers and small women, rather than the
average adult male. … Whichever man was wearing the
smaller red lifejacket would have experienced significantly
less flotation from the jacket and would have expended more
energy trying to keep his head above the water. Depending
on the size of the male, he might also have found it
impossible to do it up at all.’
1.3. Costs:
• A lifejacket meeting ISO 12402-3 (Level 150) inflatable is
about $120, which increases to about $270 with sailing
harness and leg straps. For a jacket that can be used as an
all-weather jacket (though not a thermal jacket), this can
increase further to about $400.
• ISO 12402-4 (Level 100) inflatable lifejackets cost about
$180. A non-inflatable Level 100 jacket to ISO 12402-4 costs
about $90 to $100.
• AS 4758 (Level 100) inflatable lifejackets cost about $75.00. A
non-inflatable lifejacket is of similar cost.
• AS 4758 (Level 50) lifejackets cost from $65 to $140.
AS 4758 level 50S and ISO 12402-5 Level 50 ‘special’ (perhaps to
ISO 12402-6) lifejackets are not always cheaper than their ‘nonspecial’ versions: They meet the same performance and
manufacturing requirements as level 50 lifejackets except in way
of high visibility colours, but may be provided with additional
features that make them ‘special’.
1.4. Consistency: The majority of jurisdictions require lifejackets on all
waters, though the majority require Level 50 jackets on protected
waters consistent with help likely to be close at hand. Currently, WA is
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not aligned with other Australian jurisdictions for protected waters, but
is aligned for vessels in unprotected waters. This inconsistency is
unlikely to affect trade in vessels between jurisdictions because the
equipment is easily obtained. Users of such vessels in protected
waters will have to familiarise themselves with requirements in other
jurisdictions when operating there. One caution though – the
placement of lifejackets in other jurisdictions can require very specific
stowage and labelling requirements of which vessel manufacturers in
WA should take note.
Table 1.2, Lifejackets – Carriage: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Unprotected
Territory
waters
waters
Only PWCs, PFD
No intermediate
PFD Type 1 (Types 2
WA
and 3 for Sailboards,
Types 1, 2 or 3
waters
paddleboats)

SA

NT

Qld

NSW

Vic

Tas
National
Standard

1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 2 or
3
1 per person, must
be ‘appropriate’ by
AS 4758.1
1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 2 or
3
1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 2 or
3 (equivalent)
1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 2 or
3
1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 2
1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 2 or
3

1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 1

As for intermediate
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 1 or
2
No intermediate
waters

1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 1
1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 1
(equivalent)

1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 1

As for intermediate
waters

1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 1
1 per person, PFD
minimum Type 1

As for intermediate
waters
As for intermediate
waters

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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2. Lifejackets – wearing
In an emergency, wearing a lifejacket can mean the difference between
life and death. In many incidents, people had little time to put on their
lifejackets and this contributed significantly to their deaths. Lifejackets are
now designed and manufactured to be comfortable to wear. For these
and other reasons, wearing a lifejacket has been made compulsory in
other states in certain circumstances. We ask for your feedback about
compulsory wearing of lifejackets and in what circumstances wearing
should be compulsory.
Table 2.1, Lifejackets – wearing: As currently required in WA
Vessel Type

Protected
waters

Motorboats,
sailboats, dinghies*
(i.e. vessels not
tabled below)
PWCs

Unprotected
waters within
400 m of shore

-

Compulsory
wearing

-

Compulsory
wearing

Sailboards (wind
surfers, kite boards)

-

-

Paddle craft^

-

-

†

Slalom Skiing (only
the skier whilst
skiing)

Compulsory
wearing by
skier

Compulsory
wearing by skier

Unprotected
waters beyond
400 m of shore
-

Compulsory
wearing
Compulsory
wearing
Compulsory
wearing by skier

* These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^ Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)
† Note that this includes parasailing, but excludes normal skiing.

The approach of other Australian jurisdictions could be used as a
guide, at table 2.2 below.
2.1. Statistically, of all incidents in WA, 30 were of persons overboard
(PoB). Of these, 33% resulted in death.
2.1.1. When PoB incidents occur, very often an injury will be
recorded because persons suffer hypothermia or are held in
hospital for observation. This is often the reason that the incident is
recorded (or rescue is required but there is no injury or death). This
suggests there are likely to be many more PoB incidents that are
not recorded because there was no adverse effect on anyone.
2.1.1.1.Whilst incident data do not record as a separate reporting
field the type of waters where particular incidents occurred
(rivers, ocean, harbours), the locations can often be inferred
based upon the report narrative.
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Return to
Lifejackets
- carriage

2.1.1.2.With the above two caveats, and upon investigating the raw
incident data more closely, the areas in which the fatalities
occurred for PoB incidents were reasonably evenly split
between inland, sheltered (on the ocean but close to a
harbour or shore) and ocean waters. Most of the vessels from
which people fell overboard (regardless of whether there was
death, injury or no adverse personal effect) were: Open Boats
(34% of all the PoB incidents), followed by PWCs (21% of all
the PoB incidents) and a mixture of vessel types for the
remainder of PoB incidents. PWC riders are already required
to wear a lifejacket by the NWR 50B.
‘50B. Personal flotation device to be worn by the driver and
passenger of a personal watercraft’
2.1.1.3.The above clause 2.1.1.2. indicates, as a first estimation,
that open boats (that are generally smaller vessels) would be
a type of vessel the occupants of which would benefit from
the compulsory wearing of lifejackets. Other jurisdictions (see
table 2.2 below) seem to have arrived at a similar conclusion,
identifying vessels of length less than 4.8 or 6 metres.
2.1.2. Where else might the wearing of lifejackets be important? One
would expect that in instances of capsize, if persons were not
wearing lifejackets, they would be susceptible to drowning.
Similarly for swamping and flooding. Conversely, wearing a
lifejacket in an enclosed cabin with small exits is likely to increase
the chance of drowning in a rapid capsize.
2.1.2.1.Of all the incidents of capsize, 33% of capsize incidents
resulted in injury, and 9.6% of capsize incidents resulted in
deaths (12 deaths). Incidents of any category can involve
deaths, injuries, a combination of deaths and injuries, or no
deaths or injuries. That is, the percentage of capsizes that
result in an adverse personal effect of death or injury is not
the simple sum of 33% + 9.6% ≈ 43% of capsizes. Instead,
from table 3, the percentage of capsize incidents that result in
either a death or an injury is 36.5%.
2.1.2.2.Before interpreting too much into this number as
representing incidents where the wearing of a lifejacket may
have helped, some of these injuries may have been suffered
in the process of capsize or recovery, or the injury may have
contributed to the capsize. Whichever of these applies, the
wearing of a lifejacket is nevertheless likely to have assisted
in the person’s survival.
2.1.2.3.What about swamping? 27.6% of swamping incidents
resulted in injury, and 10.3% resulted in deaths.
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2.1.2.4.For flooding, 8.3% of flooding incidents resulted in injury,
and 4.2% resulted in deaths.
2.1.2.5.For sinking (cause unknown, and so excludes records of
capsize, swamping and flooding), 7.5% of sinking incidents
resulted in injury, and 0% resulted in deaths.
2.1.3. Of all incident categories examined above (where people are
likely to have ended up in the water), the number of deaths from
that incident category as a percentage of all incident categories
where there was death, are from table 3, second column from the
right:
• Person Overboard; of all incidents involving death, 20.4%
were from PoB incidents:
• Capsize: 22.4%
• Swamping: 6.1%
• Flooding: 2%
• Sinking: 0%
• All others: 49%
2.1.4. Based upon the above analysis, and based upon Annex B:
• Conclusions (see Annex B, its clause 12. Conclusions,
and in particular;
• Annex B, its clause 12.4,
• Annex B table B4; and,
• Annex B clause 5, last paragraph, and clause 7, last
paragraph and clause 10.2.1,
to maximise the effectiveness that compulsory wearing of
lifejackets has on reducing deaths, it might be that the wearing of
lifejackets could target vessels that are:
• likely to capsize (smaller vessels operating in the ocean, small
sailing dinghies, canoes, kayaks, sailboards, paddle boards);
• vessels of a type and operating in a manner where people are
more likely to fall overboard (vessels subject to excessive
motions such as PWCs, smaller vessels, less stable vessels
as mentioned in the dot point immediately above, and those
that carry children); or,
• Vessels operated so that a PoB is less likely to be retrieved
(vessels with only one person aboard or operating at night).
2.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
2.2.1. There are likely to be many more users of small vessels on
rivers and lakes where both the vessel and the user are not
expected to be subject to any danger, as assessed by the user.
PoB incidents in these benign environments are extremely unlikely
to be reported as incidents or are unlikely to be taken seriously
unless a drowning or near drowning ensued. Anecdotally, there
were a few occasions where people fell overboard, were pushed,
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or were in small vessels that capsized in protected waters where
the people could have drowned but did not. They did not drown
because there were people on hand to assist. It may be that when
operating alone in isolation, lifejackets should be worn. This is
supported by the approaches in SA, NSW and Vic.
Lifejackets are categorised according to (among other things) the
likelihood of timely rescue and the waters within which they are
likely to be used. Level 50 lifejackets assume the following (from
AS 4758.1): underlining added
‘Level 50. This level is intended for use by those who are able
swimmers and who are near to bank or shore, or who have
help and a means of rescue close at hand. They are not
designed to assist in turning the wearer into a face-up
position. They require active participation by the wearer.’
Specifying such a lifejacket to be worn in protected waters based
upon the person being alone on the vessel presupposes, for
wearing of lifejackets to be 100 % effective in saving lives, that
there will be other persons nearby to assist, or the wearer remains
conscious.
2.2.2. From Coroner’s Recommendations in Annex C, there are a
number of recommendations and relevant commentary regarding
the wearing of lifejackets. These include:
2.2.2.1.NORMA JEAN: ‘This case has highlighted potential benefits
in using life jackets at night, particularly in the case of nonswimmers.’
2.2.2.2.da Silva: ‘Although all three put on life jackets, it appears
likely from subsequent events that the deceased’s life jacket
was not put on correctly.’, and ‘According to Mr Periera the
deceased kept falling out of his life jacket and the other two
attached it to his body so as to ensure that he would be found
later.’
2.2.2.3.Paul Gregory Clifton: Coroner’s Recommendation:
‘I recommend that the Department of Transport give strong
consideration in its review of recreational vessel safety
requirements to mandating the wearing of lifejackets by
persons over 12 months old on recreational vessels in
Western Australia, when such a vessel is in unprotected
waters.’
2.2.2.4.Sean Riley Coffey and Bryce James Weppner: ‘.. if they
were in the water with personal floatation devices or hanging
onto something buoyant, the survival limit was about 48 hours
so would not be expected to extend past midday on 11
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August 2012; if they were in the water without personal
floatation devices, survival past last light on 10 August 2011*
was unlikely.’
*The year ‘2011’ is likely to have been a misprint, and 2012 would have been
intended.

2.2.2.5.Barry William JAY: ‘The deceased might have survived had
he worn a lifejacket while the vessel was engaging the
breakers at the river mouth.’
2.2.2.6.Mark James Inman: Recommendation No. 2:
‘I recommend that survey requirements for sea going
commercial fishing vessels of this type require PFDs to be on
board and available for use by all crew members. It should
then be for the Skippers of the vessels to ensure that these
devices are worn when appropriate and particularly that they
are worn by all very inexperienced crew and by any crew
members working in hazardous situations.’
Note: This incident was on a commercial vessel, but the principles hold for
recreational vessels.

2.2.2.7.Edward Raymond BARFIELD: ‘None of the occupants were
wearing a life jacket at the time but Michael Delich located
two life jackets floating in the water and recovered 2 further
jackets from under the hull before the boat sank.’
2.2.3. In most of the incidents where vessels sank, narratives of the
incidents indicate that sinking proceeded very rapidly: So rapidly
that the time taken to locate lifejackets on board left little time to
choose the correct type / size of jacket, and even less time to don
the jackets, and almost no time to collect any other safety
equipment or to make any radio calls. Of course, capsizes not
preceded by flooding, and most swampings left no time to do
anything related to survival.
2.3. Costs: Whilst there is a financial cost to the vessel owner of providing
lifejackets, there is likely to be a small financial gain by maintaining the
lifejackets: By wearing the lifejackets, they will not be stowed in moist,
hot environments or under other heavy equipment for extended
periods of time. The jackets will effectively be regularly aired with
deterioration identified before it has progressed too far. The most
obvious cost benefit to the State (and hence ultimately the individual
taxpayer) is that persons are more likely to be rescued alive, and that
sea search and rescue times will be shorter. This is likely to reduce
rehabilitation (mental and physical) required for rescued persons.
There are other avoided costs by virtue of successful and quicker
rescues: Financial costs of depression and costs to the economy in
reduced productivity of both traumatised survivors and families of
deceased persons.
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2.4. Consistency: The majority of jurisdictions require lifejackets to be worn
in different circumstances and on different vessel types where the
likelihood of a person being thrown into the water is elevated. WA
already requires the wearing of lifejackets in two higher risk situations.
The consistency between jurisdictions has no significant effect on
markets for vessels or equipment. However, consistency with at least
some of the other jurisdictions would foster automatic behaviour of
persons wherever they may use a recreational vessel.
2.4.1. By mandating the wearing of lifejackets, retailers selling jackets
on the WA market will face increasing pressure to source
lifejackets that are more comfortable and are more easily worn than
if the wearing of lifejackets was not mandatory.
Table 2.2, Lifejackets – wearing: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Unprotected
Territory
waters
waters
WA
Person must wear a No intermediate
As for Protected
lifejacket when:
waters
waters, and;
 On a PWC
Sailboard riders >
 ‘Slalom’ skiing
400 m from any
shore.
SA
Persons must wear a lifejacket:
 On small manually powered craft where only 1 person is able
to be carried;
 On a PWC; and,
 When towed behind any vessel.
NT
Persons must wear a lifejacket:
 On a sailing vessel shorter than 5 m or if the sailing vessel
has closed hulls, where the person is the vessel operator, or
a passenger of age 16 years or older.
 When operating a PWC, or if a PWC passenger of age 16
years or older.
 When towed behind a vessel.
Qld
Persons must wear a lifejacket:
 each person of age less than 12 years when on an open1
vessel of shorter than 4.8 m whilst underway, and all persons
when the same vessel crosses a coastal bar.
 On a PWC at any time.
 When towed behind a vessel.
1. ‘Open’ here does not mean ‘open’ in the conventional weather-tight sense described
in the definitions at Section 12 clause 5 (terms and abbreviations), but relates to how
protected from the sea are persons on the vessel (e.g. cabins fitted, protected cockpit).

NSW

Persons must wear
a lifejacket:
 On canoes, kiteboards,
sailboards, all
vessels shorter
than 4.8 m, or

No Inter-mediate
waters
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Persons must wear
a lifejacket:
 On canoes, kiteboards,
sailboards, all
vessels shorter
than 4.8 m, or

State /
Territory

Protected waters


Intermediate
waters

beach-launched
wind powered
vessels.

Those jackets must
be worn when those
vessel above are:

Unprotected
waters
 beach-launched
wind powered
vessels.
Those jackets must
be worn when those
vessel above are:

•




Operating;
• Operating.
at night,
in alpine waters or
when ‘the person’
is not
accompanied by
someone of age
12 years or older.
Lifejackets must also be worn:
 On any vessel, when crossing a coastal bar.
 By a child of age less than 12 years while on board a
vessel shorter than 4.8 m (at any time) or in an open area
on a vessel shorter than 8 m whilst underway.
 On PWCs at any time.
 Whilst a person is being towed behind a vessel.
 When directed to by the master.

Vic

Persons must wear a lifejacket at all times when the person is in
an open area of the vessel that is underway:
On:
 Powerboats shorter than 4.8 m
 Tender
 Off-the-beach sailing yacht
 Kiteboard or sailboard
 Canoe, kayak, rowing boat, raft, stand up paddleboard,
pedal boat or funboat
 PWC
Does not apply to person operating a stand up paddle board
within 400 m of shore.
Persons must wear a lifejacket during Specified circumstances
when the person is in an open area of vessel that is underway:
On:
 Powerboats of length greater than 4.8 m but 12 m or
shorter, or
 any yacht.
Specified circumstances:
 Vessel crossing an ocean bar,
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State /
Territory

Protected waters








Intermediate
Unprotected
waters
waters
Operating in designated hazardous area,
Vessel operating with only 1 person aboard,
Operating at night
Vessel is disabled
Vessel is a yacht with no safety barriers / lifelines / rails /
safety harnesses or jacklines in use
Operated during periods of restricted visibility
Operating in area where there are current warnings from the
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) for:
 Gale
 Storm wind
 Hurricane force wind
 Severe thunderstorm
 Severe weather

Children younger than 10 years must wear a lifejacket in all
situations (not just ‘Specified circumstances’) above while vessel
is underway.
Person being towed must wear a lifejacket.
Tas

National
Standard

Persons must wear a lifejacket on a motorboat (if the person is
not in a deckhouse, cabin or secure enclosed space) of length
less than 6 m whilst underway. If L is 6 m or longer, persons
younger than 12 years must wear lifejackets whilst underway.
Motorboat includes PWCs.
Each person to wear a lifejacket on:
 PWC, Sailboard, Canoe, Kayak: when operating on any
waters.
 Sailing vessel shorter than 6 m when sailing on any waters.
Tender is exempt.
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3. Flares (pyrotechnics) and other active visual distress signals
Pyrotechnics (red hand flares, red parachute rocket flares, orange smoke
signals) assist in the timely rescue of people needing help. Despite being
manufactured to be as safe as possible, pyrotechnics are nevertheless
dangerous if used incorrectly, and there are alternatives available. We
ask for your feedback about when you think the different pyrotechnics
should be carried, and whether alternatives should be allowed.

Table 3.1, Pyrotechnics and other active visual distress signals: As
currently required in WA (and EPIRB / PLB as alternatively permitted).
Protected waters not shown – pyrotechnics, EPIRBs and PLBs not required in protected waters.

Vessel Type

Unprotected waters
(unless columns at right
apply)

Unprotected waters
beyond 2 nm of
mainland shore (or
beyond 400 m of
island itself beyond
2 nm of mainland
shore)

Unprotected waters
beyond 5 nm of
mainland shore (or
beyond 1 nm of
island itself beyond
5 nm of mainland
shore)

(unless column at right
applies)

Motorboats,
sailboats,
dinghies* (i.e.
vessels not
tabled below)

2 red hand flares OR
2 parachute rockets
And
2 hand held smoke
signals OR
1 smoke canister

2 red hand flares OR
2 parachute rockets
And †
2 hand held smoke
signals OR
1 smoke canister

2 parachute rockets

PWCs,

Only beyond 400 m
of any shore: As for
vessels above
Only beyond 400 m
of shore: As for
vessels above, OR
EPIRB or PLB

As for vessels above

As for vessels above

EPIRB or PLB

As for vessels above,
AND
EPIRB or PLB

Sailboards
(wind surfers,
kite boards),
Paddle Craft^

And †
2 hand held smoke
signals OR
1 smoke canister

*These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)
†
EPIRB also required; see sub-section 4.

3.1. Statistically, DoT has little objective data regarding the importance of
pyrotechnics for search and rescue. Department of Fire & Emergency
Services (DFES) data indicates that in 2015 there were 21 pyrotechnic
sightings resulting in 8 rescues. Pyrotechnics is one class of safety
equipment that is most frequently found to be non-compliant with
existing legislation by either not being in ‘serviceable’ condition, not
being on board or not being within the manufacturer’s expiry date.
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3.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
3.2.1. Currently WA is the only Australian jurisdiction allowing, within
any distance offshore, red parachute rockets to replace red hand
held flares. Compulsory carriage of red parachute rockets instead
of red hand held flares begins at 5 nm from the coast (two other
jurisdictions require red parachute rockets at 2 nm, whilst three
others require no red parachute rockets at all).
3.2.2. The standard that applies to pyrotechnic distress signals (that
include red hand held distress flares and red parachute distress
rockets - neither of which are highly visible during the daytime) is
AS 2092. This standard specifies a luminous intensity for red hand
held flares of 15,000 cd (candela) for at least 60 seconds, and this
should make them visible at night from a distance of about 5 nm.
The standard specifies for red parachute distress rockets (once
they reach a height of approximately 300 metres) that they burn
with a luminous intensity of 30,000 cd for 40 seconds, and this
should make them visible at night from a distance of about 8 nm.
The orange hand held smoke signal is not visible at night but very
visible (lower wind speeds increase the visibility of these signals)
during the daytime. The orange hand held smoke signal produces
smoke that is visible for 60 seconds, and should be visible from 2
nm. The orange smoke canister to which WA’s NWR refer must
comply with the same standard as the orange hand held smoke
signal, except that the smoke should be visible for 3 minutes
instead of 1 minute, and the canister should float on the water.
3.2.3. There are no statistics currently that detail the failure (to ignite)
of orange smoke canisters when compared with orange hand held
smoke signals. With hand held smoke signals, the survivor has at
least 2 chances of firing a signal (albeit with only 1 minute burning
time for each). If there are ignition problems with pyrotechnics, then
if the failure rate is, say, x/100 generally, then having a failure of
two smoke signals is likely to occur at a rate of (x/100)2. That is, if
the failure 4 rate was 1 in every 100 hand held smoke signals or
canisters, then for two signals to fail would (all other things being
equal) happen 1 time for every 10,000 firings: Very unlikely. This is
100 times more unlikely than having a failure of one smoke
canister, assuming the ignition mechanism is the same. On this
basis, perhaps 1 orange smoke canister should not be considered
equivalent to 2 orange hand held smoke signals.
3.2.4. Regarding alternative active 5 visual signalling devices, the
DoT’s experience with them is limited, but is as follows:
4

Practical experience at the DoT’s Marine Education Boatshed suggests 1 detonation failure per
hundred orange hand held smoke signals is realistic.
5
The reference to ‘active’ is intended to exclude signalling equipment that only has to be deployed,
such as distress signalling sheets, N&C flags etc.
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3.2.4.1.LED 6 distress beacons have an advantage over
pyrotechnics in that they can be turned on and off, and in
terms of ‘burning time’ would be equivalent to carrying a
hundred to two hundred red hand held flares. Apart from the
flashing of the LEDs (regularly in SOS pattern or randomly to
attract attention), in terms of brightness experienced from a
distance, LEDs were not much more visible than the
navigation lights required by vessels at night. The light output
of LEDs was nowhere near that of red hand held flares.
3.2.4.2.Laser ‘flares’7 were, of the three alternative signalling
devices examined, most likely to be bright enough to attract
an observer’s attention. However, while the laser beam
expands in an arc (but only in one plane) it was nevertheless
very difficult to aim. A person on a vessel or in the water
would have to be very skilled to aim the ‘flare’ directly at a
target observer, and therefore such a ‘flare’ would not be
useful to ‘broadcast’ a person’s distress. Anecdotally,
experience of other users is that different LED distress
beacons and distress locator beacons are more visible than
laser ‘flares’.
3.2.4.3.Distress locator beacons 8 have potential to be an alternative
to any device to ‘broadcast’ that a person is in distress at
night. The distress locator beacon tested (fitted with a flashing
bright white Xenon gas-filled tube) was not as visible to the
human eye as was the LED distress beacon. In addition,
there is no technical standard (currently, though one is being
developed) against which to assess such a device that could
compare it to a red hand held flare for effectiveness. Lastly, a
steadily flashing white light does not appear in the
International Code of Signals as a distress signal recognised
by international shipping. While SOS signalling still appears in
the International Code of Signals, Morse code is being used
less nowadays.
3.2.4.4.Likely benefits of alternatives to pyrotechnics:
• Fire hazard (and disposal hazard) eliminated.
• Longer time of operation.
• Ability to use multiple times when possible observers are
nearby (so only one signalling device needs to be
carried).
• Testing indoors – no official permission is required to test
or to practice using the signal.
• More confidence that the signal will function because it is
able to be tested.
6

LED – Light Emitting Diode
Similar to laser pointers, but with the laser beam flared out to present a plane of laser light some 10
to 20 degrees wide (but only in one very narrow plane).
8
Floating devices that flash an intense white light in a hemisphere above the horizontal for location at
night (intensity far exceeding Life Saving Appliances Code Section 2.1.2 Lifebuoy self-igniting lights).
7
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• Cheaper when used over a longer period of time where
pyrotechnics would have to be replaced every 3 years.
3.2.4.5.Likely drawbacks of alternatives to pyrotechnics:
• Not as highly visible at night, and not effective during the
day.
• Visibility could be compromised by partially drained
batteries.
• Currently no performance standards.
• Poor recognition currently as a distress signal.
3.2.4.6.Of the 3 devices, the most useful to broadcast a person’s
position (once another means of distress alerting has initiated
a search at night) were, in order of visibility: LED distress
beacon, White flashing locator beacon, Laser flare. Different
brand names of such devices could have achieved different
results, and DoT trials were purely subjective.
3.3. Costs: Red parachute distress rockets cost about $45 to $60 each,
whilst red hand held flares cost about $15 each. If the 2 x red
parachute distress rockets currently required were replaced by 2 x red
hand flares, there would be a cost saving of about $60 to $90 to the
operator every 3 years. But there may be cost implications to the
volunteer marine rescue groups if they find that the red parachute
distress rockets are more visible and reduce search times due to
earlier detection. Hand held orange smoke signals cost about $18
each. Purchased in packs, an Inshore kit comprising 2 x red hand held
flares + 2 x orange hand held orange smoke signals costs about $65
to $92. An Offshore flare kit comprising 2 x red parachute rocket flares
+ 2 x hand held orange smoke signals costs about $120 to $180. A
single orange smoke canister costs about $59.
LED distress beacon of the make trialled: approximately $190.
Laser ‘flare’ of the make trialled: approximately $160.
Distress locator beacon of the make trialled: approximately $250.
These costs are one-off, and the devices then only require battery
replacement, whereas pyrotechnics must be replaced at least every 3
years.
3.4. Consistency: Regarding pyrotechnics - the jurisdictions are not
consistent. This inconsistency is unlikely to affect trade in vessels
between jurisdictions because the equipment is easily obtained. Users
currently have to familiarise themselves with requirements in other
jurisdictions when operating in those jurisdictions.
3.4.1. Regarding alternatives to pyrotechnics - to be an effective
distress signal, a signal must be recognised by both professional
search and rescue (SAR) organisations, and by general seafarers
who might raise the alarm and render assistance. Of the three
alternatives trialled, the LED distress beacon and distress locator
beacon could be recognised by national SAR organisations as
distress signals if they signalled Morse Code SOS (which both of
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them could), but they are not likely yet to be recognised by general
seafarers. If there is support for these devices, whilst there is
currently no standard with which they must comply, they might be
included as distress signals on a national basis as an alternative to
pyrotechnic flares once such a standard is written.
Table 3.2, Pyrotechnics and other active visual distress signals: As
currently required in:
State /
Protected
Intermediate waters
Unprotected waters
Territory waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate waters Red hand flares: 2 (or 2
red parachute rockets).
Orange smoke signals: 2
hand held or 1 canister.
Red parachute rockets:
Beyond 5 nm - 2 (and no
red hand flares required).
SA
Not required
Red hand flares: 2
Red hand flares: 2
Orange smoke signals Orange smoke signals
hand held: 2
hand held: 2
Red parachute rockets:
Beyond 10 nm – 2
NT
Not required
Red hand flares: 2
As for intermediate
Orange smoke signals waters
hand held: 2
Qld
Not required
Red hand flares: 2
As for intermediate
Orange smoke signals waters
hand held: 2
NSW
Not required
No intermediate waters Red hand flares: 2
Orange smoke signals
hand held: 2
Vic
Not required
Red hand flares: 2
Red hand flares: 2
Orange smoke signals Orange smoke signals
hand held: 2
hand held: 2
Red parachute rockets:
Beyond 2 nm - 1
Tas
Not required
Red hand flares: 2
Red hand flares: 2
but
Orange smoke signals Orange smoke signals
recommended
hand held: 2
hand held: 2
Red parachute rockets: 2
National Not required
Red hand flares: 2
Red hand flares: 2
Standard
Orange smoke signals Orange smoke signals
hand held: 2
hand held: 2
Red parachute rockets: 2
Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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4. Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB / Personal
Locator Beacon (PLB)
Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRB) and Personal
Locator Beacons (PLB) alert sea search and rescue services that
someone is in serious trouble and needs help. They have been very
successful in saving lives at sea, and are getting cheaper. We ask for
your feedback about whether you think EPIRBs and PLBs should be
carried, where they should be carried and if different types should be
carried so that people in trouble are more likely to be found quickly.
Table 4.1, EPIRBs / PLBs: As currently required in WA
Protected waters not shown – EPIRBs, PLBs and pyrotechnics not required in protected waters.

Vessel Type

Unprotected
waters beyond
400 m of any
shore

Unprotected waters
beyond 2 nm of
mainland shore (or
beyond 400 m of island
itself beyond 2 nm of
mainland shore)

(unless columns at
right apply)

Unprotected waters
beyond 5 nm of
mainland shore (or
beyond 1 nm of island
itself beyond 5 nm of
mainland shore)

(unless column at right
applies)

Motorboats,
sailboats,
dinghies* (i.e.
vessels not
tabled below)

-

EPIRB

EPIRB

PWCs

-

As for vessels above

As for vessels above

EPIRB or PLB

EPIRB or PLB
AND
Pyrotechnics as for
motorboats

Sailboards
(wind surfers,
kite boards),
Paddle Craft^

EPIRB or PLB
OR
Pyrotechnics as for
motorboats

*These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)

4.1. Statistically, there is no Western Australian incident data to assist in
answering the questions posed. AMSA data shows that in 2015 there
were 150 incidents in WA where AMSA was involved. Of these,
EPIRBs and PLBs were responsible for alerting AMSA in 90 of those
incidents. Sixteen lives that were at risk were saved.
4.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
4.2.1.

Within 400 metres of islands:

4.2.1.1.The distance of 400 metres from a coast (of the mainland or
islands) appears as a convenient breakpoint for when safety
equipment is required in many parts of the NWR, not just
EPIRBs. This appears to be a reasonable limit considering
distances that most people might be able to swim, though 200
metres might be more realistic. But when considering how all
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the various vessel types operate, some would often range
inadvertently outside 200 metres from shore, especially when
considering variables like breaking waves, reefs, shallow
waters and the speed at which some vessels operate.
4.2.1.2.If the limit of 400 metres from an island still seems
reasonable as the limit beyond which EPIRBs should be
carried, an assumption is made in the NWR that a person
requiring assistance at any distance from an island up to 400
metres can get to the shore, and thereafter does not need the
rescue services that an EPIRB can bring to bear. It is true that
such a person once on the island, is not likely to be in ‘grave
and imminent danger’ and thereby would not require
immediate assistance, and should not therefore activate an
EPIRB. If the voyage was well planned a search might
nevertheless be initiated by a person concerned that the
estimated time of return had been exceeded (unless the
vessel was fitted with a marine radio, currently not required if
the vessel operates within 1 nm of the island).
4.2.1.3.This distance of 400 metres affects some other
requirements in the NWR, such as:
• Teaching the RST course from a vessel other than the
vessel operated by the student,
• PWC operator requiring a level 50 lifejacket or a level 100
lifejacket, or pyrotechnics,
• Paddle craft being fitted with bilge pumps or bailers,
lifejackets, PLBs and flares,
• Sailboard riders having to wear lifejackets, or having to
carry PLBs.
4.2.2.

GPS enabling:

4.2.2.1.In support: With GPS enabled EPIRBs, the EPIRB position
will be transmitted, and received by a satellite within 20
minutes of activation to an accuracy of 120 metres. Without
GPS, at least 2 passes of a satellite are required to assess
the beacon’s position, and this could take anywhere between
90 minutes and 3 hours, and even then, the position is only
accurate to within 5 kilometres. Therefore, a GPS enabled
EPIRB could decrease the time by up to 2 ½ hours from
activation of the EPIRB, to the rescue agencies being
informed of the activation and locating the EPIRB. The GPS
positioning will also decrease the actual search time by
however long it takes to search an area of about 20 square
kilometres.
4.2.2.2.The cost of GPS enabled EPIRBs is only marginally higher
than the cost of non-GPS enabled EPIRBs.
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4.2.2.3.The current mix of satellites (Geostationary, and Low Earth
Orbiting) is currently (2016) being augmented by Medium
Earth Orbiting satellites (the MEOSAR system). This will
reduce to about 10 minutes the time within which satellites
will pass and detect a non-GPS enabled EPIRB to normal
non-GPS accuracy. Position accuracy for non-GPS enabled
EPIRBs is not improved with the MEOSAR system. Position
accuracy and therefore the size of the search area remains
the same for the different satellite types. The MEOSAR
system began operation in August 2016 though at that date
the system did not have the full complement of satellites and
ground stations.
4.2.3.

Automatic activation:

4.2.3.1.EPIRBs are normally manually activated by turning the unit
on. Some EPIRBs can also be stored in a vessel-mounted
bracket where water sensors are covered. If the vessel sinks
and the EPIRB floats free, the water sensors activate the
EPIRB.
4.2.3.2.There have been incidents recently (2016) where vessels
were carrying EPIRBs, but the vessel disappeared without the
EPIRB being activated. In most cases, if EPIRBs were
automatically activated, they would float free in the event of a
swamping, sinking or capsize and thereby alert search and
rescue organisations of the incident and provide a location for
the vessel.
4.2.4.

EPIRBs versus PLBs:

4.2.4.1.There are differences between EPIRBs and PLBs that
explain why EPIRBs are required on conventional vessels,
instead of PLBs.
PLBs are:
• Not designed to float upright with antenna vertical as are
EPIRBs. Instead, whilst they must float, they are not
required to float upright and so must be held or worn by the
user so the aerial is deployed upright.
• Designed to be carried on the person, not on a vessel.
• Fitted with a battery that lasts only 24 hours, not 48 hours
as required in an EPIRB.
• Registered to a person, not a vessel.
• Not required to have a built-in strobe light (though might be
fitted with one) whilst EPIRBs must have one.
• Watertight tested to 1 metre for 1 hour whilst EPIRBs are
watertight tested to 10 metres for 5 minutes.
• Drop tested from 1.22 metres to a hard surface, while
EPIRBs are drop tested from 20 metres into water.
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4.2.4.2.In support: Given the above performance and testing
standards for PLBs, it may be appropriate to specify PLBs in
situations where;
• vessels are small or operated in such a way that an EPIRB
would be difficult to carry on the vessel;
• there is only one person normally on the vessel and so the
PLB is likely to be worn or carried by that person, and that
person is likely to be the person registered against that
PLB;
• the vessel is small so that equipment is not able to be
stored on or within the vessel, and therefore is likely to be
treated as a piece of personal equipment rather than
equipment of the vessel;
• operations are likely to be closer to rescue facilities than a
larger vessel that regularly operates in unprotected waters
on multiple-day voyages, rendering full 48 hour operation
less critical; or,
• operations are likely to be during daylight hours rendering
the absence of a strobe light less critical.
Vessels likely to meet one or more of these criteria for
carrying PLBs instead of EPIRBs include paddle craft and
sailboards (that is, kite boards and windsurfers), and PWCs.
4.2.4.3. Not in support: On the other hand, given the lesser water
tightness tests, PLBs should not be specified if the activity
involves frequent water immersion, especially at speed.
Vessels likely to meet this criterion against carrying PLBs
instead of EPIRBs include Sailboards and PWCs.
4.3. Costs: An EPIRB without GPS facility costs from about $280. A GPS
enabled EPIRB costs from about $290. An EPIRB with auto activation
costs in excess of about $600. A GPS-enabled PLB with a strobe light
(most seem to be fitted with both of these features) costs about $300.
4.4. Consistency: Because EPIRBs are a part of the Australian national
SAR arrangements, nearly all the jurisdictions have adopted the same
or very similar requirements regarding the areas of operation from the
mainland where an EPIRB must be carried. If WA had a different
distance from the mainland beyond which an EPIRB had to be carried,
this would be unlikely to affect trade in vessels between jurisdictions,
but would require persons operating between jurisdictions to be aware
of the different distances. Regarding islands, whether or not WA has a
400 metre exempt area from islands will not materially affect personnel
safety or vessel interstate operations that might otherwise be affected
by varying equipment scales. However, if WA requires GPS enabled
or auto-activated EPIRBs, this will affect vessels from other Australian
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jurisdictions operating in WA, and will affect the market for EPIRB
sales in WA.
4.4.1. Whether or not PLBs are permitted for some vessels is unlikely
to affect trade in vessels between jurisdictions because the
equipment is personal and not associated with the vessel.
However, users of such vessels will have to be familiar with
requirements in other jurisdictions when operating there.
Table 4.2, EPIRBs / PLBs: As currently required in:
State /
Protected
Intermediate waters Unprotected waters
Territory waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
Required beyond 2
waters
nm of the mainland
coast and beyond
400 m of the coast of
islands which are
themselves beyond 2
nm of the mainland.
SA
Not required
As for protected
Required beyond 5
waters
nm seaward of
coasts of Spencer
Gulf or Gulf St.
Vincent, or
unprotected waters
beyond 3 nm of the
mainland coast or
kangaroo Island
coast.
NT
Not required
As for protected
Required (i.e. when
waters
beyond 2 nm of
shore).
Qld
Not required
As for protected
Required when
waters
beyond 2 nm of land.
NSW
Not required
No intermediate
Required when
waters
beyond 2 nm of the
nearest shore.
Vic
Not required
As for protected
Required when
waters
beyond 2 nm of the
coast.
Tas
Not required
As for protected
Required on waters
waters
other than ‘Sheltered’
(i.e. usually beyond 2
nm of shore).
National
Not required
As for protected
Required (i.e. when
Standard
waters
beyond 2 nm of the
coast).
Note that in some jurisdictions, unprotected waters commence at 2 nm from the coast.
Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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5. Liferaft
When a vessel sinks or needs to be evacuated, liferafts can keep people
safe until rescue arrives. We would like to know if you think that liferafts
should be carried on some vessels when they operate in certain areas or
in certain ways.
Table 5.1: There is intentionally no Table 5.1 because liferafts are not
required in WA on any vessels.
In referring to inflatable liferafts instead of rigid liferafts, dinghies or
lifeboats, it is proposed that inflatable liferafts are superior to the other
types of life-saving craft because of their better performance in a seaway,
the smaller space they occupy on the vessel (assuming a dinghy is not
already carried) and because comprehensive safety equipment is
provided and protected within the raft.
5.1. Statistically: If a liferaft were to be required on vessels in WA, it could
be assumed without examining incident data to have no impact on
incidents categorised as: Collision - Prop strike, Diving, Fatality (not
boating related), On-board Incident, Other Personal Injury or Person
Overboard. Of the remaining incident categories, there were a total of
757 incidents in the years between 2007 and 2014 (inclusive) that
might benefit by the vessel having a liferaft.
5.1.1. Examining all of these remaining incidents that could benefit
from the carriage of a liferaft, and identifying those incidents with
the largest number of deaths or injuries, it appears that most of the
recorded incidents with injuries or deaths were at least within
10 nm of the coast, with the majority closer. It is not evident from
incident records whether the carriage of liferafts would increase
safety significantly or not.
5.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
5.2.1. Liferafts are vital pieces of safety equipment in circumstances
where vessel evacuation is required or the vessel is lost, and in
either case the vessel is a large distance from rescue or in
conditions such that rescue may come too late (for example,
weather is especially rough or cold). However, liferafts are
relatively expensive to purchase, require regular (normally annual)
servicing, are relatively heavy and can be difficult to launch, and
can reduce vessel stability (depending upon where they are
stowed). In addition, for liferafts to operate optimally (such as after
a vessel capsize or sinking), they should be mounted to float free
and be fitted with a line secured between the liferaft and vessel
whereby liferaft inflation can be triggered. A weak link is also
required to avoid pulling the liferaft down with the sinking vessel.
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5.2.2. Stability problems associated with fitting liferafts are reduced if
the size of the vessels on which liferafts are required is larger
(generally). Larger vessels are more likely to have the space to fit a
float-free liferaft. Larger vessels are more likely than smaller
vessels to operate at large distances from shore. At large distances
from shore, rescue times increase so that persons would be
significantly less likely to survive with existing safety equipment.
Despite these considerations, smaller vessels in the same
situations are generally more likely to need the benefits that a
liferaft can provide.
5.2.3. Liferafts do provide (one of many) benefits in that they include
some of the additional safety equipment examined in this paper. In
addition, liferafts provide all of the safety equipment in one package
thereby negating the requirement to search for and collect safety
equipment in the event of a rapid sinking / capsize.
5.2.4. Questions will arise as to the standard that liferafts would have
to meet. SOLAS standards are generally regarded as the most
rigorous; intended for the worst conditions. Liferafts complying with
SOLAS meet the International Life Saving Appliances Code
requirements and are approved using international arrangements
recognised around the world. A next lower standard of liferaft
complies with ISO 9650-1 – Type 1 inflatable liferafts, followed by
ISO 9650-2 – Type 2 inflatable liferafts (similar to Type 1). ISO
Type 1 liferafts, unlike ISO Type 2 liferafts, are recognised for
commercial operations (National Standards for Commercial
Vessels – Part C7A); some of them (Group A) of the Type 1
liferafts can operate at lower external temperatures than can Type
2 liferafts. Type 1 liferafts also have slightly more freeboard, the
canopy must auto-inflate with the raft and be capable of capturing
rainwater, and the equipment pack is more extensive. There are
some other minor differences between the two ISO types of liferaft.
Either of these two liferafts would offer a large increase in
personnel safety on vessels operating in remote/rough/cold
environments (if fitted, stowed, launched and used correctly).
5.2.5.
There are other liferaft standards, and not all of them are
comparable with those mentioned immediately above. Liferafts can
be provided with various equipment packs which replicate some
equipment carried on the vessel, or the packs might not be
included at all. The way the liferaft is fitted can affect how it
operates. Some training is required to use the liferafts. All of these
factors complicate the choices for the vessel owner, and have
implications for consistency between jurisdictions.
5.3. Costs: A 4 person liferaft to ISO 9650-2, costs about $2049. The cost
of servicing such a 4-person liferaft with a coastal equipment pack is
about $300 to $400 annually, depending upon what equipment has to
be replaced and what tests are conducted. Every 5 years the service
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is more extensive and the fee is higher by an additional
(approximately) $200.
5.4. Consistency: The majority of Australian jurisdictions do not require
liferafts to be carried in any waters. Currently, WA is aligned with the
majority of the other jurisdictions. Note that liferafts can be carried and
manually launched, but they are most effective when fitted to the
vessel with dedicated launching arrangements. If WA were to require
liferafts with launching arrangements on some vessels, their use might
have to be specifically included in the Recreational Skippers Ticket
Workbook, and vessel retailers would have to be advised as the
change would affect vessel sales into or out of WA. Vessels transiting
from South Australia might be fitted with liferafts, but transiting vessels
from the Northern Territory would not.
Table 5.2, Liferafts: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Territory
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters
SA
Required on
As for protected
vessels of longer
waters
than 15 m
NT
Not required
As for protected
waters
Qld
Not required
As for protected
waters
NSW
Not required
No intermediate
waters
Vic
Not required
As for protected
waters
Tas

Not required

National
Standard

Recommended if
owner's safety
assessment
determines it is
required

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
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Unprotected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
Required on
vessels of longer
than 12 m
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

6. Radio
The safety of people on vessels can be improved by communications
with other vessels or with the shore. With a radio, a person can call for
help, describe their situation and get advice. We would like to know when
you think radios should be carried or fitted, and what type of radio you
think is best.
Table 6.1, Radio: As currently required in WA
Vessel Type

Protected waters

Unprotected
waters within 5 nm
of mainland shore
(or within 1 nm of
an island itself
beyond 5 nm of
mainland shore)
-

Unprotected waters
beyond 5 nm of
mainland shore (or
beyond 1 nm of an
island itself beyond
5 nm of mainland
shore)
1 marine transceiver

Motorboats,
sailboats,
dinghies* (i.e.
vessels not
tabled below)

-

PWCs

-

Sailboards
(wind surfers,
kite boards)

-

-

1 marine transceiver
1 marine transceiver

Paddle craft^

-

-

1 marine transceiver

*These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)

6.1. Statistically: The source of distress information for rescues is not
recorded in DoT incident data, but DFES data indicates that in 2015,
231 incidents were alerted by radio. Of all the safety equipment
carried, radios (their carriage and technical standards) are one of the
few items of safety equipment with which most operators consistently
comply.
6.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
6.2.1. For a vessel to be ‘equipped’ with a radio means the radio
might be installed in the vessel, connected to the vessel’s power
supply and aerial, or it might be a portable hand-held device carried
on the vessel.
6.2.2. State and Territory ‘limited coast stations’ 9, port authorities,
merchant ships, fishing craft and many pleasure craft use VHF
channel 16. Merchant ships are required by law to maintain a

9

Means coastal radio communications facilities as defined in the W.A. Marine (Radiotelephony)
Regulations 1981, licensed to exchange radio communications with vessels.
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continuous bridge listening watch on VHF channel 16 to the
maximum extent practicable when at sea.
6.2.3. There have been instances where vessels and lives could
have been saved if radios were used, even when the vessel was
close to shore; See Annex C: Norma Jean, Paul Gregory Clifton,
Barry William Jay.
6.2.4. The existing reference in the NWR to the Spectrum
Management Authority needs to be updated to the Australian
Communications and Media Authority (the ACMA). The ACMA
manages the radio spectrum as well as accrediting persons to test
equipment for compliance with standards that the ACMA
nominates. Radios must comply with ACMA technical standards,
which adopt Australian standards or AS/NZS standards and
exclude, modify or add to provisions within those standards.
6.2.5. Victoria specifies the non-DSC (Digital Selective Calling)
version of the VHF standard, while NSW specifies the DSC
version. The National Standard accepts both.
6.2.6. Communications generally become more important when a
vessel is operating in more remote waters, where the vessel or its
flares or smoke signals are less likely to be seen in an emergency
(also, an emergency is more likely to occur where access to shelter
becomes more remote). A radio also allows a vessel to broadcast
to everyone within range (27 MHz ~ 4 - 8 nm, VHF ~ 10 nm, HF in
excess of 200 nm depending upon frequency) and for persons to
receive the broadcast and respond (provided all vessel skippers /
masters monitor the distress frequencies).
6.2.7. The radio allows the plight of the vessel to be described in
detail. Such detail might request immediate assistance, or could
specify that some particular assistance is required such as medical
assistance or machinery repair. Such detail can avoid the expense
to the State and community of a full emergency response as a
result of an EPIRB activation, and avoid the diversion of
emergency resources from other emergencies.
6.2.8. The radio also serves the purpose of receiving weather reports
which may vary from hour to hour, which becomes important if the
vessel is remote from land for a long time.
6.2.9. Lastly, the radio is also a means whereby the radio-equipped
vessel can go to the assistance of another vessel: An EPIRB might
be specified as a communications device but it only indicates
distress (and accurate position if fitted with GPS). The fitting of
radios creates an entire network of potential assistance to vessels
in distress.
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6.2.10. The only drawback to radios in the VHF band is the lack of full
coverage of the WA Coast; the WA coast is long and it is difficult to
maintain a radio coverage service free of any gaps. In this regard,
distance from shore is perhaps less of an issue, and distance from
a radio station or radio station repeater is more important.
6.2.11. There is anecdotal evidence that 27 MHz radio use is
declining. The range of 27 MHz radios is disputed; some sources
specify ranges of 8 nm, whilst others claim much larger ranges. A
possible reason for the declining use of 27 MHz radios could be
that volunteer marine rescue groups in WA are recommending the
fitting of VHF sets in preference to 27 MHz sets. Perhaps the use
of 27 MHz sets is declining because of their susceptibility to
ambient radio noise created by old outboards and generators, and
possibly by a lack of knowledge that VHF sets need the operator to
hold a licence to operate them. Furthermore, whilst VHF radio
operators need to be licensed, the course is now a half-day course,
compared to a longer course (normally one or two days) that used
to be required before March 2015.
6.2.12. Operators of all marine radios other than 27 MHz sets need to
be licensed (http://www.acma.gov.au/Citizen/Consumer-info/Allabout-spectrum/Marine-and-Amateur-Radio/marine-radioqualifications).
6.3. Costs: A 27 MHz radio costs approximately $200 uninstalled. A
handheld VHF radio could cost as little as $160. Other installed VHF
radios cost about $230 unfitted. A VHF radio with DSC and GPS
position transmission capability over DSC costs as little as $300
unfitted.
6.4. Consistency: No Australian jurisdiction requires a marine radio in
protected waters or intermediate waters, and to this extent WA is
reasonably consistent with other jurisdictions (after referenced
standards are updated). In WA the radio is required from a distance of
5 nm and beyond from the mainland whereas other jurisdictions
(where radios are required) require radios from 2 nm and beyond from
the coast.
6.4.1. For equipment that has to be fitted to a vessel, consistency is
more important than for equipment that can simply be placed
aboard the vessel. Where there are differences between
jurisdictions with fitted equipment such as radios with their power
supply and aerial, vessels voyaging between jurisdictions will not
comply easily with requirements in the destination jurisdiction.
Traders of vessels between jurisdictions have to take these
inconsistencies into account when fitting out such vessels for
interstate sale.
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Table 6.2, Radio: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Territory
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters

SA

Not required

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
No intermediate
waters

NT

Not required

Qld

Not required

NSW

Not required

Vic

Not required

As for protected
waters

Tas

Not required

National
Standard

Not required

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

Unprotected
waters
Marine Radio
required beyond 5
nm of mainland, or
beyond 1 nm of
island coast where
island is beyond 5
nm of mainland
Two-way marine
radio1
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
Marine Radio
required beyond 2
nm of mainland
Marine Radio
required beyond 2
nm of mainland
Marine Radio
required2
Marine Radio
required1

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
1. Unprotected waters here effectively means beyond 2 nm from the low water mark.
2. Unprotected waters here vary with location, but generally are beyond 5 nm from a place (such
as a port or harbour) or beyond 2 nm from the coast.
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7. Distress Signalling Sheet
When a vessel is disabled and still afloat, a high visibility distress
signalling sheet secured to its deck or cabin roof can help rescue aircraft
locate the vessel. A distress signalling sheet can also be used to signal
to other vessels that the vessel requires assistance. Distress signalling
sheets displaying a “V” are sometimes called “V-Sheets”. We would like
to know if you think that vessels should carry distress signalling sheets,
and if so, in what circumstances.
A distress signalling sheet is an orange coloured sheet with a black
square and circle, or a black “V”, or other appropriate symbol.
Table 7.1: There is intentionally no Table 7.1 because distress signalling
sheets are not required in WA on any vessels.
7.1. Statistically: Distress signalling sheets are not currently required in
WA. No incident record made note that the incident might have been
avoided or its effects mitigated by additional visibility as might be
provided by a distress signalling sheet or equivalent.
7.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
7.2.1. Volunteer Marine Rescue (VMR) organisation advice is that a
floating vessel with a distress signalling sheet displayed on its deck
or wheelhouse roof is more visible from the air than without the
distress sheet, but only if search aircraft fly very low. It might
therefore be of some benefit to display a distress signalling sheet
where the vessel is still afloat and persons require rescue.
7.2.2. On a few recreational vessel internet blogs, mention is made of
the V-Sheet (a distress signalling sheet) when displayed to other
vessels on the water. In one instance, pure curiosity led to an
observer attending a vessel that was displaying a V-Sheet which
might otherwise have escalated to a request for rescue.
7.2.3. The letter “V” when used in any method of signalling (including
as a single letter code flag) means 'I require assistance'
(International Code of Signals). SOLAS Ch V Regulation 8 reads:
‘Contracting Governments undertake to arrange that life-saving
signals are used by search and rescue facilities engaged in
search and rescue operations when communicating with ships or
persons in distress.’
This SOLAS regulation applies to recreational vessels that are
registered as Australian vessels, regardless of wherever else
within Australia the vessel is registered. The Australian ‘National
Search and Rescue Manual’ refers to the International Code of
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Signals and distress signalling sheets, and to V sheets in
particular.
7.3. Costs: A distress signalling sheet that is a V-Sheet costs between $10
and $15, not accounting for any methods required to affix the distress
sheet to the deck or wheelhouse roof.
7.4. Consistency: The majority (four) of Australian jurisdictions require a
distress signalling sheet that shows the letter “V” (V-sheet), mainly in
more remote waters (beyond about 2 nm from shore). Two
jurisdictions require no distress signalling sheet in any waters, and the
National Standard only recommends a V-Sheet in unspecified waters.
Currently therefore, WA is reasonably unaligned with other
jurisdictions. The distress signalling sheet, being an item of equipment
that does not require fitting (but does require securing arrangements
when used) is unlikely to affect the sale of vessels between
jurisdictions. Operators should however, be aware of separate
jurisdiction requirements.
Table 7.2, Distress Signalling Sheets: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Unprotected
Territory
waters
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
As for protected
waters
waters1
SA
Not required
As for protected
V-Sheet required
waters
NT
Not required
V-Sheet required
As for intermediate
waters
Qld
Not required
V-Sheet required
As for intermediate
waters
NSW
Not required
No intermediate
V-Sheet required2
waters
Vic
Not required
As for protected
As for protected
waters
waters
Tas
Not required
As for protected
As for protected
waters
waters
National
Recommended if
As for protected
As for protected
Standard owner's safety
waters
waters
assessment
determines it is
required
Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
1. Whilst in WA no distress signalling sheet is required, there is a requirement for vessels north of
Geraldton when operating at sea, to paint (or fit a canvas sheet to) the wheelhouse roof
displaying the character 'W' followed by the vessel registration number. DoT does not enforce this
requirement.
2. Of minimum size 1.8 x 1.2 metres, with tie-down ropes.
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Figure 7.1 Distress
signalling sheets
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8. Compass
A compass can be useful to chart a course or to have a rough idea of the
direction in which your vessel is travelling. This can be important when
out of sight of land or if you are using a chart to navigate a larger boat
through dangerous waters. We would like to know if you think a compass
would be useful on vessels operating in certain circumstances.
Table 8.1: There is intentionally no Table 8.1 because a compass is not
required to be fitted or carried in WA on any vessels.
8.1. Statistically, no incidents in WA could be attributed to not having a
compass fitted or carried. Vessels travelling beyond sight of land
probably carry a GPS or compass without this being a legal
requirement.
8.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
8.2.1. The only personal qualification required to skipper a
recreational vessel is a Recreational Skipper's Ticket (RST). The
RST course does not teach navigation by chart and compass.
Therefore a compass for charting and estimating direction with any
degree of precision is not going to be useful for chart navigation.
This is especially true on smaller vessels where direction will be
highly variable and the course made good will have substantial
error anyway. However, in circumstances where only broad
direction is required (such as when operating just beyond sight of
land, or in fog), a compass might assist with safety of navigation
even without a chart. For this purpose, an accurate reading of
magnetic versus true north is not required, though independence of
the compass from magnetic effects of the vessel itself is required.
8.2.2. If a compass is required to be carried, it is open to question
whether it should comply with some standard, such as ISO
14227:2001 - Small craft — Magnetic compasses. If navigation will
be performed by reference to the compass, clearly a minimum
technical / performance standard should apply. This ISO standard
specifies minimum compass card diameters of 100 mm (or 65 mm
for hemispherical compasses).
8.2.3. Four of the other six Australian jurisdictions and the National
Standard require a compass at around 2 nm from the coast. Of
these 7 sources, only 3 require a chart of the area of operations.
This could indicate that either (where compass and charts are
required) the compass might be used for navigation, or (where a
compass is required, but no chart) the compass is only for broad
direction finding when remote from land or operating in reduced
visibility.
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8.3. Costs: A compass with 70 mm diameter card, gimballed, damped and
lighted costs about $130 (unfitted). Another similar compass with an
81 mm apparent diameter card costs about $190. Smaller and
cheaper compasses (which would not comply with ISO 14227) are
available at about $20 (for a 38 mm apparent diameter card, damped
but unlighted, adhesive mounted).
8.4. Consistency: Currently, WA is unaligned with four of the six other
Australian jurisdictions and the National Standard. Vessels voyaging to
other jurisdictions are likely to be of a size where compasses (or a
GPS) will be fitted anyway. For vessels traded between jurisdictions,
the fitting of a compass and its power supply if lighted would have to
be considered by the recreational vessel market (as is currently the
case). Operators should be aware of separate jurisdictional
requirements.
Table 8.2, Compass: As currently required in:
State /
Protected
Intermediate
Territory waters
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters
SA
Not required
As for protected
waters

NT

Not required

Qld

Not required

NSW

Not required

Vic

Not required

Tas

Not required

National
Standard

Not required

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
No intermediate
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

Unprotected waters
As for protected
waters
Compass required
(GPS / Satnav or
hand-held compass
not sufficient)
Compass required
As for protected
waters
Compass required
Compass required
beyond 2 nm of coast
As for protected
waters
Compass required

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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9. Fire Bucket
When a fire extinguisher is not available to put out a fire, a fire bucket
can assist extinguishing some fires. A fire bucket can also be used in
many different ways on a vessel. We ask for your feedback about
whether you think that some vessels should carry a dedicated metal fire
bucket.
Before considering fire buckets, it might be useful to consider bilge
pumping requirements at sub-section 12 on page 67 and fire
extinguishers at the following sub-section on page 60. It would also be
helpful if your response considers sub-section 19 Definitions on page 90:
How you define a fire bucket might affect your answers.
Table 9.1, Fire Bucket: As currently required in WAsee note 1 to this table
Vessel Type

Protected waters

L less than 7 m; 1
Motorboats,
bucket if no bailer or
sailboats,
dinghies* (i.e. bilge pump is fitted
vessels not
tabled below)
L less than 7 m; 1
PWCs
bucket if no bailer or
bilge pump is fitted
L less than 7 m; 1
Sailboards
(wind surfers, bucket if no bailer or
bilge pump is fitted
kite boards)
Paddle craft^

Unprotected
waters within
400 m of shore
As for protected
waters

Unprotected
waters beyond
400 m of shore
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

-

If not selfdraining, 1 bailer
(might be a
bucket, but need
not be)

1. Note that in effect, fire buckets in this table are not required to control fire. Instead, fire bucket
requirements in this table are in lieu of requirements for bailers or bilge pumps. This paper’s
examination of fire buckets relates to the purpose of the bucket being only to extinguish fires.
*These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)

9.1. Statistically, fire is about the 5th most frequent incident category (see
Table 3 on page 15) with no injuries or deaths. Supposing without
evidence that explosion could equally be caused by fire rather than
cause a fire (that is, we will treat explosion as we treat a fire for this
analysis), then of the total number of incidents of all types - whether or
not there were deaths or injuries, fire and explosion together
accounted for (3.9+0.1 = 4.0) % of all incidents. Of all incidents from
whatever cause where there were injuries or deaths, these same
incident types (fire and explosion) accounted for (2.8+0.4 = 3.2) % of
incidents. In other words, it is slightly more likely that a fire or
explosion would not result in a death or injury than it would result in
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death or injury 10. There are no Coroner's reports in Annex C regarding
fire.
9.2. Relevant facts and considerations:
9.2.1. Currently vessels are required to carry bailers in certain
circumstances (vessels less than 7 m in length not fitted with a
bilge pump). These bailers could be used as fire ‘buckets’ if the
bailer and the vessel freeboard allowed such use (generally on
smaller, open vessels probably not as long as 7 m).
9.2.2. Fire buckets are traditionally used to contain sand to extinguish
oil fires in engine rooms of ships and to collect and use water to
extinguish carbonaceous solids fires (solid combustibles such as
wood, paper). Fire buckets have additional traditional uses: They
are used as receptacles in which fires can be lit to produce smoke
for emergency signalling (International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea, Annex 4). They can be used at slow speed to
slow vessel movement or direction, similar to a sea anchor.
9.2.3. There would be less of a fire hazard on vessels not fitted with
fuel or ignition sources such as motors, stoves, heaters or electrical
systems. A fire bucket (apart from its other ancillary uses) would
not serve its main useful purpose on such vessels and perhaps
should not be required on such vessels (e.g. sailboards, canoes,
kayaks, jet skis, sailing vessels without cooking facilities).
9.2.4. If fire extinguishing is the major purpose of a fire bucket (not
used as a bailer, for example), then it could be argued that the fire
bucket only replicates a fire extinguisher. This would not be true for
flammable liquid fires because water is not effective against such
fires, and water should not be used to extinguish higher voltage
electrical system fires. Hence a fire bucket might only be an
alternative to a particular type of fire extinguisher. In addition, if the
source of fire cannot be accessed by the fire bucket (on jet skis, or
on vessels where the potential fire source is under a shallow deck)
then the bucket would be of little practical use.
9.3. Costs: Dedicated steel buckets with lanyards for use to extinguish fires
cost about $50 each. A foldable fabric bucket costs about $20. A
dedicated bucket with a lanyard and strong handle (whether steel or
other material) would more likely be required where the freeboard of
the vessel did not allow easy access to the water.
9.4. Consistency: Western Australia is inconsistent with most of the other
Australian jurisdictions in not requiring a fire bucket. If use of a bailer is
10

This need not always be true in every data set. However, given the total records of incidents with
death or injury numbered 255 incidents, and the total records of incidents regardless of outcome
numbered 873 incidents, this will be true of all the incidents investigated.
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permitted to satisfy the requirement for a fire bucket (that is, requiring
the bailer to comply with operational requirements of a fire bucket,
such as ease of accessing water outside the vessel and accessing the
fire, and its ability to collect and dispense water), then WA is more
consistent with other jurisdictions. This higher consistency is only for
vessels less than 7 m length where a bilge pump is not fitted (a bailer
being the compulsory alternative).
9.4.1. A fire bucket, being an item of equipment that does not require
fitting, is unlikely to affect the sale of vessels between jurisdictions.
Operators should be aware of different jurisdiction requirements.
Table 9.2, Fire Bucket: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Territory
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters
SA
1, may be used as a As for protected
bailer
waters
NT
Not required
2 on vessels of
length 10 m or
longer
Qld
Not required
As for protected
waters
NSW
1, may be used as a No intermediate
bailer
waters
Vic
1, may be used as a As for protected
bailer
waters
Tas
Not required
As for protected
waters
National
1, may be used as a As for protected
Standard bailer
waters

Unprotected
waters
Not required
As for protected
waters
As for intermediate
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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10. Fire Extinguisher
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Larger vessels often have fire risks such as engines, fuel, cookers and
combustible furnishings. Fire extinguishers are designed for specific fuel
types and require maintenance. A fire on a vessel at sea is extremely
dangerous because people cannot simply walk away. We ask for your
feedback about fitting fire extinguishers and having them serviced.
Before considering fire extinguishers, it might be useful to consider fire
bucket requirements as sub-section 9 on page 57.
Table 10.1, Fire Extinguishers: As currently required in WA
Vessel Type

Protected waters

Unprotected
waters within
400 m of shore

Unprotected
waters beyond
400 m of shore

Motorboats,
If fitted with inboard engine or hydrocarbon cooling or heating
appliance, must be fitted with a fire extinguisher complying with
sailboats,
dinghies* (i.e. AS 1841 appropriate to the extinguisher type (foam, powder etc.)
vessels not
tabled below)
PWCs

-

Sailboards
(wind surfers,
kite boards)

As for vessels

Paddle craft^

As for vessels

* These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^
Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)

As a general principle, a vessel should carry a fire extinguisher if there
is a source of ignition (e.g. heat or spark) and a fuel source near-by
(e.g. gas, petrol, diesel, plastic insulation, flammable stores or
surrounds) that together present a fire hazard.
Fire extinguisher type and number should be specified to manage the
risk of fire. The NWR already mentions different extinguisher types (for
example, foam, carbon dioxide), but does not mention the types of
fires for which those types of extinguishers are intended. For example
the NWR could be changed to include the italicised text:
• Type B for flammable liquid fires in spaces where fuel is stored,
• Type A:B for accommodation (flammable solids and liquids),
• Type C for flammable gases if LPG gas systems are fitted,
• Type F for cooking fat fires in larger vessels with oil cookers; and,
• E rating for vessels with 240 Volt AC systems.
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Maintenance of extinguishers is currently required by the NWR but no
standard is specified: The extinguishers currently must only be
maintained in ‘serviceable’ condition. Vessel owners and marine
safety officers can check general extinguisher condition and for
extinguishers fitted with a pressure indicator (generally the powder
extinguishers), the state of charge of the propellant. But there are
extinguishers with no pressure indicators, creating uncertainty for
vessel owners and marine safety officers.
10.1.Statistically: See clause 9.1 on page 57 for fire buckets. Furthermore,
there is no data relating to how fires of certain types were extinguished
by appropriately matched extinguisher types. There is also no data
about how reliably fire extinguishers have operated in the absence of
servicing requirements. Anecdotally, there have been instances where
extinguishers had not been serviced and failed to operate, or had been
operated and had not been re-charged.
10.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
10.2.1. Number and type: AS 1799.1 General requirements for power
boats has a section and Annex for selecting types of fire
extinguishers to manage fire risk. It includes recommendations
such as (abbreviated):
• All boats with motors require 1 extinguisher ≥ 5B rating.
• Petrol in fuel tanks > 25L require 1 extinguisher of rating ≥ 20B
as an alternative.
• Flammable gas requires an additional extinguisher that has a C
rating and minimum of 10B rating in a flammable gas appliance
compartment.
• Kerosene, spirits or other low flash point liquid fuel appliances
below deck require additional extinguishers rated ≥ 5B.
• Accommodation with berths requires an additional extinguisher
near the exit rated ≥ 2A.
• Suggests fixed fire extinguishing in below deck engine
compartments.
There is no mention of maintenance.
If AS 1799.1 is adopted in law, there could be recognition that
fixed fire smothering to the engine compartment is an equivalent
to an extinguisher for the engine compartment. Note that when
engine compartments are large enough to be entered by a person,
accidental discharge of a fixed fire smothering system could
(depending on the extinguishing medium) kill that person.
AS 2444 Portable fire extinguishers and fire blankets-Selection
and location is mentioned in AS 1799.1 and also provides
extensive technical guidance on extinguisher selection. It could
easily be referenced instead of AS 1799.1.
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For the majority of smaller vessels, adopting AS 1799.1 in law is
unlikely to result in any practical change. Instead it would provide
direction where vessels are larger and fitted with separate
compartments with cookers and bunks. Even vessels fitted with
outboard motors would only require a fire extinguisher if the fuel
supply was fitted under a deck.
10.2.2. Maintenance: AS 1851 Routine service of fire protection
systems and equipment, at its Tables 10.4.1 through 10.4.3
specifies service intervals and details of servicing. If servicing is
specified by reference to this standard, the servicing at 6 monthly
intervals in AS 1851 is unlikely to be easily performed by a general
member of the public, and the annual servicing cannot be done
except by opening the extinguisher (and subsequently refilling it –
something that must be done by a service agent).
10.3.Costs: The cost of servicing fire extinguishers on a six-monthly basis
(according to one service agent) is between $6 and $7 each, not
including the inconvenience and possible transport or attendance at
the vessel charges. The annual service is about $7 to about $30
depending upon the extinguisher type. The most extensive service and
test is at 5 yearly intervals and costs about $50 to $70 per
extinguisher.
10.4.Consistency: Consistency between Australian jurisdictions for fire
extinguishers becomes important for larger vessels where multiple
extinguishers have to be provided to cater for the layout and
equipment of the vessel: Extinguishers cannot be bought off-the-shelf
and simply placed aboard larger vessels. Currently, WA has
requirements for number, selection and servicing of fire extinguishers
that are different when compared with other jurisdictions, but not
markedly so: South Australia requires types of extinguishers in
accordance with AS 1841, and to be maintained in accordance with
AS 1851. The Northern Territory requires all equipment to be
'serviceable' which includes complying with expiry dates (similar to
WA). Queensland requires equipment to comply with expiry dates and
to be serviced. NSW requires equipment to be maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions (if any). Victoria
requires expiry dates to be observed (similar to WA). Tasmania
requires only that extinguishers be maintained in ‘good order’ (also
similar to WA). The National Standard requires all equipment to be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, and
where there is a manufacturer’s expiry date, the equipment shall not
exceed the expiry date (similar to WA).
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Table 10.2, Fire Extinguishers: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Unprotected
Territory
waters
waters
WA
1 extinguisher
No intermediate
As for protected
required if vessel
waters
waters
fitted with an
inboard engine or a
hydrocarbon cooling
or heating
appliance. AS
18411 specified.
SA
if vessel has engine As for protected
As for protected
or cooking facilities waters
waters
Vessel length Vs. number
of extinguishers:

L < 8 m: 1
L ≥ 8 m: 2
to AS 18411,
maintained to AS
18512. Minimum
sizes specified.
NT

Vessel length Vs. number
of extinguishers:

Not required

L < 5 m: 0

As for intermediate
waters

5 m ≤ L < 10 m: 1
L ≥ 10 m: 2
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

Qld

1 extinguisher on
vessels of L > 5 m,
capable of
extinguishing fire
quickly and
effectively

NSW

≥ 1 extinguisher if
vessel has electric
start motor, gas
installation, fuel
stove or battery. To
AS 1799.1

No intermediate
waters

As for protected
waters

Vic

If fuel on board, or
fitted with electric
start motor, gas
installation or fuel
stove:

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

Vessel length Vs. number
of extinguishers:
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State /
Territory

Protected waters

Intermediate
waters

Unprotected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

L < 8 m: 1
8 m ≤ L ≤ 12 m: 2
L > 12 m: 3
Minimum weights of
extinguisher related
to volume of fuel.
Tas

Vessel length Vs. number
of extinguishers:

L < 8 m: 1
8 m ≤ L ≤ 12 m: 2
L > 12 m: 3
Minimum sizes
specified. AS 18411
specified.
National
Standard

Same in effect as
NSW

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
1. AS 1841 describes the general requirements (design, construction, operation) of different types
of fire extinguishers.
2. AS 1851 describes the routine servicing requirements of fire extinguishers (what to inspect or
test, when to inspect or test, who should service).
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11. Fire Blanket
Even when fire extinguishers are carried, fire blankets can be useful to
extinguish oil and fat fires. Larger vessels are often fitted with cooking
appliances, and with that the risk of a cooking oil fire increases. We ask
for your feedback about whether some vessels should carry a fire
blanket.
Table 11.1: There is intentionally no Table 11.1 because fire blankets are
not required to be fitted or carried in WA on any vessels.
In WA fire blankets are not required but are recommended in the RST
Workbook for fires such as oil and fat fires. However, on larger vessels
where people sleep on board (especially underway) and cooking can be
conducted, there is an argument that a fire blanket should be carried.
The requirement could be along the lines of the Victorian requirement:
‘A vessel fitted with a fuel stove that has cooking facilities
located within an enclosed space on the vessel must have a fire
blanket that is—
(a) positioned in a conspicuous location; and
(b) is readily accessible to a person using the cooking facilities.
Fire blanket means a fire blanket that complies with AS/NZS
3504:2006 "Fire blankets".
11.1.Statistically: Statistics collected by DoT do not identify the cause of
fire unless the person reporting chooses to indicate the cause.
Anecdotally, whilst some fires have started from BBQs on back decks,
very few fires have resulted from stoves within accommodation. The
majority of fires begin from other sources such as electrical faults or
machinery. No Coroner’s Court reports in Annex C involve vessel fires.
11.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
11.2.1. The RST Workbook recommends the carriage of a fire blanket
where the vessel has a galley.
11.2.2. Servicing: AS 1851 specifies servicing requirements for fire
blankets, but these relate to blanket condition and blanket support
and signage. It is likely that such inspections can be conducted by
informed vessel owners and marine safety officers.
11.3.Costs: The cost of a small 1 m x 1 m blanket is about $30, whilst a
larger blanket (1.8 m x 1.8 m) costs about $115.
11.4.Consistency: Only Victoria requires a fire blanket, though the National
Standard suggests the vessel owner should consider if one needs to
be fitted. WA is currently consistent with the majority of other
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Australian jurisdictions in not requiring a fire blanket. If a fire blanket is
required to meet a standard for stowage and signage in WA, then the
suppliers of vessels traded between jurisdictions should be made
aware of these requirements, as should persons using vessels in, and
between, other jurisdictions.
Table 16.2, Fire Blankets: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Territory
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters
SA
Not required
As for protected
waters
NT
Not required
As for protected
waters
Qld
Not required
As for protected
waters
NSW
Not required
No intermediate
waters
Vic
If fitted with cooking As for protected
facilities within
waters
enclosed space: 1,
must comply
AS/NZS 3504:2006
Tas
Not required
As for protected
waters
National
Recommended if
As for protected
Standard owner's safety
waters
assessment
determines it is
required

Unprotected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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12. Bilge Pumps and Bilge Alarms
Taking on water can result in sinking by capsize, or can result in, or from,
swamping. Sinking can happen in many ways and is a major contributor
to people being injured or killed. We ask for your feedback about what
sort of vessels you think should be fitted with different ways of removing
water, or of warning the skipper when water is coming on board.
Table 12.1, Bilge Pumps and Bilge Alarms: As currently required in WA
Vessel Type

Protected
waters

Unprotected
waters within
400 m of shore

Motorboats, sailboats,
dinghies* (i.e. vessels
not tabled below)

If L = 7 m or longer, 1 bilge pump of 4 kL per hour,
and if automatic or electric, be wired so that an
indicator shows when the pump is working.
If L shorter than 7 m and no bilge pump is fitted, the
vessel must carry a bucket or bailer.

PWCs

As for vessels

Sailboards (wind
surfers and kite boards)

As for vessels

Paddle craft^

-

-

Unprotected
waters beyond
400 m of shore

If not selfdraining, 1 bailer.

* These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^
Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)

The defining feature of a vessel for the fitting and capacity of a bilge
pump is not the vessel's length, but whether the ingress of unwanted
water is likely (and for automatic pump operation or for the fitting of an
alarm, whether unwanted water ingress is likely and readily visible).
Perhaps the NSW or Victorian requirements are more practical than
those in WA, though no minimum capacity for bilge pumps is specified in
those jurisdictions (see Annex D Part 2 page 160). Whether a bilge alarm
should be fitted depends also upon whether automatic bilge pumps can
be heard above the noise of the ocean/machinery, because the pump’s
assumed automatic operation might give the operator a false sense of
security that the pump is actually working. Despite the bilge pump light
on the vessel dash being activated, such indicator lights can be quite
difficult to notice in bright daylight conditions. Pump discharges or telltales are not good warning indicators of failure because it is their
absence that indicates pump failure, not their activation.
Are the pump capacities adequate? Would requiring no bilge pump or
bilge alarm to be fitted where the hulls are entirely enclosed (as specified
in South Australia) be sufficiently safe? Whilst unwanted water entry over
bulwarks and decks is more likely in smaller vessels than larger ones, it
takes a smaller pump to empty a smaller vessel. Small vessels operating
at sea are more likely to take on unwanted water than when operating on
protected waters, so perhaps some allowance can be made for these
factors (bilge pumping requirements increasing with vessel size and
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distance from shore). The counter argument to this is that flooding often
occurs through hull penetrations not being sealed, or drain bungs not
being properly fitted, which can happen in any waters.
Anecdotally, some vessels of length less than 7 metres are fitted with
non-watertight decks (so the vessel is still technically an open vessel in
that unwanted water can enter the bilges over the sides). Being less than
7 metres in length, such vessels can currently be fitted with a bailer
despite the bilge not being accessible with a bailer.
12.1.Statistically, sinking, capsize, swamping and flooding (four incident
types that might be controlled by adequate bilge water removal
provisions) collectively account for (9.2+13.2+3.3+2.7 = 28.4) % of
incidents of all types - whether or not there were deaths or injuries. Of
incidents where there were injuries or deaths, these same incident
types accounted for (2.4+16.5+3.5+0.8 = 23.2) % of incidents. So from
a risk perspective, these 4 incident categories combined are slightly
less likely to result in injury or death than in no injuries or deaths.
Given that many of these injuries or deaths may not have been
prevented by having operational bilge pumps, it is worthwhile
examining Coroner's reports.
Of those Coroner’s reports listed in Annex C, only one incident (Paul
Gregory Clifton) involved flooding of spaces under the deck. In this
incident, earlier identification that water was entering the vessel
unseen might have avoided the incident. Anecdotally, many other
incidents have, as a causal factor, water entering the vessel without
being noticed by people on board. These anecdotes of water entering
unnoticed include even open boats where the bilge is visible.
12.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
12.2.1. Currently, bilge pumps that are popular are impeller type
pumps operating on 12 or 24 volt electric DC supply. Some of
these are sensitive to the ‘head’ (height) of water in the discharge
pipe whereby the pumping capacity is reduced markedly as the
discharge height is increased. It is not known if installers take this
into account when fitting such pumps.
12.2.2. If only manually powered bilge pumps are fitted, then the bilges
cannot be emptied if there is only one operator aboard who is also
navigating the vessel, unless the bilge pump is able to be used
whilst the operator is at the helm. This applies also to accepting the
use of bailers as an alternative to powered pumps; with one person
aboard, can that person empty the vessel of water whilst doing
other things to get the vessel home?
12.2.3. A bilge alarm activated by a float, if fitted underdeck, is unlikely
to be damaged or require unusually frequent maintenance. If fitted
to a vessel without an enclosing deck it is likely the float will be
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damaged during the ordinary operations of the vessel, and should
be protected in some way. Capacitance or resistive type alarms
with no moving parts would require almost no maintenance.
Despite this, on Aluminium boats, faulty wiring to any bilge water
detector could cause accelerated corrosion.
12.3.Costs: The cost of purchasing and fitting a bilge alarm would depend
on the alarm, and whether a battery or automatic bilge pump is already
fitted. A float actuated alarm unfitted would cost about (panel with
audible alarm, $40, float switch $30 - $60), whilst if an existing float
were to be fitted with an alarm, the cost should be less. A 12 Volt DC
impeller pump of capacity 69 L/min costs about $80 to $100, and a
similar pump integrated with a float switch costs about $200. These
costs do not include the costs of skin fittings and piping, but these are
likely to be already fitted on existing vessels of length 7 metres or
longer.
12.4.Consistency: Consistency between Australian jurisdictions for bilge
pumping requirements is important for vessel operators and for the
sale of vessels between jurisdictions, because bilge systems and
alarms have to be fitted: They cannot be bought off-the-shelf and
simply placed aboard the vessel. WA is not wholly inconsistent with
most of the other Australian jurisdictions. However, if an alarm was
required this would add to inconsistency, though the National Standard
does recommend at its Table 4 that such alarms be fitted following a
safety assessment by the operator.
Table 12.2, Bilge Pumps and Bilge Alarms: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Unprotected
Territory
waters
waters
WA
L ≥ 7 m must have
No intermediate
As for protected
bilge pump of ≥ 4
waters
waters
kL/hr (67 L/min);
if auto or electric,
have a lighted
indicator.
If L < 7 m, a bilge
pump or bucket or
bailer
Vessel length Vs. number
Vessel length Vs. number
SA
1 bailer or enough
of bailers:
of bailers:
pumps to drain
L < 8 m 1 bailer,
L < 8 m 1 bailer,
each compartment
L ≥ 8 m 2 bailers,
L ≥ 8 m 2 bailers,
or enough pumps to OR
drain each
vessel is of
compartment
permanently
enclosed pontoon
hulls, or enough
pumps to drain
each compartment
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State /
Territory
NT

Qld
NSW

Vic

Tas
National
Standard

Protected waters
1 bailer with lanyard
or 1 bilge pump.
Covered bilges:
must be a pump
Not required
1 bailer, bucket or
fire bucket, or ≥ 1
bilge pump.
Covered bilges or
closed under-floor
compartments:
must be a pump
1 pump if covered
bilge or closed
underfloor
compartments,
otherwise suitable
bailer or bucket
1 bailer or bilge
pump
1 pump if covered
bilge or closed
underfloor
compartments,
otherwise suitable
bailer or bucket

Intermediate
waters
As for protected
waters

Unprotected
waters
As for protected
waters

Not required
No intermediate
waters

Not required
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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13. Paddles and/or Oars
Vessels with a single motor can sometimes lose power which can result
in people being stranded far from shore. Even with two motors, if the
electrics or fuel system fail, both motors can stop operating. People are
then stranded and without control, with possible risks to their safety. We
want to know if you think that sometimes certain vessels should carry
paddles or oars, so they can get the vessel to safety.
Table 13.1: There is intentionally no table 13.1 because paddles and/or
oars are not required to be fitted or carried in WA on any vessels.
Despite paddles / oars not being required in WA, there is a regulation
(19) that prohibits vessels of less than 3.75 m from operating further from
the mainland shore than 5 nm, or further from an island than 1 nm. Whilst
this restriction on distance applies to vessels of the size that probably
could be paddled / rowed, it is probably intended to restrict the exposure
of such vessels to swamping / capsize in rough seas rather than imply
that they are able to be paddled.
In practical terms for WA, the South Australian requirement for paddles
on powered vessels less than 6 metres in length might be the most
appropriate. But a powered vessel of length 6 metres might be difficult to
paddle or row – depending upon its arrangement.
13.1.Statistically, of all the incident categories recorded in WA, none report
against 'loss of propulsion' or 'stranding'. It is not known from WA
incident data how many failures of propulsion occur where there is
only one propulsion system, and what the consequences are. The
hazard here is that the vessel loses power and is blown or carried
offshore, and then requires a more extensive search, or is exposed to
worsening weather and possible swamping, capsize or collision. But a
vessel longer than about 4.8 metres (as specified in Victoria),
especially if fitted with a cabin or mast (extra windage area), would be
difficult to row or paddle any large distance. It seems practical to rely
on paddles or oars only on small vessels with low windage area.
13.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
13.2.1. Once the vessel reaches a distance from any shore (say, 2 or
5 nm) from where paddling is not reasonably possible to return to
shore, is the requirement to fit paddles or oars still reasonable?
From the perspective of orienting the vessel head-to-wind to
minimise drift, reduce the chance of capsize or swamping, or to
paddle out of the way of other vessel traffic (or towards vessel
traffic to initiate rescue), paddles / oars might still be useful even
beyond 2 or 5 nm. If the vessel is of a type where paddling is not
practicable (it would be a strong and fit paddler who could paddle a
jet ski any distance) then the vessel is more exposed to hazards of
propulsion failure, and some other means of increasing propulsion
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reliability should be required. On some vessel types (paddle
boards, sailboards - which include windsurfers and kite boards)
hand paddling is a reasonably effective means to return to shore,
especially given their low windage profiles and generally smaller
operating ranges.
13.2.2. If WA regulations required the carriage of paddles only on
smaller powered vessels operating closer to shore, is this placing
the costs of sea rescue services more onto smaller vessels? That
is, a 4.8 metre vessel with a single outboard motor operating to 2
nm from the coast might have to fit paddles. If it loses power it can
be paddled or rowed back to shore and no rescue is required. A
similarly powered 10 metre vessel operating to 5 nm might not
have to fit paddles or oars, though it is arguably just as likely to
lose power and require rescue. This could be seen as unfair in
financial terms to the smaller vessel owner: Whilst the 10 metre
vessel is more likely to survive inclement weather consequences of
losing power, it still requires rescue if its sole means of propulsion
fails.
13.2.3. Questions will arise as to alternatives to paddles / oars and
what constitutes an auxiliary propulsion system. For paddle craft, it
is unlikely that the ‘primary’ propulsion would fail (injury to the
paddler or damaging the oars or rowlocks), and such craft should
not have to carry additional paddles. Though, paddles can be lost
on rough and windy days leaving a paddler without the only means
of propulsion to retrieve the paddle, despite being able to paddle by
hand in more benign conditions. For powered vessels, would fitting
a small additional outboard motor constitute an auxiliary propulsion
system instead of paddles/oars if the additional motor uses the
same fuel supply – and ‘failure’ of propulsion occurred because the
fuel was contaminated?
13.2.4. Sailing vessels: Despite varying widely in form, small sailing
vessels are likely to have only one means of propulsion, and it is
arguable that this propulsion is more likely to ‘fail’ (at least for a
short time due to the wind dropping or for a longer time due to
equipment failure) than oars on a rowed vessel. It appears that
such sailing vessels are candidates for the carriage of paddles or
oars, provided that sails and masts can be taken down at sea to
reduce windage so the vessel could be paddled back to shore.
13.3.Costs: A pair of paddles cost from $60 (paddles) to $220 (oars /
rowlocks) per pair. As for all safety equipment, this cost should be
balanced against the community costs of a rescue were the paddles /
oars not carried.
13.4.Consistency: The majority of Australian jurisdictions require paddles
or oars, though the conditions under which they are required vary.
Currently, WA is not aligned with five of the six other jurisdictions.
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However, given the size of vessels affected, they are unlikely to
voyage between jurisdictions where the lack of such equipment
becomes an offence. Depending upon vessel type, paddles or oars
might or might not be easily provided without having to modify most
vessels of these sizes (so trade between jurisdictions might be
affected).
Table 13.2, Paddles and/or Oars: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Unprotected
Territory
waters
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
As for protected
waters
waters
SA
1 pair on vessels
1 pair, or auxiliary
As for intermediate
L<6m
propulsion, on
waters
vessels L < 6 m
NT
1 pair on vessels
As for protected
As for protected
L<5m
waters
waters
Qld
Not required
As for protected
As for protected
waters
waters
NSW
1 pair, or auxiliary
No intermediate
As for protected
propulsion, on
waters
waters
vessels L < 6 m
Vic
1 pair on vessels
As for protected
As for protected
L ≤ 4.8 m
waters
waters
Tas
1 pair on vessels
As for protected
As for protected
L<6m
waters
waters
National
1 pair, or auxiliary
As for protected
As for protected
Standard propulsion, on
waters
waters
vessels L < 6 m
Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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14. Anchors and cable
Anchoring systems rarely save lives. Instead, they prevent vessels from
coming free and causing damage to other vessels and shore structures.
They prevent vessels from becoming collision risks to other vessels.
They also prevent vessels from drifting away from divers, or from
becoming grounded and thereby damaging the vessel itself. We would
like to know what you think vessels should carry for anchoring.
Table 14.1, Anchors and cable: As currently required in WA
Vessel Type

Protected waters

Unprotected
waters within
400 m of shore

Unprotected
waters beyond
400 m of shore

Motorboats,
sailboats,
dinghies* (i.e.
vessels not
tabled below)

-

An efficient anchor and line

PWCs

-

-

Sailboards
(wind surfers,
kite boards)

-

As for vessels

Paddle craft^

-

-

* These vessels include dinghies and tenders – powered or unpowered.
^
Paddle craft include pedalled craft, canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf-skis and paddle boards.
They do not include tenders or dinghies (powered or unpowered)

14.1.Statistically: There are no specific incidents described as anchoring
incidents.
14.1.1. Upon searching incident report text (statistically not very
reliable) there were the following incidents, with the number of
incidents shown in brackets:
• Vessels becoming entangled or catching anchor lines of
other vessels: (2).
• Dragging anchor and causing:
 Damage: (21)
 Injury: (1 incident, but 4 injuries in this one incident)
• Sinking due to faulty anchor retrieval: (1)
• Anchor chain snapped: (1)
• Sinking whilst retrieving anchor: (2 incidents, one incident
with one resultant death and one resultant injury)
• Anchor and/or line hooked to jetty, motor pulled vessel
down: (2).
14.1.2. During 2007 to 2014 inclusive, there were a total of 30
incidents of the type mentioned above (involving anchoring),
involving 8 injuries (4 from anchor retrieval, 4 from anchor
dragging), and 1 death (anchor retrieval). The incidents were
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recorded as flooding (in the one case of death) and grounding or
collision, depending upon outcome.
Of all collisions and groundings (304 + 112 = 416) those involving
anchoring accounted for only 30/416 = 7.2% of them. The single
death was not from dragging anchor but from incorrect retrieval.
Does anchor failure/dragging/mishandling lead to injury or death?
One would expect that it normally leads to vessel damage by
collision or grounding which can then lead to injuries. Where
activities are undertaken away from the vessel (e.g. diving), the
dragging of an anchor can leave persons stranded. In exact
numbers: There were 8 injuries and 1 death in 8 years in WA from
anchor failure / dragging / mishandling, from a total number of
injuries of 340 and deaths of 53 from all causes. That is, 9 / (340 +
53) = 2.3% of injuries or deaths from all causes were caused by
failure/dragging/mishandling of anchors.
In terms of incident numbers, 3 incidents causing death or injury
from failure / dragging / mishandling of anchors from a total of 255
incidents of all categories with injury or death, or 3 / 255 = 1.2% of
all incident categories involving injuries or deaths, were caused by
failure/dragging/mishandling of anchors.
Whilst 1.2% is not significant for personal safety (compared to
other incident types), at the property damage level, 7.2 % of
collision and grounding incidents were caused by anchoring system
failure, which is also not a particularly large percentage compared
to other incident causes.
14.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
14.2.1. An anchoring system is considered to be a piece of safety
equipment because it is one of the types of safety equipment that
controls hazards at the primary level (in table 2). That is, it helps
prevent collisions and groundings rather than mitigate their effects
after they happen. But why would anchoring systems need to be
heavier in waters beyond 2 nm (as required in some jurisdictions)
than in waters immediately along the coast? The logic is probably
that when vessels proceed far out to sea, there is a higher chance
that upon their return to shore, the weather might have deteriorated
or the place of return and the nature of the sea floor and
surrounding hazards are not familiar to the operator. For vessels
operating immediately along the shore, the deteriorating weather
and changing shoreline are evident immediately and vessels can
proceed to shelter before the weather gets too bad.
14.2.2. The holding power of an anchoring system depends upon the;
• anchor type (for sand, mud, rocky ground, weed), and its
weight;
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•
•
•
•
•

length of cable: The bigger the ‘scope’ (cable length / water
depth) the more horizontally is the anchor pulled against the
sea-bed and the less likely it is to pull out;
weight (or stretch) of the cable, because it determines how
much energy is absorbed by the cable in stretching the rope,
or lifting the chain and thereby slowing the vessel;
weight of the chain directly connected to the anchor because
it keeps the anchor shank horizontal to the sea-bed, reducing
the likelihood that the anchor will pull out;
abrasion resistance of the cable at the anchor end and the
vessel end; and,
windage area of the vessel.

14.2.3. There is no reference in the NWR as to what ‘efficient’ means
with regard to anchoring systems (and it is suggested that
‘effective’ would be a more suitable word). Three other jurisdictions
and the National Standard refer to AS 2198 – Anchors for Small
Boats, which is no longer available from the Standards Australia
web-site. Whilst this is an old standard (last reviewed in 1983) and
applies only to vessels up to 15 metres in length, it was developed
by the same committee that developed AS 1799: Small craft. It
provides guidance on selecting anchors and cable, how they
should be used, and for manufacturers, how they should be tested.
14.2.4. The RST Workbook gives guidance about anchoring system
selection and it is similar to advice in AS 2198.
14.3.Costs: The cost of providing for anchoring standards and guidance
may not increase the costs of complying with current regulatory
requirements, because it is not known with what 'efficient' equipment
vessels are currently fitted. However, if 2 anchoring systems are
required for vessels currently fitted with only one, or if vessels
operating only in protected waters are required to carry anchors and
cable, the costs become important: Chain - assuming 6 mm chain for
most mid-sized vessels, costs about $6 per metre. Assuming a scope
of about 7 to 1, and water depth for normal anchoring of say, 3 metres,
leads to 20 metres of Grade L chain, or about $120 not counting a
winch (if fitted) or any structure in which to store the chain. Assuming
an anchor for an 8 metre vessel with about 2.0 metres windage height
and planning hull form requires a 9.2 11 kg Plough anchor, a typical
sand anchor (Plough type) of this approximate weight would cost
about $200 to $270.
There are no servicing costs, but in keeping with a requirement that
anchors and cable should continue to operate reliably, there will be the
occasional expense of checking the condition of the chain and line,
and the cost of any lifting equipment where the anchor is too heavy to
lift manually.
11

Assuming a Class C commercial vessel: USL Code = 17.5 x .75 x 0.7 = 9.2 kg HHP
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14.4.Consistency: The majority of other Australian jurisdictions (four of six)
require only 1 anchor regardless of vessel length, and no minimum
weights or cable types are specified. WA is currently only inconsistent
in that WA does not specify the factors to take into account when
choosing an anchor and cable: These factors are described at 14.2.2.
above. Most jurisdictions mention most of them (though not the same
ones). Also, the majority of jurisdictions (four of six) require anchors on
vessels in protected waters. On small vessels where anchors are
small and the majority of the cable is line (not chain), anchoring
equipment can simply be placed aboard the vessel assuming there will
be some strong fixing point for the cable. On larger vessels requiring
larger anchors, winches may be required with stowage arrangements
for anchor and cable. For such larger vessels, if anchoring
requirements vary between jurisdictions, vessel builders and retailers
will have to take these differences into account when fitting out a
vessel. For smaller vessels, operators should be mindful of the varying
requirements between jurisdictions.
Table 14.2, Anchors and cable: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Unprotected
Territory
waters
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
‘Efficient’ anchor
waters
and line
Vessel
length
Vs.
number
SA
1
As for intermediate
of anchors:
waters
L < 8 m, 1 anchor
L ≥ 8 m, 2 anchors
NT
1 plus 50 m or more Vessel length Vs. number As for intermediate
of anchors:
of cable
waters
L < 10 m, 1 anchor
L ≥ 10 m, 2 anchors
Plus 50 m or more
of cable per anchor
Qld
Not required
As for protected
As for protected
waters
waters
NSW
1, plus suitable
No intermediate
As for protected
chain or line or
waters
waters
both…
Vic
Not required
1, plus cable
As for intermediate
waters
Tas
1, plus chain and
As for protected
As for protected
rope…
waters
waters
National
1, plus sufficient
As for protected
As for protected
Standard chain / line.
waters
waters
Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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15. First Aid Kit
Vessels are by their nature and where they operate, hazardous places. In
addition, they can often operate far from medical assistance. These two
factors increase the likelihood that there might be injuries that need
treatment quickly. Please tell us what you think about carrying first aid
kits.
In commenting about this, it is relevant to consider how quickly and
reliably medical assistance might be available. Even on shore, medical
aid may not be readily available.
Table 15.1: There is intentionally no table 15.1 because first aid kits are
not required to be fitted or carried in WA on any vessels.
15.1.Statistically: DoT has no statistics as to types of injuries and how they
are initially treated.
15.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
15.2.1. Commercial vessel operations require the vessel to carry a first
aid kit, and for a person on board to be trained to administer first
aid. Away from the marine environment in WA, the Royal
Automobile Club recommends the carriage of first aid kits on
holiday drives. Most vessel owners have probably considered first
aid kits, and they are recommended in the RST Workbook.
15.2.2. Some of the contents of a first aid kit expire with time.
Dependent upon stowage arrangements, a kit could last 3 – 7
years.
15.3.Costs: The cost of a St John's ‘Small Leisure Kit’ (containing first aid
supplies for 1-2 people, and instructions) costs about $40 to $50. It
contains
• Adhesive Plastic Strips 50's
• Hypoallergenic Tape 1.25 x 9m
• Crepe Bandage 5cm x 1
• Crepe Bandage 7.5cm x 1
• Triangular Bandage 110cm x 2
• Resurrection Protection Shield x 1
• Burn Relief Sachets 1.5g x 1
• Non Adherent Pad 7.5cm x 10cm x 2
• Alcohol Swab x 5
• Eye Pad Sterile x 1
• Nitrile Gloves (pair)
• Pad Combine 10 x 10cm x 2
• Saline Eye & Wound Irrigation 15ml x 2
• Rapaid itch Relief Sachets 3ml 5 pkt
• Safety Pins Assorted 12's
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scissors 12.5cm SS Sharp / blunt
Antiseptic Swabs 10 pkt x 1
Gauze Swabs 7.5cm 3pk x 1
Emergency Shock Blanket x 1
Notepad & Pencil
Forceps Splinter Pointed x 1
Guide - Emergency First Aid.

Consistency: Only Tasmania requires a first aid kit, though its contents
are not specified. WA would be out of step with five of the six other
Australian jurisdictions were a first aid kit required, though this
inconsistency would be unlikely to affect trade in vessels between
jurisdictions because the equipment is easily obtained. Operators
would have to be familiar with requirements in other jurisdictions when
operating there.
Table 15.2, First Aid Kits: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Territory
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters
SA
Not required
As for protected
waters
NT
Not required
As for protected
waters
Qld
Not required
As for protected
waters
NSW
Not required
No intermediate
waters
Vic
Not required
As for protected
waters
Tas
Not required
As for protected
waters
National
Recommended if
As for protected
Standard owner's safety
waters
assessment
determines it is
required

Unprotected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
1
As for protected
waters

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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16. Torch
Torches seem to be an obvious piece of equipment to carry on board a
vessel at night, yet despite this, or because of this, they are not required
by law. This might become a problem when vessels break down or for
some other reason are forced to stay out overnight. We want to know if
you think some vessels should carry a torch, and if so, when, and what
sort of torch.
Table 16.1: There is intentionally no table 16.1 because torches are not
required to be fitted or carried in WA on any vessels.
16.1.Statistically: Torches have not been specifically identified as having
been responsible or required for saving lives (by signalling, enabling
underdeck flooding to be identified and controlled, assisting in first aid
at night, or any operations where darkness would compromise safety).
Anecdotally, night rescues have been assisted by a floating and
lighted torch being thrown to persons overboard.
16.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
16.2.1. Currently vessels are not required to carry torches, though they
are recommended in the RST Workbook. It is likely that a torch is a
piece of operating equipment that most people carry for their own
purposes, with the consequence that it is available for their own
safety at night.
16.2.2. Torches would be needed at night for persons to simply move
about the vessel. They are essential if any of the safety equipment
is to be reasonably safely accessed and used at night. On decked
vessels even during the day, a torch is often required to see
various seawater, electrical and fuel system controls that are
underdeck, or to check bilge water levels. Torches can be used for
signalling to indicate the vessel’s presence at night, or to attract
attention in emergencies despite not being officially recognised as
navigation lights or emergency distress signals. Regarding
signalling, there seems to be no reason to have a separate
signalling facility on the torch if directing the beam can achieve the
same end. However, rapid signalling with one hand is probably
better served by having a signalling facility on the torch.
Note: Signalling distress by SOS in Morse Code is still a signalling method
specified in the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 1972.

16.2.3. The purpose of a torch might require explicit description so that
alternatives could be considered (see sub-section 19 on page 90).
So why should a torch be carried, and what features should it
have?
• To see the vessel and items on the vessel at night.
Chemiluminescent tubes (trademarked as ‘Cyalume’ sticks),
fire lighters and mobile phones would probably not emit
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•

•

•

enough light with the same convenience as a portable, selfcontained torch. Perhaps a minimum illumination should be
specified in Lumens.
To signal to other vessels the presence of the vessel at night
in emergencies (navigation lights are normally required in the
Prevention of Collisions at Sea Regulations 1983). Again,
Cyalume sticks, fire lighters and mobile phones would not
emit enough light. A fixed searchlight / spotlight would.
Unless a fixed light source on the vessel can be used to
illuminate all likely areas required to be accessed at night,
possibly when machinery is not running, then such a light
source would not be appropriate. Such a light source also
cannot be taken off the vessel and used in case of
evacuation, another possible use of a torch. Perhaps the light
source should be specified to be portable, together with its
own power source.
If a torch incorporating some power-generating facility within
the torch itself (hand lever, shaking of an internal magnet) can
provide steady and reliable light for enough time for whatever
purpose the torch is used, then this should be acceptable. It
may be that a minimum illumination time without operating the
generating function should be specified.
If used in underdeck compartments where there is a low
flashpoint fuel such petrol, the torch should be intrinsically
safe against sparking.

16.3.Costs: There are a wide range of electric torches on the market now
with features such as red LEDs (allowing useful light for night
operations without compromising night vision). A basic waterproof and
buoyant torch can cost as little as $14. An intrinsically safe, waterproof
torch (though not buoyant) costs approximately $40 to $60.
16.4.Consistency: WA is inconsistent with most other Australian
jurisdictions in not requiring a torch. This inconsistency is unlikely to
affect trade in vessels between jurisdictions because the equipment is
easily obtained. Vessel operators should familiarise themselves with
requirements in other jurisdictions when operating there.

Table 16.2, Torch: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Territory
waters
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters
SA
1, waterproof and
1, waterproof and
buoyant, if operated buoyant carried all
at night
the time
NT
1, waterproof
As for protected
waters
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Unprotected
waters
Not required
As for intermediate
waters
As for protected
waters

State /
Territory
Qld
NSW

Vic
Tas
National
Standard

Protected waters
1, at night, for
signalling
1, waterproof and
buoyant able to be
used for signalling
1, waterproof,
buoyant
1, at night
1, waterproof,
buoyant, able to be
used for signalling

Intermediate
waters
As for protected
waters
No intermediate
waters

Unprotected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

Note that jurisdictions make separate provisions for special vessels such as PWCs, paddle craft
and sailboards.
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17. Tracking Device
If the skipper of a disabled or lost vessel can’t activate the EPIRB, it is
difficult to find the vessel. A tracking device can indicate where a vessel
is at any time. We want to know what you think about such a device.
A tracking device is a device that transmits vessel location information to
the shore. Alarm conditions might also be transmitted.
Table 17.1: There is intentionally no table 17.1 because a tracking device
is not required to be fitted or carried in WA on any vessels.

17.1.Statistically: No incidents in WA were attributed to not having a
tracking device fitted or carried, though outside of official incident data
we know that there are incidents that could be managed with such a
device. Such tracking devices are quite new, and past incident
investigations would not have contemplated their use.
17.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
17.2.1. It is highly likely that tracking devices would warn shore-side
personnel of possible problems, and assist search and rescue
services in identifying the place where the vessel is / was
operating. Tracking devices are relatively new to smaller vessels
and can be as regulated and formalised as Automatic Identification
Systems (AIS) used on larger commercial vessels, or as simple1 as
devices utilising the mobile telephone network.
1

The term ‘simple’ here refers to the expertise required to use the system. Mobile
telephone technology is enormously complex but the public entrusts the management of
that complexity to government bodies and commercial enterprises.

17.2.2. The AIS is a Very High Frequency (VHF) radio broadcasting
system which enables AIS equipped vessels and shore-based
stations to send and receive identifying information which can;
• be displayed on a computer or chart plotter;
• aid in situational awareness; and,
• provide a means to assist in collision avoidance by indicating
the presence and movement of other AIS-equipped vessels.
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) regulates the AIS
system and its standards. To use an AIS, the equipment has to
have a maritime mobile service identity (MMSI) allocated to the
vessel which is allocated according to international standards.
Whilst no specific training is required to use an AIS, to obtain an
MMSI the user of the AIS must have a Marine Radio Operator’s
VHF Certificate of Proficiency. The AIS is normally always ‘on’.
17.2.2.1.AIS is based on the ‘Four-S’ principle: Ship-to-Ship, and
Ship-to-Shore. AIS information collected by land based
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stations (operated by AMSA and ports) is used for vessel
tracking and management. As a result of AIS signals being
able to be detected by satellite (SATAIS), the SATAIS data
can be used to track vessels offshore out of range of land
based stations and some companies provide this information
to purchasers of such information. Note that satellite-only
data is dependent upon the frequency of satellite passes. For
satellite data only, this can mean updates as infrequently as
every four hours; a lot can happen in four hours.
17.2.2.2.The use of AIS on recreational vessels can present
difficulties for commercial vessels using AIS for its original
purposes of collision avoidance. Commercial ships will have
AIS proximity alarms active when transiting harbours and
anchorages, which is where the collision avoidance function
is most needed. If many recreational vessels are fitted with
AIS, commercial shipping will be inundated with proximity
alarms from vessels that are not collision risks.
17.2.3. Some commercial fishing vessels in Australia1 (those fishing in
Commonwealth regulated fisheries) use a Vessel Monitoring
System (VMS) regulated by the Australian Fisheries Management
Agency (AFMA). The VMS is a satellite based system for reporting
position, speed and vessel identification information. Technical and
reporting standards are regulated by AFMA. Like an AIS, the VMS
is normally always on. Unlike the AIS, the system is specifically
designed so that vessel-specific information (including position) is
not available outside of the fisheries management agencies. Also
unlike the AIS, the VMS was designed specifically for satellite
monitoring.
1

Most other countries that manage their fisheries have similar arrangements.

17.2.4. Other tracking devices on the market that are not regulated
specifically for marine use can track and record the location of
vessels. They may use GPS data as is collected by mobile phones
that can be transmitted via mobile network services to servers on
land. From here, data is accessible as is any mobile data, able to
be viewed on personal computer or mobile device. This data is
transmitted by a dedicated tracking device on the vessel (not AIS
or VMS) and collected and delivered by private companies to
customers on land or on another vessel.
17.2.5. One particular tracking service (there may be a number of such
services on the market) involves fitting a tracking device to the
vessel with its own internal battery power, or that is wired into the
vessel electrical system but has its own internal battery back-up.
The tracking device is fitted with a SIM card and receives and
processes data such as GPS position. The device:
• Sends a message at programmable time intervals to many
programmable addresses (email addresses or mobile phone
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•

numbers). Each message includes the vessel’s GPS position
and can include other programmable information (e.g. speed
and direction, or information from any sensor with which the
device can be fitted and be programmed to process).
Sends alerts to those programmable addresses when certain
events occur. The device is fitted with a heel sensor that
triggers an alert when the vessel heels by more than 60
degrees to the horizontal, or any other programmable angle,
indicating if capsize was likely to have occurred.

17.2.6. Whilst the tracking device relies upon the mobile network, it
can connect automatically to the Iridium satellite service 12 when the
mobile network is out of range. The device can track and record the
location of the vessel to an accuracy of tens of metres.
17.2.7. Data sent by the device is stored in a history file and is able to
be interrogated by shore-side personal computer or mobile device.
17.3.Costs: An AIS costs from about $1000 uninstalled. Tracking devices
of the sort described that use the mobile telephone network cost
about:
• $300 ($1100 for Iridium network access) uninstalled, and have;
• ongoing service charges of about $20 per month ($30 per
month with Iridium network access),
• alert costs to mobile phones that vary with the number of alerts
anticipated. Alerts are those things the vessel owner wishes
someone away from the vessel to be notified about by SMS
rather than have to monitor by logging on to the internet. Alert
costs vary with the number of alerts anticipated per month; for
10 possible alerts per month – $4 per month.
17.4.Consistency: No other Australian jurisdiction requires a tracking
device and neither does the National Standard. Fitting the device
should not affect the vessel design or layout. Requiring such a device
might affect trade in vessels between jurisdictions if the device has to
be installed into the electrical system. Persons arriving in WA would
have to know of this regulatory requirement were it adopted.
Table 17.2: There is intentionally no table 17.2 because a tracking
device is not required to be fitted or carried in any Australian
jurisdiction or by the National Standard on any vessels.
Note that most mobile service providers indicate their network coverage;
please refer to their websites. On the following page are maps indicative of
only the Telstra mobile network coverage.

12

A satellite service providing voice and data between the satellite network and satellite phones
directly, not using terrestrial cellular networks. The service operates over the entire Earth’s surface.
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Figure 17.1 – Telstra mobile phone coverage for 3G services, South-west

Figure 17.2 – Telstra mobile phone coverage for 3G services, Pilbara region
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18. Capacity Plate
A capacity plate is being considered, but no changes will be made to the
NWR as part of this review. Instead, your comment will help determine if
the boating public support the introduction of loading limits in the future.
Table 18.1: There is intentionally no table 18.1 because a capacity plate
is not required in WA on any vessels.
An information plate (the Australian Builders Plate – ABP) is required at
the point of first sale or first registration.
Currently, the NWR and consumer protection legislation require most
conventional motorboats to be fitted with an ABP at the point of first sale
and first registration in WA. The ABP specifies the maximum
recommended weight that can be carried on the vessel (and maximum
recommended weight and power of outboard motors) and other matters
regulated by the Australian Builders Plate Standard.
Currently there is no obligation for operators to comply with the ABP
loading and outboard weight limits when operating their vessels.
18.1.Statistically: From table 3 on page 15, 'capsize' is the second most
frequent incident category whether or not injuries or deaths occurred.
Of incidents that involved deaths, 'capsize' was again the second most
frequent incident category. Where stability is deficient, most people
would expect capsize to result, but capsize is not the only possible
consequence of deficient stability. The ABP persons capacity (or
weight) limits are also based upon the reserve buoyancy of the vessel
(referring to the volume of the buoyant hull, not its fitted flotation).
Carrying more people or more weight than specified by the ABP might
not only compromise stability, but could also increase the probability of
swamping resulting in sinking, or flooding resulting in sinking. Whether
or not there were deaths or injuries, sinking, capsize, swamping and
flooding collectively accounted for 28.4% of all incidents. Of all
incidents where there were injuries or deaths, these same incident
categories accounted for 23.1 % of those incidents. Despite that many
of these incidents may not have been stability related, complying with
ABP capacity limits could decrease the number of incidents of sinking,
capsize, swamping and flooding.
18.2.Relevant facts and considerations:
18.2.1. Where objects (not people) of unknown weight are carried on a
vessel, it could prove problematic for operators to know what may
be carried on their vessel, and where on the vessel they may be
carried. This is because the stability of the vessel can be
compromised by loading weights higher, or more far forward or aft
than anticipated by the standard used for assessing the vessel’s
carrying capacity.
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18.2.2. Currently the ABP in WA is an information provision at the
point of first sale or first registration to inform prospective
purchasers and users of a vessel’s weight carrying ability (including
the weight of outboard motors) and its maximum outboard power. If
persons will be compelled to comply with the maximum carrying
capacity of their vessels as indicated on the ABP, then that
information on the ABP must be correct at all times. Currently,
there is no legal obligation placed on a person, who after
purchasing their new vessel and modifying it in a way that affects
the vessel’s carrying capacity, to correct the information on the
ABP.
18.2.3. To require private owners of vessels to seek professional
advice before modifying their vessels might be seen as restricting
an owner’s rights, though it would provide for the owner’s safety
and for the safety of subsequent purchasers.
18.2.4. To verify the modified vessel’s details and change the
information on the ABP (or perhaps to fit another plate detailing the
updated information) would involve a competent person (boat
designer or naval architect familiar with the standard used to verify
the information on the ABP) to check the modifications. Depending
upon the modifications, the competent person would advise if the
modified vessel had to be tested, and if information on the ABP had
to be altered. Such a person could conduct those tests and would
need to verify that the information on the modified plate was
correct.
18.3.Costs: It is already law that vessels be fitted with an ABP at the point
of first sale. Subsequent to a modification to a vessel after first sale,
there is no requirement to test vessels and to correct the information
on the ABP. Costs for these tests would vary with the fees of the
competent person, the extent of modifications and the size and
complexity of the vessel. A preliminary consultation might disclose that
no change to the ABP would result and fees would be minor – perhaps
a few hundred dollars. But where modifications altered the volume of
the vessel, its vertical centre of gravity or weight, or freeboard and
flooding points, then physical testing of the vessel would likely be
required at most, or technical calculations with static checking of the
vessel in the water at least. Such costs could be some hundreds of
dollars to a few thousand dollars.
18.4.Consistency: Four of the six other Australian jurisdictions have
loading limits, all of which can rely to some extent on the ABP. If WA
compels operators to comply with loading limits on a capacity plate (or
similar, such as the ABP), those loading limits should be as consistent
as possible with the loading limits applied in these other jurisdictions to
facilitate trade in vessels between jurisdictions.
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Table 18.2, Capacity Plate: As currently required in:
State /
Protected waters
Intermediate
Territory
waters
1
WA
Not required
No intermediate
waters
SA
Limits specified by
As for protected
AS 1799.1, the ABP waters
or regulation limits
based upon vessel
length and breadth
and deck structures
NT
A requirement to
As for protected
not 'overload' exists, waters
but no explicit
definition as to what
constitutes
overloading.
Qld
Required, and
As for protected
safety obligation
waters
exists to comply
with limits.
NSW
Safety label
No intermediate
appears to limit
waters
loading
Vic
Comply with ABP
As for protected
limits, or specific
waters
regulation limits
based upon vessel
length and breadth
and existence of
flying bridge
Tas
Not required
As for protected
waters
National
Not required
As for protected
Standard
waters

Unprotected
waters
As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

As for protected
waters
As for protected
waters

1. Except that an information plate is required at the point of first sale and first registration
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19. Use of Definitions and Standards
Could any of the comments you have made for this paper benefit by a
definition, or a reference to a standard? If so, please suggest them.
19.1.Why have definitions or standards?
19.1.1. When items of safety equipment are specified, unless a
standard is referenced, a performance requirement described or
the physical attributes of the item are described, it may not be clear
what it is that the safety equipment is meant to do. For example,
what is a fire bucket?
19.1.2. Without more, a fire bucket could be made of almost any
material that can be fashioned to contain water. However:
•

If a fire bucket is expected to be used to contain a fire for
distress signalling (as mentioned in the International
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea), then it cannot be
made from cloth, plastic or aluminium.

•

If a fire bucket is expected to be used to steer or slow a vessel
(as mentioned at clause 9.2.2 on page 58), then it must have a
handle and attached rope and be of sufficient strength: Plastic
buckets will likely not be suitable.

•

If the vessel on which a fire bucket is carried has high
freeboard so the bucket cannot be manually pushed
underwater, then the bucket has to be of material more dense
than water so it will sink, and fitted with a handle and line of
sufficient strength to lift a full bucket (and to resist the drag of a
moving vessel). The lanyard should also not have a loop or
similar feature whereby a person might be dragged overboard
by the bucket.

•

If the fire bucket is to be used as a bailer, any rigid material like
steel may not be the best material to get the bailer into
awkward spaces on small vessels, and deformable plastic
containers might be better.

19.2.The case for specifying a standard for an item of safety equipment is
much clearer when equipment is technically complex and the
consumer is in no position to know if a device will function as it is
should (e.g. EPIRB). Where possible, Australian and International
standards will be specified. For some items of equipment there are no
standards. In such cases, it helps to specify requirements in law for
the item so that people know what performance is expected.
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20. Final questions
We would like to ask two general questions about safety equipment to
help us with this review.
There are pieces of safety equipment that do similar things. We’ve
mentioned some of them in this paper. We want to know what equipment
people are most comfortable using, or in what equipment people have
the most trust. Considering safety equipment that is currently required,
we would like to know what combination of safety equipment you
consider most appropriately manages the hazards on your vessel.
Lastly, we would like to know if you have any ideas about safety
equipment not mentioned in this discussion paper. We would like to know
of any new ideas that might improve safety.
There is no technical or statistical element to these questions and so the
remainder of this page is blank.

Thank you for taking part in this review.
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ANNEX A
1.
ANNEX
A
Incident
descriptions - National
Extract from 2007 version of the “NATIONAL MARINE SAFETY DATA
COLLECTION
REFERENCE
MANUAL” (Version 1.4)
reference
manual
surface of the water e.g.: submerged container,
submarine cable. This category does not
include groundings.

Incident Type
A marine incident consists of a series of events.
For classification purposes only ONE of these
events must be selected.
The nature of the incident code relates to the data
which best describes the type of marine incident
that occurred.
In deciding the nature of the
incident, it is the INITIAL OCCURRENCE in that
incident which should be selected from the data
items listed below.
For example:
A vessel contacts a submerged object and
subsequently floods with water, then sinks. The
nature of the incident should be recorded as
collision with a submerged object.

g)

Grounding
A marine incident involving an operating vessel
grounding may include any of the following
instances:
Grounding unintentional
When a vessel unintentionally comes into
contact with the bottom of a waterway so that
the vessel ceases to be completely
waterborne. This includes a vessel, either
under command or not under command,
running aground, striking or pounding on rocks,
reefs or shoals, but not making contact with a
beach or grounding intentionally.

b)

Grounding intentional
A vessel, under command, is put aground
intentionally by the operator. An intentional
grounding of a vessel is not a reportable
marine incident UNLESS the vessel is
damaged in some way that makes the incident
reportable.

A marine incident involving the collision of an
operating vessel may include any of the following
instances:
Collision of vessels
Striking together of two or more vessels, at
least one vessel must be in operation or
operating; but does not include striking a
permanently fixed man-made object.

b)

Collision with a fixed object
A vessel striking a permanently fixed manmade object, e.g.: Aid to navigation, overhead
bridge, sea walls, or groynes; and does not
include striking another vessel.

c)

Collision with a floating object
A vessel striking an object that is waterborne
and is free to move with tide, current or wind
and is visible from the surface of the water;
does not include living animals but does
include carcasses and does not include striking
another vessel.

d)

Collision with an animal
A vessel striking a living animal which may or
may not be normally found in a marine
environment.

e)

Collision with overhead obstruction
Any part of a vessel making contact with power
lines,
or
other
overhead
obstructions
suspended above a waterway.

f)

Collision with submerged object
A vessel making contact with an object that is
waterborne and may be free to move with tide,
or current and is NOT VISIBLE from the

1,2

a)

Collision

a)

Collision with wharf
A vessel making contact with a wharf/ jetty/
pontoon/ boat ramp and causing damage to the
vessel and/or wharf etc.

1,2

Capsizing

2

Vessel overturns so that the keel becomes
uppermost or the vessel may lay on its side.
Sinking

2

A vessel becomes submerged and settles below
the surface of the water.
Swamping

2

A vessel fills with water particularly over the side
(that is, water is filling from the upper part of the
vessel) but retains sufficient buoyancy to remain
waterborne. If the vessel does not retain sufficient
buoyancy to remain waterborne, the incident type
becomes a sinking.
Flooding
A breach of the vessel’s watertight integrity (that is,
water filling from the lower part of the vessel) due to
the ingress of water into the vessel. The vessel
retains sufficient buoyancy to remain waterborne. If
the vessel does not retain sufficient buoyancy to
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remain waterborne, the incident type becomes a
sinking.
Loss or presumed loss of a vessel
A vessel has not returned as stated or intended
prior to departure and may be considered to be
missing at sea.
Structural Failure
Damage to a vessel due to the structural failure of
the vessel’s hull, superstructure, engines,
machinery or equipment due to such things as
metal fatigue, corrosion, broken welds, wood rot,
electrical faults, insufficient materials in the
construction of the vessel and excessive stress or
wear on any component.
Examples include
dismasting of sailing vessels due to the mast being
broken. Does not include flooding or sinking due to
a breach of the hull.
Loss of Stability

Other Incident
A marine incident involving an operating vessel may
include any of the following instances.
a)

Hit by vessel or propeller
Person not on board a vessel is hit by a vessel
or vessel’s propeller, this does not include a fall
overboard, skiing or diving incident.

b)

Skiing incident
An incident where a person is engaged in
water-skiing.
Water-skiing
includes
aquaplaning, knee boarding, wake surfing and
any similar towed activity carried out in
association with a vessel.

c)

Parasailing incident
An incident where a person is engaged in
parasailing. Parasailing is an activity utilising a
parachute towed by a vessel to enable a
person to become air-borne.

d)

Diving incident
An incident involving an operating vessel and a
person engaged in a diving related activity. For
the purposes of this document, a diving activity
includes
diving
using
surface-supplied
breathing apparatus, SCUBA diving, breathhold diving (also known as free diving or skin
diving) and snorkelling.

e)

Other incident caused by an operating vessel
Any other incident involving a person NOT on
board a vessel (e.g.: swimmer, surfboard rider)
due to the operation of a vessel; does not
include a fall overboard, falls within vessel,
crushing or pinching, hit by vessel or propeller,
skiing or diving incident.

The inadvertent movement of cargo, equipment or
other materials which affects the vessel’s ability to
return to an upright position when laterally
displaced but does not include loss of stability due
to swamping or flooding.
Fire
Accidental burning of a vessel’s fuels or their
vapours or of any material on board a vessel.
Explosion
Accidental explosion of any material on board a
vessel including vessel fuel or their vapours.
Person Overboard
A person falls from
water/sea/waterway.

a

vessel

into

the

Onboard incident
A marine incident involving an operating vessel
where the incident occurs onboard the vessel may
include any of the following instances:
a)

b)

c)

Falls within vessel
Person on board a vessel falls within the
confines of the vessel.
Crushing or pinching
An incident where a person is crushed or
pinched by any part of the vessel or vessel’s
machinery due to the operation of the vessel.
Other onboard incident
Any other incident on board a vessel (e.g.:
passenger, crew) due to the operation of the
vessel; does not include falls overboard, falls
within vessel, or crushing or pinching.

Incident severity rating
Every incident requires a severity rating. The
severity rating is based on the MOST SEVERE
incident outcome recorded. There can only be
ONE severity level in the classification of a marine
incident. The level of severity for a marine incident
should be selected in the following order to reflect
the most severe outcome first. The priority order is:
1. Fatal incident
2. Serious injury



PERSONAL

3. Vessel lost
4. Other vessel damage
5. Property damage

 VESSEL
PROPERTY

6. No Damage
NOTE:
Personal injury is rated as being more severe than
any damage to a vessel or property. For example a
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ANNEX B
B --Statistical
examination
of incidents
2. ANNEX
Statistical
examination
of incidents
1. Table 3 of this discussion paper (reproduced in this Annex B as table B0
for convenience) contains incident data collected in WA. Table 3
identifies the incident types and the number of incidents involving only
injuries, only deaths, or deaths or injuries as a percentage of incidents –
as described in the table.
2. Table 3 lists incidents – which are events either reported by an aggrieved
party, or required to be reported by S 64(3)(c) of the WAMA (Western
Australian Marine Act 1982) or R 52H of the NWR (Navigable Waters
Regulations 1958). The incidents occurred in WA waters only, from
1/1/2007 to 31/12/2014. The incidents are reported from all regions of
WA, though it cannot be guaranteed that all incidents that occurred were
reported.
3. Incidents generally: How does one answer the question as to which types
of incident are the worst or the most hazardous? Are they the most
frequent incidents, or the incidents that cause the most harm, or is there
some other measure? The remainder of this Annex B, from clauses 4
through 9 delves into alternatives to answer this question; how to
measure which incident categories are the most hazardous and should
attract the most regulatory attention. The conclusions appear at clause
12.
4. Incident Frequency: Examining the left-most column of table 3 repeated
below, the most frequent incidents, in order of occurrence, were:
Collision, at 304 incidents, or 34.8 collisions could be expected if
there were 100 incidents.
Capsize, at 115 incidents, or 13.2 incidents per 100 incidents
Grounding, at 112 incidents, or 12.8 incidents per 100 incidents
Sunken vessel, at 80 incidents, or 9.2 incidents per 100 incidents
Fire, at 34 incidents, or 3.9 incidents per 100 incidents
Navigation, at 33 incidents, or 3.8 incidents per 100 incidents (the
vast majority of the navigation incidents involved close calls where
vessel wake / wash was involved).
5. Death frequency: Which category of incident, if it happens, is likely to be
lethal? Again looking at table 3, the category Fatality is always fatal (not
surprisingly).
Fatality: This category of incident is ‘not boating related’, and comprises
mainly medical conditions or the doing of something from a vessel that is
not associated with operating the vessel, such as diving away from the
vessel and getting into difficulty. If diving whilst doing something
associated with the vessel, such as freeing an anchor or disentangling a
propeller, this is categorised as Diving. There have been incidents
involving diving that were categorised as Other Personal Injury, but
since 2015 this miss-categorisation has been resolved. Accordingly, the
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statistical analysis should not be regarded as exact for these two incident
categories.
NB: In reality, the raw data indicates that 3 incidents occurred between 1/1/2007 to 31/12/2014
involving death that were categorised as ‘Diving’ incidents’, not ‘Fatality’ or ‘Other personal injury’
(or ‘collision’). Two of these deaths were from medical conditions (one arising from being struck
by a vessel) and one incident involving injury of a person by being struck by a vessel. ‘Diving’ will
continue to be considered as including incidents that are ‘Fatal’, or that might have been
categorised differently but where diving was still a major component of the incident.

Person overboard (PoB) resulted in death 33% of the time this
category of incident occurred. However, an incident is categorised as
a PoB incident only if there is no other factor present (or at least, none
reported or discovered), such as capsize, collision etc. Therefore, it is
likely that the hazard involved with PoB incidents are ‘Human Factors’
more than any of the other hazards of the Primary or Secondary
Hazards identified in table 1 of this discussion paper.
Diving resulted in death 13% of the time this category of incident
occurred. As mentioned above at clause 5 ‘Fatality’, such diving
incidents involving operating with the vessel in some way might be
categorised as ‘Other personal injury’, so this number may not be
accurate.
Capsize and Swamping each resulted in death about 10% of the time
(9.6% and 10.3% respectively) that either of these incident categories
occurred. Note that there are likely to have been more capsizes and
swampings than were reported, but they would not have involved
damage to the vessel, or injury, and therefore were not required to be
reported.
Before becoming too complacent about capsizes, note from clause 4
that capsizes were the second most frequent category of incident after
‘Collision’, (ignoring ‘Fatality’, which are not boating related), at 13.2
capsizes per 100 incidents. This suggests that for every 100 random
incidents, 13.2 x 0.096 (9.6%) = 1.27 deaths would likely result from
capsizing incidents. This fact should be evident in some other
measure in table 3.
6. Death intensity: Examining the second-last column of table 3 that lists ‘Of
all incidents that involved one or more deaths, what % were of this
category?’, there were:
Capsize: 22.4 incidents involving death per 100 incidents of any
category that involved death.
Person Overboard: 20.4 incidents involving death per 100 incidents
of any category that involved death.
Collision: 8.2 incidents involving death per 100 incidents of any
category that involved death.
Swamping: 6.1 incidents involving death per 100 incidents of any
category that involved death.
Diving: 6.1 incidents involving death per 100 incidents of any category
that involved death.
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7. Death or injury frequency: Which category of incident, if it happens, is
likely to be lethal or cause injury? Again looking at table 3, the 4th column
from the right is entitled ‘% of incidents of the category at left that involve
one or more deaths or injuries ‘. From this column, the incidents that, if
they occurred were most likely to cause injury or death, in order of
severity were:
Other Personal Injury: 100% of the time this category of incident was
reported, it involved injury or death. However, the frequency of these
incidents as a proportion of all incidents reported that resulted in death
or injury was 8.6 per 100 incidents. The frequency of these incidents
as a proportion of all incidents reported (whether or not they involved
injury or death) was 2.5 per 100 incidents.
Onboard Incident: 100% of the time this category of incident was
reported, it involved injury or death. However, the frequency of these
incidents as a proportion of all incidents reported that resulted in death
or injury was 5.5 per 100 incidents. The frequency of these incidents
as a proportion of all incidents reported (whether or not they involved
injury or death) was 1.6 per 100 incidents.
Collision – Prop Strike: 100% of the time this category of incident
was reported, it involved injury or death. However, the frequency of
these incidents as a proportion of all incidents reported that resulted in
death or injury was 5.1 per 100 incidents. The frequency of these
incidents as a proportion of all incidents reported (whether or not they
involved injury or death) was 1.5 per 100 incidents.
Explosion: 100% of the time this category of incident was reported, it
involved injury or death. However, the frequency of these incidents as
a proportion of all incidents reported that resulted in death or injury
was 0.4 per 100 incidents. The frequency of these incidents as a
proportion of all incidents reported (whether or not they involved injury
or death) was 0.1 per 100 incidents.
Person Overboard: 83.3% of the time this category of incident was
reported, it involved injury or death. However, the frequency of these
incidents as a proportion of all incidents reported that resulted in death
or injury was 9.8 per 100 incidents. The frequency of these incidents
as a proportion of all incidents reported (whether or not they involved
injury or death) was 3.4 per 100 incidents.
8. Risk: Another measure for how ‘bad’ an incident category could be:
8.1. The question ‘What are the worst incident types’ is not yet answered
convincingly enough to guide us as to which safety equipment might
best target the most hazardous incidents.
8.2. Clauses 4 through 7 above describe some ways of indicating how
hazardous an incident category might be. But is a category of incident
‘high risk’ if it happens often, or is it ‘high risk’ if, when it happens, the
consequences are bad? The way ‘risk’ is conventionally measured is
multiplying the probability that an event will happen, by a measure of
the consequences if it does happen. So an event that happens rarely
but comes with extremely unwanted consequences, can be as ‘risky’
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as an event that is very likely to happen but the consequences of
which are just unpleasant.
8.3. Different societies place different values on human life. In Tables B1
through B3 inclusive, it is assumed that injury is bad, but that death is
worse. Table B1 assumes that death is 500 times worse than injury,
Table B2 assumes death is 20 times worse than injury, and Table B3
assumes that death is only 4 times worse than injury.
8.4. The tables do the following:
8.4.1. Table B1 ascribes a value of undesirability of death as being
500, and an undesirability of injury as being 1. The other tables
have ratios of 500 / 25 and 100 / 25. The actual values are not
important for this exercise, but their ratios are.
8.4.2. An estimate is made of the total number of recreational vessels
in WA: Approximately 95,000 seems reasonable (as an average
between 2007 and 2014), but the actual number need not be
accurate.
8.4.3. A total number of trips per year for each vessel is assumed, at
13.1 trips per year. Again, the actual number is not so important
(but is indicative, and will vary as indicated at clause 8.4.6 below).
8.4.4. With 95,000 vessels each proceeding on a voyage (a ‘trip’)
13.1 times per year for 8 years (01/01/2007 to 31/12/2014) results
in 9.956 million vessel trips.
8.4.5. The likelihood that a category of incident will happen (on
average) to all the vessels in WA in an 8 year period should be
approximately the number of times it happened in the past 8 years.
So for Grounding, there will be a likelihood of (number of incidents
of grounding) / (number of vessel trips in 8 years), or about 112 /
9,956,000 = 0.0000112. To make the numbers more manageable,
they are expressed as likelihood per 10 million vessel tips (for
Grounding, the likelihood becomes 112 x 10-7).
8.4.6. The figure of 13.1 trips per year can be varied until the total
number of all categories of incidents in the 8 year period
(calculated by multiplying the number of vessel trips in 8 years with
the likelihood of each incident occurring, and then adding them all
together), equal the total number of all incidents of all categories
when added for the 2007 to 2014 years, in table B1 or table B2 or
table B3.
8.4.7. The tables then give an ‘undesirability’ score to an incident
category, by multiplying the number of times an injury occurs for
that incident category in an 8 year period, with its undesirability. It
does the same for death (multiplies the number of times a death
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occurs for an incident category with its higher undesirability) and
adds the two. Thus in Table B1, Grounding has an undesirability of
28 (28 injuries x 1 degree of undesirability) + (0 deaths x 500
degree of undesirability) = 28.
8.4.8. The tables then multiply the likelihood of the incidents of each
category of incident (8.4.5), with the ‘undesirability’ score (8.4.7).
For Grounding in Table B1 this is 112 x 10-7 x 28 = 3136, ignoring
the 10-7. Because of prior rounding, the table displays 3150. This
score of 3150 is a measure of the risk to which a vessel is exposed
by grounding, because it is the product of how undesirable
grounding is (in terms of its consequences – to life, not property)
with the likelihood that it will occur.
8.4.9. The tables then sort the categories of incident according to this
risk score, in decreasing value of the risk score.
8.4.10. The incident categories are thereby ranked, from the highest
risk to the lowest risk, depending upon how much worse a death is
than an injury. The results appear in tables B1 through B3.
9. To conclude this examination of the categories of incidents that are the
worst when using only WA incident data, and warrant the most attention
to control, table B4 is informative: It ranks all incident types with the worst
at the top, using all of the measures at clauses: 4 – Incident frequency, 5
– Death frequency, 6 – Death intensity, 7 – Death or injury frequency, 8 –
Risk (3 ratios of death/injury undesirability).
9.1. By five (or three, if analysis by tables B1 through B3 are taken as one
means of risk assessment) of the seven (or five) assessments above,
‘Collision’ appears at the top of the list. By inspection, the incident
categories ‘Collision’, ‘Capsize’ and ‘Person overboard’ are 3 of the
most hazardous incident types overall.
9.2. ‘Swamping’ also appears reasonably frequently and at a higher
frequency in table B4.
9.3. Without using a preferred way of nominating which category of
incident is the most hazardous, it is suggested here that the most
effective controls on death, injury and the number of incidents to which
recreational vessels are exposed, would target:
Collision;
Capsize;
Person overboard; and,
Swamping.
9.4. Noting these four categories of incident, and examining the hazards
(primary and secondary) and consequences in table 2, existing safety
equipment only tries to target:
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9.4.1. Collision: At the primary hazard control level using safety
equipment only, intervention consists of:
Anchors, Flags (i.e. diving flags)
9.4.1.1.At the secondary hazard control level (Extreme conditions
secondary hazards - various) using safety equipment only,
intervention consists of:
Bilge pump / Bailer,
Radio
9.4.1.2.At the consequence control level (Death / Injury / Person in
the water, Damage to environment) using safety equipment,
intervention consists of:
Radio
EPIRB
Distress signals
Lifejackets
9.4.2. Capsize: At the primary hazard control level (‘Extreme
conditions’ or ‘Human factors’ – being 2 possible prior hazards for
capsize) using safety equipment only, intervention consists of:
Radio (obtain weather reports, deliver warnings)
9.4.2.1.At the secondary hazard control level (Swamping – capsize
– sinking) using safety equipment only, intervention consists
of:
Bilge pump / Bailer,
Radio
9.4.2.2.At the consequence control level using safety equipment
only, intervention consists of:
Radio
EPIRB
Distress signals
Lifejackets
9.4.3. Person overboard: At the primary hazard control level
(human factors) using safety equipment only, intervention consists
of:
Nothing
Non-safety equipment interventions would be the RST and education campaigns,
and using vessel construction and design aspects (as occurs on commercial
vessels) they could include hand / safety rails and operational procedures.

9.4.3.1.At the secondary hazard control level (almost any
secondary hazard that could originate as a result of ‘Human
factors’) using safety equipment only, intervention consists of:
Bilge pump / Bailer (not really relevant for a PoB),
Radio (call for assistance, warn other vessels)
9.4.3.2.At the consequence control level using safety equipment
only, intervention consists of:
Radio
EPIRB
Distress signals
Lifejackets
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9.4.4. Swamping: At the primary hazard control level (‘Extreme
conditions’ being the most likely prior hazard for swamping) using
safety equipment only, intervention consists of:
Radio (obtain weather reports, deliver warnings)
9.4.4.1.At the secondary hazard control level (Swamping – capsize
– sinking) using safety equipment only, intervention consists
of:
Bilge pump / Bailer
Radio
9.4.4.2.At the consequence control level using safety equipment
only, intervention consists of:
Radio
EPIRB
Distress signals
Lifejackets
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Table B0: Table 3 repeated – Incident Data Summary from 2007 to 2014 calendar years (inclusive). Records are for all vessel
types and in all operating areas in Western Australia. Shading relates to Annex B text for ease of referencing.
Category of Incident

No. of
No. of
Incidents Incidents of
category at
left as a % of
all incidents
of all
categories

COLLISION
CAPSIZE
GROUNDING
SUNKEN VESSEL
FIRE
NAVIGATION
PERSON OVERBOARD
SWAMPING
FLOODING
DIVING
OTHER PERSONAL INJURY
ONBOARD INCIDENT
FATALITY (not boating related)
COLLISION – PROP STRIKE
STRUCTURAL FAILURE
LOSS OF VESSEL
MECHANICAL FAILURE
EXPOLOSION

304
115
112
80
34
33
30
29
24
23
22
14
14
13
12
8
5
1

34.8
13.2
12.8
9.2
3.9
3.8
3.4
3.3
2.7
2.6
2.5
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.4
0.9
0.6
0.1

TOTAL

873

100

% of
incidents of
the category
at left, that
involve one
or more
injuries
23.4
33.0
15.2
7.5
20.6
12.1
50.0
27.6
8.3
4.3
100.0
92.9
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
40.0
100.0

% of
incidents of
the category
at left, that
involve one
or more
deaths
1.3
9.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33.3
10.3
4.2
13.0
0.0
7.1
100.0
7.7
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
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% of
incidents of
the category
at left, that
involve one
or more
deaths or
injuries
23.7
36.5
15.2
7.5
20.6
12.1
83.3
31.0
8.3
17.4
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
8.3
0.0
40.0
100.0

Of all
incidents that
involved one
or more
injuries, what
% were of
this
category?

Of all
incidents that
involved one
or more
deaths, what
% were of
this
category?

32.3
17.3
7.7
2.7
3.2
1.8
6.8
3.6
0.9
0.4
10.0
5.9
0.0
5.9
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.4

8.2
22.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.4
6.1
2.0
6.1
0.0
2.0
28.6
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Of all
incidents that
involved one
or more
deaths or
injuries, what
% were of
this
category?
28.2
16.5
6.7
2.4
2.8
1.6
9.8
3.5
0.8
1.6
8.6
5.5
5.5
5.1
0.4
0.0
0.8
0.4
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Table B1 – Incident Categories listed in order of decreasing risk, assuming ‘undesirability’ of death is 500 times undesirability of
injury. Incidents from 2007 to 2014 calendar years. Records are for all vessel types and in all operating areas in WA.
Category of Incident

COLLISION

No. of No. of Incidents of category Number of
Incidents at left / 1000 of all incidents
injuries
of all categories
304
348.2
121

Number of
deaths
7

Total
Incident
Likelihood x
‘undesirability’ Likelihood /10 ‘undesirability’
million day trips
3621
305
1,105,649

CAPSIZE

115

131.7

66

12

6066

116

700,673

PERSON OVERBOARD

30

34.4

17

10

5017

30

151,175

FATALITY (not boating related)

14

16.0

0

14

7000

14

98,433

SWAMPING

29

33.2

15

3

1515

29

44,129

DIVING

23

26.3

1

3

1501

23

34,676

FLOODING

24

27.5

4

1

504

24

12,149

ONBOARD INCIDENT

14

16.0

13

1

513

14

7,214

COLLISION – PROP STRIKE

13

14.9

17

1

517

13

6,751

STRUCTURAL FAILURE

12

13.7

0

1

500

12

6,027

GROUNDING

112

128.3

28

0

28

112

3,150

SUNKEN VESSEL

80

91.6

10

0

10

80

804

OTHER PERSONAL INJURY

22

25.2

30

0

30

22

663

FIRE

34

38.9

9

0

9

34

307

NAVIGATION

33

37.8

4

0

4

33

133

MECHANICAL FAILURE

5

5.7

3

0

3

5

15

EXPLOSION

1

1.1

2

0

2

1

2

LOSS OF VESSEL

8

9.2

0

0

0

8

0

873

1000.0

340

53

26,840

877

23,534,873

Total

Death degree of undesirability =

500

Injury degree of undesirability =

1

Assumed day trips every vessel / year =

13.1

Day trips / vessel over 8 years =

104.8

Number of vessels registered approx

95000

Total vessel trips over period =
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Table B2 – Incident Categories listed in order of decreasing risk, assuming ‘undesirability’ of death is 20 times undesirability of
injury. Incidents from 2007 to 2014 calendar years. Records are for all vessel types and in all operating areas in WA.
Category of Incident

COLLISION

No. of No. of Incidents of category Number of
Incidents at left / 1000 of all incidents
injuries
of all categories
304
348.2
121

Number of
deaths
7

Total
Incident
Likelihood x
‘undesirability’ Likelihood /10 ‘undesirability’
million day trips
6525
305
1,992,366

CAPSIZE

115

131.7

66

12

7650

116

883,638

PERSON OVERBOARD

30

34.4

17

10

5425

30

163,469

FATALITY (not boating related)

14

16.0

0

14

7000

14

98,433

GROUNDING

112

128.3

28

0

700

112

78,746

SWAMPING

29

33.2

15

3

1875

29

54,615

DIVING

23

26.3

1

3

1525

23

35,230

SUNKEN VESSEL

80

91.6

10

0

250

80

20,088

OTHER PERSONAL INJURY

22

25.2

30

0

750

22

16,573

FLOODING

24

27.5

4

1

600

24

14,464

COLLISION - PROP STRIKE

13

14.9

17

1

925

13

12,078

ONBOARD INCIDENT

14

16.0

13

1

825

14

11,601

FIRE

34

38.9

9

0

225

34

7,684

STRUCTURAL FAILURE

12

13.7

0

1

500

12

6,027

NAVIGATION

33

37.8

4

0

100

33

3,315

MECHANICAL FAILURE

5

5.7

3

0

75

5

377

EXPLOSION

1

1.1

2

0

50

1

50

LOSS OF VESSEL

8

9.2

0

0

0

8

0

873

1000.0

340

53

35,000

877

30,690,036

Total
Death degree of undesirability =

500

Injury degree of undesirability =

25

Assumed day trips every vessel / year =

13.1

Day trips / vessel over 8 years =

104.8

Number of vessels registered approx

95000

Total vessel trips over period =
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9,956,000

Table B3 – Incident Categories listed in order of decreasing risk, assuming ‘undesirability’ of death is 4 times undesirability of
injury. Incidents from 2007 to 2014 calendar years. Records are for all vessel types and in all operating areas in WA.
Category of Incident

COLLISION

No. of No. of Incidents of category Number of
Incidents at left / 1000 of all incidents
injuries
of all categories
304
348.2
121

Number of
deaths
7

Total
Incident
Likelihood x
‘undesirability’ Likelihood /10 ‘undesirability’
million day trips
3725
305
1,137,405

CAPSIZE

115

131.7

66

12

2850

116

329,198

GROUNDING

112

128.3

28

0

700

112

78,746

PERSON OVERBOARD

30

34.4

17

10

1425

30

42,939

SUNKEN VESSEL

80

91.6

10

0

250

80

20,088

FATALITY (not boating related)

14

16.0

0

14

1400

14

19,687

SWAMPING

29

33.2

15

3

675

29

19,662

OTHER PERSONAL INJURY

22

25.2

30

0

750

22

16,573

FIRE

34

38.9

9

0

225

34

7,684

DIVING

23

26.3

1

3

325

23

7,508

COLLISION - PROP STRIKE

13

14.9

17

1

525

13

6,855

ONBOARD INCIDENT

14

16.0

13

1

425

14

5,976

FLOODING

24

27.5

4

1

200

24

4,821

NAVIGATION

33

37.8

4

0

100

33

3,315

STRUCTURAL FAILURE

12

13.7

0

1

100

12

1,205

MECHANICAL FAILURE

5

5.7

3

0

75

5

377

EXPLOSION

1

1.1

2

0

50

1

50

LOSS OF VESSEL

8

9.2

0

0

0

8

0

873

1000.0

340

53

13,800

877

12,100,643

Total

Death degree of undesirability =

100

Injury degree of undesirability =

25

Assumed day trips every vessel / year =

13.1

Day trips / vessel over 8 years =

104.8

Number of vessels registered approx

95000

Total vessel trips over period =
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9,956,000
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Table B4 – Incident categories listed in order of; from 4 (decreasing incident frequency), 5 (decreasing death frequency), 6
(decreasing death intensity), 7 (decreasing death or injury frequency), and 8 (decreasing risk from tables B1 to B3).
Most frequent
incidents by
category
Collision

Incident category that, if it
occurs is most likely to be
fatal*
Person overboard

Most frequent
incidents where
death* was involved
Capsize

Capsize

Diving

Person overboard

Grounding

Swamping

Collision

Sunken vessel

Capsize

Swamping

Fire

Structural failure

Diving

Navigation

Collision – prop strike

Person
overboard

Onboard incident

Swamping

Flooding

Collision – prop strike
or Flooding or
Onboard incident or
structural failure
Collision – prop strike
or Flooding or
Onboard incident or
structural failure
Collision – prop strike
or Flooding or
Onboard incident or
structural failure

Incident category that, if it
occurs, is most likely to be
fatal* or cause injury
Collision – prop strike or
Explosion or Onboard incident
or Other personal injury
Collision – prop strike or
Explosion or Onboard incident
or Other personal injury
Collision – prop strike or
Explosion or Onboard incident
or Other personal injury
Collision – prop strike or
Explosion or Onboard incident
or Other personal injury
Person overboard

Death 500 x
worse than
injury
Collision

Death 20 x
worse than
injury
Collision

Death 4 x
worse than
injury
Collision

Capsize

Capsize

Capsize

Person
overboard

Person
overboard

Grounding

Fatality (not
boating
related)
Swamping

Fatality (not
boating
related)
Grounding

Person
overboard

Mechanical failure

Diving

Swamping

Sunken
vessel
Fatality (not
boating
related)

Capsize

Flooding

Diving

Swamping

Swamping

Onboard
Incident

Sunken
vessel

Other
personal
injury

*excluding non-boating related deaths
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10. Incident data from other Australian states and Territories.
10.1.Victoria:
10.1.1. Table 3 of the Transport Safety Victoria Marine Safety incident
statistics Annual Report, July 2013 to June 2014, is reproduced
immediately below.

10.1.2. The definitions used for the incident types are the same
definitions as used in the 2007 “NATIONAL MARINE SAFETY
DATA COLLECTION REFERENCE MANUAL”, reproduced in
Annex A.
Without delving deeply into the report, it is apparent that the
following incident types were amongst the top 5 most frequent
incident types. This is similar to incident frequency patterns in WA.
In order of decreasing frequency, the incident types were:
• Grounding
• Capsize
• Collision
• Person overboard
• Swamping
Ignored in this listing are ‘Person in trouble’ and ‘Disablement of
vessel’, which were very frequent and are not defined in the
national manual. They have not been included in the list above
because it is not known how they would be characterised under the
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WA statistics, though they are clearly important. They are defined
in the Victorian report as:
‘Person in trouble: Person(s) that require assistance because they
cannot continue in their vessel unassisted.’
And;
‘Disablement of vessel: A powered vessel becoming disabled and
requiring assistance.’
10.2.New South Wales:
10.2.1. In the ‘Boating Incidents in NSW Statistical report for the 10year period ended 30 June 2012’ publication, the key findings
include:
‘Over the past 10 years, the most common types of recreational
vessel fatal incidents involved vessel capsize (33.6%) and persons
falling overboard (25.2%). The most common causes of these
incidents were adverse weather conditions (14.3%) a lack of
judgement (9.2%), excessive speed (9.2%) and hazardous waters
(9.2%).’
And
‘Open runabouts and punts (small open boats, generally less than
6 metres in length) were both over-represented amongst
recreational vessel fatal incidents, and together accounted for 53%
of such incidents but only 18.9% of estimated vessel usage.’
And
‘Vessels less than 6 metres in length accounted for 70.8% of
recreational vessel fatal incidents but only approximately 22% of
estimated vessel usage.’
10.2.2. The report includes the following informative tables, that are
self-explanatory:
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10.2.3. The Boating Incidents in NSW - Statistical Statement 2013 –
2014, using the previously quoted Boating Incidents in NSW
Statistical report mentioned in clause 10.2.1 as a basis for
comparison, reported for the 2013 – 2014 year.
10.2.4. Some of the more relevant data in the report for the 2013 –
2014 year include the following tables:
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10.2.5. Qualitative observation of both of the NSW reports leads to
similar, though not identical impressions as Victorian and WA data
regarding the frequency of the various categories of incidents. That
is, in terms of incident categories used in WA:
From table 3 of the 10-year statistics, the most frequent incident
categories where death was involved were, in decreasing order of
frequency:
• Capsize
• Person overboard
• Collision (with vessel or fixed object or person)
• Other personal injury (Towing)
• Swamping
From table 4 of the 10-year statistics, the most frequent incident
categories where serious injury was involved were, in decreasing
order of frequency:
• Collision (with vessel or fixed object or person)
• Other personal injury (Towing)
• Person overboard
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•
•

Capsize
Other personal injury (not Towing)

Note that this listing in order of incident severity is not accurate as
quoted if WA incident categorisation is used. For example ‘Person
hit by vessel’ is categorised in WA as ‘Collision’, and therefore
cannot be listed separately.
Though not likely to be statistically significant for this review, from
table 3 of the NSW Statistical Statement 2013 – 2014, the most
frequent incident categories where death was involved were, in
decreasing order of frequency:
• Capsize
• Person overboard
Also not likely to be very statistically significant for this review,
from table 4 of the NSW Statistical Statement 2013 – 2014, the
most frequent incident categories for the year where serious injury
was involved were, in decreasing order of frequency:
• Other personal injury
• Collision (with vessel or fixed object or person)
• Capsize
Capsize and collision were responsible for most of the serious
injuries, but both were exceeded by incidents called ‘towing’,
which in the report refers to skiing, wakeboarding or any watersport involving towing (the report does not refer to towing of
vessels). In WA such incidents are categorised as ‘Other personal
injury’.
From table 5 of the Statistical Statement 2013 – 2014, the most
frequent incident categories for the year, with or without death or
injury, in decreasing order of frequency were:
• Collision
• Capsize
• Grounding
• Other personal injury (Towing)
• Sinking
For NSW, apart from the more frequent occurrence of towing
incidents, the pattern of more frequent incidents of capsize,
collision and person overboard continues. The observation that
small open boats of less than about 6 metres were
overrepresented in fatal incidents was a pertinent observation.
11. Incident data from other countries.
11.1.Statistics published by the US Coast Guard in their ‘2014
Recreational Boating Statistics’ report categorise incidents in different
ways than they are categorised in WA. The reported US Coast Guard
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incident categories are re-categorised for this paper (as closely as can
be achieved without analysing the incidents – with many resultant
approximations) into their closest fit to WA categories.
11.1.1. The most frequent incident categories where death was
involved were, in decreasing order of frequency of number of
deaths (not incident numbers):
• Person overboard
• Capsize
• Collision
• Flooding (or Swamping)
• Swamping (or Flooding)
11.1.2. Involving total injuries, in decreasing frequency of injuries (not
incident numbers involving injuries):
• Collision
• Other personal injury (most of these involved skiing)
• Person overboard
• Grounding
• Onboard incident
11.1.3. Involving any consequence (that is, by incident type only,
whether or not there were injuries or deaths), in decreasing
frequency if incident:
• Collision
• Person overboard
• Grounding
• Other personal injury (Skiing)
• Capsize
12. Conclusions:
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12.1.From all of the information above, the most frequent of all incidents in
all jurisdictions were:
• ‘Collision’ (frequent whether or not deaths or injuries occurred, but
most frequent in cases where death was not involved. Collision
was still about the 3rd most frequent category of incident where
death was involved.
• ‘Capsize’ and ‘Person overboard’ were incident categories that
were most frequent when only death was involved.
• ‘Other personal injuries’ also featured prominently where injury
was involved, especially in data from outside WA. These seem to
be predominantly skiing related injuries.
• ‘Grounding’ occurred very often but seemed be a minor cause of
death, but a bigger contributor to injuries.
12.2.In none of these categories of incidents, apart from ‘Collision’ (and its
close cousin ‘Grounding’), are there any existing safety equipment
requirements legislated in WA to control primary hazards listed in
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table 2 of this discussion paper (that is; ‘Extreme conditions’, ‘Fire’,
‘Stranding’ and ‘Human Factors’). The primary hazard of ‘Collision’ is
controlled by safety equipment in the form of anchoring and dive flags,
and by provisions that are not strictly safety equipment provisions in
the Prevention of Collisions at Sea Regulations 1983, reinforced by
NWR Regulation 52G:
52G. Navigation lights
(1) The owner of a vessel must ensure that the vessel, while
operating between sunset and sunrise, displays the navigation
lights prescribed under the Prevention of Collisions at Sea
Regulations 1983.
These requirements are properly categorised as vessel fit-out and
operational controls over the hazard of ‘Collision’, rather than safety
equipment requirements.
12.3.Depending upon the circumstances of ‘Grounding’, this primary
hazard might be controlled by depth sounders, compasses and charts,
but these are not required in WA.
12.4.The secondary hazard ‘Capsize’, and its possible precursor
‘Swamping’, has safety equipment controls in the form of a radio, in
order to obtain weather reports and thereby avoid ‘extreme conditions’,
and bilge pumping. All of these hazards at 12.1 are additionally
controlled by non-safety equipment provisions such as the Australian
Builders Plate, Recreational Skipper’s Ticket (both in the NWR), and
education. These hazards might also be controlled by vessels being
limited in the distance they could operate from shore by NWR
Regulation 19:
19. Certain vessels to remain within 5 nautical miles
(2) Subject to sub regulation (3), a person in charge of a vessel of
less than 3.75 m in length shall not cause or permit the vessel to be
navigated at a greater distance than 5 nautical miles from the
nearest point at low water mark on the mainland shore.
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3. ANNEX C – Coroner’s Court
ANNEX C
Coroner’s Court of Western Australia – Coroner’s Recommendations,
Coroner’s Observations, Extracts and general observations that could
be relevant to Safety Equipment
Following are some recommendations and observations made by the
Coroner’s Court from 1991 onwards. Text of evidence given to the court is
extracted and included below where it is required to understand the matter
investigated. Extracts also highlight matters relating to this safety equipment
review. Comment boxes indicate the safety equipment that might have
controlled the hazard or mitigated the consequence. Italicised text has been
added to the extracts.

1. From the report about NORMA JEAN:
Incident: Vessel colliding with stationary barge in darkness on
18/03/2007

Wearing of
lifejackets at night

Selected Coroner’s comments:
According to Mr Johnson, while they were stationary, he saw the
“Norma Jean” and observed that there were two persons sitting
inside the cabin which was illuminated and there were two
persons standing at the helm driving the boat. He stated that the
two persons standing at the helm were standing above the light.
….
In that context I have no doubt that there were no lights
illuminated on Sea-Tow 61 (the barge) at the time when the
collision took place in darkness on the early morning of 18
March 2007.
….
In this case at least two of the deceased appear to have died
from Immersion and it appears that life jackets could have
played a role in saving their lives.
….
This case has highlighted potential benefits in using life jackets
at night, particularly in the case of non-swimmers.

Interior (and
exterior) lighting
that does not
interfere with night
navigation.

Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – none – but related to vessel fit-out):
… promote the availability of red lights or other (interior) lighting
which does not detract from night vision for recreational vessels.

Radio
communications
close to shore.

Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
In this case, communications advising recreational boaters of
hazards in or near boat harbours were mentioned. Such
communications could be by radio between recreational vessels.
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2. From the report about AQUA RUSH:
Incident: 8.1 metre rear centre console vessel AQUA RUSH
striking and killing diver Glenn Charles Coles on 18/03/2007

Where parks are
declared, or to
indicate where
operations are not
permitted, charts
could be carried
(perhaps with
GPS)

Selected Coroner’s comments:
Mr Bowen told the inquest that he and Mr Coles did not use a
dive flag while they were snorkelling because they were within
100 metres of the shore and did not think they needed one.
Certainly they were not required by law to use a dive flag.
….
Regulation 48 of the Navigable Waters Regulations 1958 (WA)
deals with "Limitation of speed" and provides relevantly that " .. a person shall not, in any navigable waters, drive a motor
boat at a speed exceeding 8 knots .. (a) without the approval of the department –
(i) in any water having a depth off less than 3 metres; or
(ii) within 45 metres of a river bank or low water mark: .. "
….
The hydrographic chart of Shark Bay - Chart 661 - shows that
there are many areas within Shark Bay where the water off the
beach remains relatively shallow-- that is, of a depth of 4 metres
or less - for a distance greater than 45 metres from shore. It is
not unreasonable to assume that it is in these areas that shore
based snorkelers are likely to pursue spear fishing and other
activities.
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – Charts, GPS):
I recommend that the Department of Transport, in consultation
with the Department of Environment and Conservation, consider
imposing speed restrictions on vessels travelling within the
waters of the Shark Bay Marine Park, and in particular imposing
a speed restriction requiring that a person shall not drive a boat
at a speed exceeding 8 knots within 150 metres of the low water
mark.

Navigation
equipment.

Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
For recommendations similar to the Coroner’s, it is arguable that
either signage is posted at the borders of marine parks and other
speed-restricted zones, or charts must be marked with this
information, and carried and referenced by the vessel operator.
To be useful, such a requirement for charts would require
navigation equipment such as a GPS and/or a compass, and the
skills to use them.
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3. From the report about da Silva:
The incident was
soon after the
vessel was
purchased
indicating possible
lack of familiarity
with the vessel
Stability and
Buoyancy
standards not
mandated.
Wearing of
lifejackets - on
high risk vessels
at sea

Safety equipment
not in a buoyant
container

GPS enabled
EPIRBs for more
accurate position
reporting

Waters beyond 2
nm from the coast
anywhere require
EPIRB.
Regulations
amended
6/09/2013

Incident: 4 metre runabout took water and capsized, resulting in
the drowning of Ricardo Madeira da Silva on 24/04/2010.
Selected Coroner’s comments:
On 28 November 2009 the deceased purchased the runabout he
was using at the time of the incident.
….
… He was also of the view that the boat being used was
inappropriate for open seas because it had a very low freeboard
which meant that clearance from the sea to the back of the boat
was quite small.
….
Although all three put on life jackets, it appears likely from
subsequent events that the deceased’s life jacket was not put on
correctly.
….
Assuming that flares had been on board, these were not located
and may have either sunk at the time when the vessel was
capsized or drifted away.
….
According to Mr Periera the deceased kept falling out of his life
jacket and the other two attached it to his body so as to ensure
that he would be found later.
….
I see potential problems if Western Australia was to act alone in
mandating that all EPIRBs be fitted with GPS and at this stage I
am unconvinced that such legislative amendment is required.
With ongoing education about the benefits of EPIRBs fitted with
GPS, it would be my expectation that in any event over time
EPIRBs of that type will replace the EPIRBs not fitted with GPS.
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – flares, EPIRBs):
Recommendation No. 1:
I recommend that consideration should be given to requiring all
three types of flares to be carried for both inshore and offshore
waters.
Recommendation No. 2:
I recommend that urgent consideration be given to the possibility
of amending the Navigable Waters Regulations 1958, section
52BAB, to reduce or remove the extended EPIRB exempt area
of the ocean to the west of Perth which currently extends from
the area of Garden Island to Mindarie Keys.
Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
Of incidents investigated by the Coroner a large proportion seem
to occur when the vessel is relatively new to the operator.
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4. From the report about Paul Gregory Clifton:
Incident: 5.2 metre runabout Oo Roo took water and sank,
resulting in the drowning of Paul Gregory Clifton on 02/06/2015.

Vessels fitted with
decks (bilge not
visible) might
benefit from bilge
alarms.

EPIRB might be
attached to other
safety equipment
(e.g. ‘Life Cell’).

Wearing of
lifejackets

Lifejackets of
appropriate size
for each person

Means to keep
survivors together
to facilitate
survival and
rescue (e.g. ‘Life
Cell’)

Selected Coroner’s comments:
It was at that time that Mr Clifton noticed water inside the back of
the boat, halfway up the batteries. Mr Clifton alerted Mr Gude,
who then quickly alerted the deceased. The deceased
immediately checked the bilge pumps, which were on. The
deceased then started the engine, with the aim of moving the
boat forward in order to drain water out of the boat. The engine
started and ran for about 10 seconds before cutting out. As the
boat moved forward, the nose of the boat came up out of the
water as the weight of the water went to the back of the boat.
After the engine cut out, the deceased tried to start it again,
without success.
….
Mr Gude and Mr Nicholson tried bailing out the water with a
burley bucket and a plastic tackle container but they could not
keep up with the amount of water flooding into the boat.
….
The deceased asked Mr Clifton to get the Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beach (EPIRB) out of the side of his seat,
which he did. Mr Clifton was unfamiliar with how to work the
EPIRB and he could not read the instructions to activate it, as he
was not wearing his reading glasses. … Mr Gude recalled a
wave striking the boat around this time, causing the EPIRB to be
tossed around the boat. Before there was time for any person to
activate the EPIRB, the boat suddenly stood upright in the water
and began to sink violently.
….
The short time frame meant the men had limited opportunity to
put on their life jackets or change their clothing in any way
before the boat sank.
….
He had not been able to put both arms through the jacket, so he
had only one arm inside the jacket. At some stage in the water,
he tried to put the other arm through but the lifejacket appeared
to be too small and he felt too restricted, possibly due to his
clothing, so he stayed with only one arm in.
….
However, a few seconds later the boat sank completely.
….
Within only a few minutes, the four men found they were
separating from each other. They could see each other
periodically, but their shock at the speed of the turn of the
events, combined with the chill of the water and the difficult
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Means to carry
pyrotechnics
easily (e.g. ‘Life
Cell’).

Vessels fitted with
decks (bilge not
visible) might
benefit from bilge
alarms.

Wearing of
lifejackets – in any
condition at sea

Lifejackets
properly sized.

conditions, prevented them from speaking to each other. They
were largely concentrating on their own survival.
….
At that stage, they noticed a recreational fishing boat
approximately half a kilometre north of them. They tried to get
the attention of the people on the boat by waving and yelling, but
were unsuccessful.
….
One possibility suggested by Mr Jess was that water entered the
boat via the vessel bungs, which allows water into the hull and
can flood underneath the floors …
….
The other three lifejackets were red, and were ascertained to be
PFD Type 2 jackets (Type 2 jackets). These lifejackets do not
have the same buoyancy as a Type 1 jacket and will not rotate
the person to a face up floating position.
….
In addition, Mr Jess noted that of the three red life jackets, only
two were Type 2 jackets of Adult size and the other one was a
Type 2 jacket of Small Adult size. … The small adult lifejacket,
on the other hand, had buoyancy rated for a body mass of only
40 to 60 kg and was designed for teenagers and small women,
rather than the average adult male. … Whichever man was
wearing the smaller red lifejacket would have experienced
significantly less flotation from the jacket and would have
expended more energy trying to keep his head above the water.
Depending on the size of the male, he might also have found it
impossible to do it up at all.
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – wearing of lifejackets, EPIRBs):
Recommendation:
I recommend that the Department of Transport give strong
consideration in its review of recreational vessel safety
requirements to mandating the wearing of lifejackets by persons
over 12 months old on recreational vessels in Western Australia,
when such a vessel is in unprotected waters.
Comment:
Given the Department includes information in its Skipper's Ticket
workbook about the importance of wearing clothing that
adequately protects from the sun and to wear sunscreen, it could
also perhaps consider including a small mention of the
advantages of wearing high visibility or reflective clothing if it is
readily available.
Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
The coroner noted concerns about the EPIRB (automatically
activating, ease of access). If the survivors had flares, they might
have attracted the attention of the other recreational vessel that
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was half a kilometre from them. This vessel seemed to be fitted
with automatic bilge pumps – but automatic operation is not
required (as neither is a bilge alarm, which might have indicated
flooding earlier).
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5. From the Record of Investigation into Death of Sean Riley Coffey and
Bryce James Weppner:
Incident: Freak wave capsizing a 5 metre runabout on
09/08/2012

If safety
equipment carried
together (e.g. ‘Life
Cell’) it should be
float free.

Wearing of
lifejackets – in any
conditions at sea

Selected Coroner’s comments:
36. Mr Coffey was a fit 23 year old. He worked on off-shore
platforms, so he had been rigorously trained in survival training
and was a strong swimmer.
….
54. At this stage the three men were about 500 metres north of
the Beagle Islands. Mr Coffey told the others that he was going
to try to swim to the nearest island, and he set out on his own
against the current.
….
53. The men initially stayed with the boat. They planned to swim
under it to retrieve the safety gear and the EPIRB, but they
expected to be hit by another large wave, so they waited for it to
pass. Another large wave did hit them as they clung to the hull of
the boat, causing it to sink together with all the safety gear. The
men again surfaced near each other after the wave had passed.
….
69. A nationally recognised expert on survivability in the wild, Dr
Paul Lukin, was contacted at 8.20am to seek his opinion on the
estimated time frame for survival for the men. He advised that, if
the men were in the boat, the survival limit was three to four
days; if they were in the water with personal floatation devices or
hanging onto something buoyant, the survival limit was about 48
hours so would not be expected to extend past midday on 11
August 2012; if they were in the water without personal floatation
devices, survival past last light on 10 August 2011* was unlikely.
*This is likely to be a misprint and 2012 was intended.

Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – lifejackets): None.
Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
Survival with buoyant appliance is about 48 hours, and without
buoyant appliance about 24 hours, in the waters off Leeman. A
distance of 500 metres in the ocean is difficult to swim against a
current.
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6. From the Record of Investigation Into Death of Barry William JAY:
Incident: Wave capsizing a 6 metre centre-console boat
FANTASY on 30/06/2013
Selected Coroner’s Comments:
Warnings on a
chart might have
alerted skipper
Paddles or oars.

Radio
communications
useful close to
shore

Wearing of
lifejackets – high
risk persons, and
high risk locations
/ activities

Operator’s
unfamiliarity with
the vessel (and
the area)

Mr Smalley's 13 unfamiliarity with the river mouth and the
FANTASY contributed to the boat capsizing. Although the
missing navigational marker may have assisted Mr Smalley it is
apparent that he failed to heed the advice given to him by Ms
Bulk. The cause of the stalled engine could not be determined
and Mr Smalley was unable to navigate out of danger while the
motor was not operating. The broken radio also contributed to a
degree. If the radio was operating KVMR could have advised Mr
Smalley that he was in, the wrong position and assisted his safe
navigation into the river.
The post mortem revealed that deceased was also suffering
heart disease which is likely to have affected his ability to
survive in the water without the aid of a life jacket. He was also
suffering from emphysema and was overweight. His poor health
together with his failure to wear a life jacket contributed to his
death. Mr Smalley was not aware of the full extent of the
deceased's health issues.
The outing on 30 June 2013 was the first time Mr Smalley had
taken Fantasy onto the water since he had purchased it a month
earlier.
His poor health together with his failure to wear a life jacket
contributed to his death.
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – lifejackets): None.
Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
The deceased might have survived had he worn a lifejacket
while the vessel was engaging the breakers at the river mouth.

13

Vessel owner was Mr Smalley, his only passenger was the deceased, Mr Jay.
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7. From the Record of Investigation into Death of Leendert GUYT

Incident: Hookah diver diving from a 4.6 metre boat on
05/12/2002 was struck by another vessel, and later died.
Selected Coroner’s comments:
… The air hose they were using was 100-metres in length with
an additional 15-metres to each regulator. This was a
considerable distance outside a 50-metre radius from the dive
flag located in their boat.
… Both vessels appear to have passed the deceased's dive flag
outside the required 50-metres limit and both vessels appear to
have reduced their speed considerably.
….
During the inquest there was a great amount of discussion with
recreational divers, including instructors, as to the so called 50metre radius exclusion zone.
“Regulation 19E is entitled “Precautions when
approaching diving operations.” It states that the Master
or person in charge of a vessel approaching a place or
another vessel displaying International Code Flag ‘A’
must keep his vessel at le[a]st 50-metres clear of that
place or vessel” (Exhibit 44B para 66)
The International Code Flag 'A' provisions implementing the
relevant International Conventions in the area were also
discussed…..
….
Of more concern was the “50-metre radius”. Some recreational
divers believed it was an exclusion zone and should be
rigorously policed. ·Others realised it was in reality a “proceed
with caution zone" and believe it should be extended to an area
more commensurate with the area in which it is likely a diver will
surface.
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – none, but could relate to special operations –
diving):
Recommendation:
I recommend DPI revisit regulation l9E of the Navigable Waters
Regulation to (a) determine whether or not it is practicable to extend the zone
(b) consider whether or not the wording ought to more closely
reflect the International Convention with respect to "safe speed
and caution" while recognising this is open to interpretation
especially where offences are considered.
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(c) consider effective ways to educate and remind recreational
boat users of the very dire consequences for a diver if stuck by a
vessel even at very slow speeds.
Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
None
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8. From the report about Mark James Inman:
Incident: Commercial prawn trawler MW MURCHISON
operating at night, Mr Inman fell overboard on the morning of
25/07/2006 and was not able to be retrieved.

An additional GPS
feature that might
be useful on
larger recreational
vessels

Wearing of
lifejackets – high
risk activities

Wearing of
lifejackets at night
– fitted with a light
Vessels fitted with
torches when
operating at night
with 2 or more
persons on board

Wearing of
lifejackets when
directed by the
skipper

Selected Coroner’s comments:
The search was conducted in a relatively small area as a result
of the Skipper of the MW Murchison having pressed the “event
mark” button in the vessel, which saves the GPS (Global
Positioning System) location in the vessel’s navigation system,
immediately after the deceased fell overboard.
….
The deceased had never been on a fishing boat before…
….
I accept the evidence of the other deckhands to the effect that
the deceased was attempting to catch and pull a rope (the lazy
line) at the gunwale of the vessel when he fell in….
….
After a number of minutes the deceased drifted outside the lit
area of the vessel and the crew were unable to see him. It was a
dark night with no moonlight.
….
In this case it appears that there was no operating search light or
spotlight available to those on the vessel who quickly lost sight
of the deceased in the darkness.
….
The deceased was not wearing a flotation device even though
he had not been to sea in similar circumstances before. In the
circumstance that he was fully clothed and was not wearing a
flotation device he was not able to stay afloat for long….
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – Torches, Lifejackets):
Recommendation No. 1:
I recommend that survey requirements for commercial fishing
vessels involved in night fishing specify that those vessels carry
search lights suitable for use in person overboard situations and
that those search lights be ready and available for immediate
use while the vessels are at sea.
Recommendation No. 2:
I recommend that survey requirements for sea going commercial
fishing vessels of this type require PFDs to be on board and
available for use by all crew members. It should then be for the
Skippers of the vessels to ensure that these devices are worn
when appropriate and particularly that they are worn by all very
inexperienced crew and by any crew members working in
hazardous situations.
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Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
For recreational vessels, a torch could be of assistance instead
of a dedicated searchlight, and lifejackets could be worn in
circumstances of heightened risk or as directed by the vessel
operator.
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9. From the report about Harold Bernard Bugg (Tasmanian case):
Incident: 3.3 metre open rigid inflatable, Mr Bugg fell overboard
on the morning of 21/08/2014 and was found to have drowned.
Mr Bugg was in command and the only person aboard.

Fitting of lifting
equipment on
larger vessels

Should equipment
that has an expiry
be required to be
serviced by the
manufacturer?

Selected Coroner’s comments:
At about 10:35am he was again observed by Mr Clarke trolling
for fish, travelling slowly in a northerly direction near the area
known locally as the "Gun Club" …. At this time he was
observed to be fishing and was seated on the side pontoon near
the rear of the boat.
….
Shortly after this, at about 10:35am, Mr Bugg's boat was sighted
travelling in circles at speed on the river near the Norske Skog
factory…. and it appeared that there was no-one in the boat.
….
… Mr Marcus Windsor … then saw what appeared to be a red
life jacket in the water and eventually made the determination
that it was a person lying face down in the water. He
manoeuvred his vessel close to this person then turned the
person over, noting he was blue in the face, and attempted to
pull him on board his dinghy but the person was too heavy.….
The PFD being worn by Mr Bugg had not been inflated. The
pocket containing the CO2, activation device was partially open.
The cylinder containing the CO2 gas used to fill the bladder of
the PFD was loose in its mountings. It was determined that the
cartridge had only been screwed into the device by three and a
half tums. A search of the records of Stormy Inflatable PFD
Technologies, the manufacturer of the PFD, determined that Mr
Bugg's PFD had never been serviced since its manufacture in
2001. Testing conducted indicated that the CO2 gas cylinder
would not have discharged in the position it was found on Mr
Bugg's jacket. …. I am satisfied that Mr Bugg did not attempt to
inflate his PFD however it is highly likely that if he had so
attempted the device would not have activated …
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – Torches, Lifejackets):
Recommendations:
I am aware that the style and type of PFD worn by Mr Bugg is
now manufactured so as to allow three means of inflation:
automatic upon water immersion, manual activation of the gas
cylinder or blowing up the bladder independently. I recommend
that persons with older style PFDs investigate their
serviceability, consider upgrading to the new model or
investigate the retrofitting of the water immersion inflation
capability.
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Tether harnesses
on smaller
vessels in high
risk situations

Kill switch worn by
operator in high
risk situations

….
As can be seen from the above information, immersion in water
in Tasmania, given normal water temperatures, does expose a
person to an increased risk of drowning. Boat users should
guard against this by operating their vessel in such a way as to
minimise the risk of falling overboard. Devices that can assist in
this regard are available such as tether harnesses. It is noted
that such a device was fitted to Mr Bugg's boat but was not used
by him on this occasion. Operators also need to ensure that they
have connected the motor "kill" switch to ensure that the motor
stops should the operator fall overboard.
Finally, not only should PFDs be regularly serviced and
inspected for any defect or deterioration but each person should
test their PFD to familiarise themselves as to its operation and
also to ensure that it is fitted and adjusted so as to maximise its
effective operation.
Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
To note is that there was no-one else on board who could have
helped Mr Bugg, or taken control of his boat. Also to note is that
waters can become cold in WA as well.
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10. From the report about Edward Raymond BARFIELD:
Incident: 5.5 metre runabout capsized, resulting in the drowning
of Edward Raymond BARFIELD on 26/01/1991.

Carrying charts in
unfamiliar waters

Selected Coroner’s comments:
They returned to the South Passage were they found it was now
too difficult to enter. The deceased decided to steer the boat
north to the North Passage which is a much safer and larger
entrance to the bay but about 10 kilometres away.
The deceased was steering the boat on a parallel course with
the reef at a distance of about 70 metres from the reef when at
about 10:15 hours a large wave hit the side of the boat causing it
to capsize and throwing the occupants into the water.

Wearing of
lifejackets at sea

Flotation on
existing boats
(and ABPequipped boats
not to be
modified)*
*It is not an offence to
operate a vessel whilst it
does not comply with the
ABP, and it is not an
offence (in WA) to alter a
vessel or an ABP after it
has been initially sold.

None of the occupants were wearing a life jacket at the time but
Michael Delich located two life jackets floating in the water and
recovered 2 further jackets from under the hull before the boat
sank. He also discovered that the anchor which was tied ·to the
bow had caught the ocean floor and he untied the rope from the
bow and tied it to a floating water bottle. Michael Delich then
ensured that his son and the deceased had their life jackets
secured.
The boat had sunk and the group hung onto the rope and water
bottle and to each other. Apparently the deceased was in low
spirits and after about 1 1/2 hours in the water he began to
exhibit a difficulty in breathing and to cough up white foam.
At approximately 12:00 hours he appeared to die.
Coroner’s Recommendations (relevant to recreational vessel
safety equipment – charts):
“Riders 1 to 3”:
It is believed that the deceased was not familiar with the outside
reef area and this is consistent with him travelling close to the
reef (approximately 70 metres) at the time of the accident. It is
common knowledge among the local residents of Coral Bay that
it is dangerous to venture too close to the reef on the outer side
as the depth of water changes rapidly from over 200 feet to
about 20 feet. This has the effect of generating large waves that
can easily capsize a boat.
….
It would appear to me highly desirable that signs warning of the
potential dangers to boat users be erected at conspicuous
places near popular launching ramps and that such warnings be
included where possible in the literature available to visitors to
the area.
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Charts carried to
contain warnings?

….
My enquires also revealed that a recent chart of the area made
available by the Department for Marine and Harbours and on
sale at the Coral Bay Hotel does not list or show hazardous
areas or contain any warnings of potential dangers in the area.
Again it would be highly desirable that such things be noted on
the map.
Observation / comment for safety equipment (not those of
the Coroner):
Charts are not compulsory on recreational vessels. If they were,
would they be consulted?
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4. ANNEX D – Other Australian Jurisdictions
ANNEX D
Safety Equipment – Other Australian Jurisdictions – Waters
Classification and Safety Equipment Requirements
Following is a comparison of the safety equipment required to be carried by /
fitted to recreational vessels in various Australian states and the Northern
Territory. This comparison is made because whatever requirements apply in
other jurisdictions will affect recreational vessel operators in WA – as
mentioned in Section 4 (3rd paragraph) of this discussion paper. In addition,
these other jurisdictions may have reviewed their safety equipment
requirements recently, and WA may be able to learn from their experiences.
Return to
Section 12
Clause 2.4

Part 1: Water classification
Before looking at safety equipment requirements, it is useful to determine how
these jurisdictions classify their waters according to how hazardous they are.
Currently in WA, the NWR defines the following broad operating areas:
NWR, Regulation 2:
protected waters means the waters contained in any lake, river
or estuary, or by any breakwater, but does not include the waters
of Cambridge Gulf or Lake Argyle;
Thereafter, equipment requirements are specified by reference to ‘outside of
protected waters’ to varying distances, and beyond island shores to varying
distances where the islands themselves are varying distances from the
mainland. Following is a description of the various water risk areas in order of
increasing exposure to hazards:
Table D1 – operational areas in WA, in order of increasing hazard exposure
Water risk area description
Protected waters

NWR
2

Outside of protected waters
but within 400 metres from
any shore

50B(3)(b),

52BAC(2),

52BAD(3)

Defined as, or dealing with
means the waters contained in
any lake, river or estuary, or by
any breakwater, but does not
include the waters of Cambridge
Gulf or Lake Argyle;
Personal flotation device to be
worn by the driver and
passenger of a personal
watercraft,
Sailboard riders to carry
personal flotation devices,
distress signals and emergency
beacons,
Recreational paddle craft are
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Water risk area description

NWR

Outside of protected waters

52A(1),

52C(1)
More than 2 nautical miles
from the mainland, or more
than 400 m from an island
situated more than 2 nautical
miles from the mainland
More than 5 nautical miles
from the mainland, or more
than one nautical mile from
an island situated more than
5 nautical miles from the
mainland
5 nautical miles from the
nearest point at low water
mark on the mainland shore

52BAB(1)

Defined as, or dealing with
equipped with
personal flotation devices,
distress signals and emergency
beacons
Vessels to be equipped with
personal flotation devices or life
Jackets,
Vessels to be equipped with
efficient anchor and lines
Emergency Position Indicating
Radio Beacons

52B(1a),
52BAA(1)

distress signals
marine transceiver

19(2)

vessel of less than 3.75 m in
length shall not …be navigated
at a greater distance

Note: Not all regulations using these hazard-banded waters are listed above

Similar tables follow for the other Australian jurisdictions, though the tables
below are valid to approximately March to June 2016, depending upon the
jurisdiction.
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Table D2 – operational areas in SA, in order of increasing hazard exposure
Water risk area description

inland waters

Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
2009
Part 1 S 3 Interpretation

Defined as, or dealing with

inland waters means navigable
waterways or bodies of water in
the State excluding any waters
within the ebb and flow of the
tide;
Used mainly for navigation rules,
but affects wearing PFDs and
PFD type for surfboards, surf skis
or similar.

protected waters

Part 1 S 3 Interpretation

protected waters means inland
waters other than Lakes
Alexandrina and Albert

semi-protected waters

Part 1 S 3 Interpretation

semi-protected waters means
waters inshore of a line 2 nautical
miles seaward of the low water
mark of a coast or of the banks of
Lakes Alexandrina and Albert

unprotected waters

Part 1 S 3 Interpretation

unprotected waters means
waters offshore of a line 2
nautical miles seaward of the low
water mark of a coast or of the
banks of Lakes Alexandrina and
Albert
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Table D3 – operational areas in NT, in order of increasing hazard exposure
Waters risk area
description
inland waters

intermediate waters

MARINE
(GENERAL)
REGULATIONS
Part 2, Div 1, S
4 - Definitions

Defined as, or dealing with

Part 2, Div 1, S
4 - Definitions

intermediate waters means
tidal rivers, sheltered waters
areas (as defined in regulation
2 of the Marine (Sheltered
Waters) Regulations) and other
coastal waters up to 2 nautical
miles from the coastline at low
water mark of the lowest
astronomical tide.

Marine
(Sheltered
Waters)
Regulations)

Open waters

Part 2, Div 1, S
4 - Definitions

inland waters means non-tidal
rivers, lakes, dams and
billabongs

sheltered waters areas means
partially smooth waters and
smooth waters.
partially smooth waters means
water areas where the wave
height, under normal
circumstances, does not
exceed 1.5 m from trough to
crest.
smooth waters means water
areas where the wave height,
under normal conditions, does
not exceed 0.5 m from trough
to crest.
open waters means waters
seaward of intermediate waters
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Table D4 – operational areas in Queensland, in order of increasing hazard
exposure
Water risk area description

smooth waters

partially smooth waters

Transport
Operations
(Marine
Safety)
Regulation
2004
Part 2 Safety
equipment
Schedule 13
– Smooth
waters,
and

Defined as, or dealing with

Schedule 15
- Dictionary

smooth waters means the
waters—
(a) of rivers, creeks, streams
and lakes; or
(b) within breakwaters or
revetments; or
(c) described in schedule 12
that are within 0.5n mile from
land; or
(d) described in schedule 13.
Geographic description of areas
of water that are Partially
smooth

Schedule 12
– Partially
smooth
waters,
and
Schedule 15
– Dictionary

Beyond Smooth and
Partially smooth waters

Schedule 15
- Dictionary

Coast

Schedule 15
- Dictionary

Geographic description of areas
of water that are Smooth waters
and

and
partially smooth waters
means the waters described in
schedule 12, other than waters
within 0.5n mile from land.
beyond, in relation to smooth
waters or partially smooth
waters, means seawards from
the smooth waters or the
partially smooth waters.
coast means the high-water
mark on the mainland shoreline
of Queensland.
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Table D5 – operational areas in NSW, in order of increasing hazard exposure
Waters description

NSW Marine
Safety
(General)
Regulations
2009
Part 1 S 3 –
Definitions
(1)

Defined as, or dealing with

Smooth waters

Schedule 3

Partially smooth waters

Schedule 2

Open waters

Part 1 S 3 –
Definitions
(1)

Geographical description of
water areas (probably
complying with NSCV Part B)
Geographical description of
water areas (probably
complying with NSCV Part B)
open waters means navigable
waters that are not enclosed

Enclosed waters

enclosed waters means
navigable waters within the land
mass of New South Wales such
as inland and coastal rivers,
inland and coastal lakes and
similar waters, and enclosed
coastal bays and harbours and
includes the waters specified in
Schedules 1B and 1C
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Table D6 – operational areas in Victoria in order of increasing hazard exposure
Water risk area description

Inland Waters

Marine
Defined as, or dealing with
Safety
Regulations
2012
Part 1, R 4 inland waters means rivers
- Definitions (inside the seaward entrance),
creeks, canals, lakes, reservoirs
and any similar waters either
naturally formed or man-made
and which are either publicly or
privately owned but does not
include any navigable rivers,
creeks or streams within
declared port waters.

Enclosed Waters

Part 1, R 4 enclosed waters means—
- Definitions (a) the declared port waters
inside the seaward entrance of
the following local ports—
…….
.. followed by descriptions of
ports and inlets that appear to
be waters enclosed by land or
breakwaters/land-backed
wharves.

Coastal Waters

Part 1, R 4 coastal waters means all
- Definitions waters other than inland waters
or enclosed waters
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Table D7 – operational areas in Tasmania in order of increasing hazard exposure
Water risk area
description
Smooth waters

Relevant
legislative
provision
Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws 2013,
Part 1, R 3 Interpretation
Note – These are the
regulations in which
safety equipment is
specified for
recreational vessels
other than ‘lightweight
craft’ (generally beachlaunched noncommercial vessels)

Partially Smooth waters

Defined as, or dealing with

smooth waters means (a) smooth waters as specified
in Schedule 1 to the Marine and
Safety (Limits of Operational
Areas of Vessels) By-laws
2013;
or
(b) the waters of any inland
lake, river or stream.

Marine and
Safety (Limits of
Operational
Areas of
Vessels) ByLaws
2013,
3 (Smooth
Waters) and
Schedule 1
(Smooth Waters)

Inland waters
The waters of any inland lake,
river or stream.
and
Areas of water specified by
geographic description such as
specified ports and bays and
rivers

Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) ByLaws 2013,
Part 1, R 3 Interpretation
Marine and
Safety (Limits of
Operational
Areas of
Vessels) ByLaws
2013,
4 (Partially
Smooth Waters)
and Schedule 2
(Partially Smooth

partially smooth waters
means partially smooth waters
as specified in Schedule 2 to
the Marine and Safety (Limits of
Operational Areas of Vessels)
By-laws 2013;
Partially smooth waters are
areas of water specified by
geographic description (many
by reference to 5 nm from a
location)
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Water risk area
description

Relevant
legislative
provision
Waters)

Defined as, or dealing with

Sheltered Waters:

Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws 2013,
Part 1, R 3 Interpretation

sheltered waters means the
waters specified in Schedules 1
and 2 to the Marine and Safety
(Limits of Operational Areas of
Vessels) By-laws 2013, or any
other waters within 2 nautical
miles to seaward of the
mainland coast of Tasmania
between Cape Grim across the
north coast and down the east
coast to South East Cape.

Marine and
Safety (Limits of
Operational
Areas of
Vessels) ByLaws
2013,
6. Limits of
operational areas
of vessels not
used for
commercial
purposes
operating in
sheltered waters

The limits of the operational
areas of vessels not used for
commercial purposes operating
in sheltered waters are (a) as specified in Schedule 1;
and
(b) as specified in clauses 4, 9,
10, 16 and 22 of Schedule 2;
and
(c) waters within 2 nautical
miles to seaward of the
mainland coast of Tasmania
between Cape Grim across the
north coast and down the east
coast to South East Cape.

Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws 2013,
Schedule 1 –
Safety
Equipment to be
Carried on Motor
Boats

Not defined, but used as a term
throughout the Schedule.

Waters other than
Sheltered Waters

Note: Separate regulations (Marine and Safety (General) Regulations 2013) specify
equipment for ‘lightweight craft’ which are defined in those regulations as off-the-beach sailing
craft, canoes etc. that are not commercial vessels.
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Table D8 – operational areas in National Standard for Recreational Boat Safety
Equipment in order of increasing hazard exposure
Water risk area description
inland waters

Provision
1.6
Definitions

smooth waters

1.6
Definitions

partially smooth waters

1.6
Definitions

inshore waters

1.6
Definitions

offshore waters

1.6
Definitions

Smooth, Inshore, Offshore

Defined as, or dealing with
Means any navigable water that
is not tidal, for example: a river,
dam, lake or creek. Where a
river becomes tidal, only the
non-tidal section will be classed
as inland waters.
are inland waters and any other
waters designated as smooth by
the legislation of each State or
Territory. They are defined as
waters where the significant
wave height does not exceed
0.5 metres from trough to crest
for at least 90 per cent of the
time.
are waters designated partially
smooth by the legislation of
each State or Territory. They are
defined as waters where the
significant wave height does not
exceed 1.5 metres from trough
to crest for at least 90 per cent
of the time.
any open stretch of water
extending laterally along the
coast up to and including 2 n
miles seaward from the coast. It
also includes bar entrances and
waters designated as partially
smooth waters or equivalent by
each State/Territory marine
authority.
open water more than 2 n miles
seaward from the coast.
Only these area categories are
used for safety equipment
scales. ‘Inland waters’ tends to
be associated with ‘smooth
waters’, and ‘partially smooth’
absorbed into ‘inshore’.
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Figure D1 – water risk areas in Australian jurisdictions grading
exposure to operational hazards (general principles)

WA
Other
Jurisdictions

1 NM
5 NM
1500 M

400 M
200 M

Small lakes
Protected (or
equivalent)
WA,
SA,
NT,
Qld,
NSW,
Vic,
Tas

1 NM

2 NM

400 M

400 M

400 M

Jurisdictions having
intermediate waters not
‘protected’ and not
‘unprotected’ (or
equivalent because of
use of ‘smooth’ and
‘partially smooth’ or
similar arrangements)
All except WA and NSW
Partially smooth by
description, excluding 0.5
nm from land (which
becomes Smooth): Qld

Not inland , but Protected
(or equivalent because of
use of ‘smooth’ and
‘partially smooth’)
Qld,
NSW,
Tas

400 M
Entire large
lakes
Protected (or
equivalent)
NT?,
Vic,
Tas
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400 M
2 NM

1. Observations:
1.1. All Australian legislation categorises waters into broad bands that are
exposed to increasing hazards. The general and logical pattern is that
the further the waters are from the coast or a safe place on the coast,
the more hazardous are the waters. This broad categorisation is
refined in some jurisdictions by reference to the concept of significant
wave height used to define smooth and partially smooth waters. It is
likely that the categorisation of water risk areas by wave height into
smooth and partially smooth waters was introduced into Australia by
the Uniform Shipping Laws Code (USL Code), used for commercial
vessels.
1.2. In WA, waters have not been classified by reference to smooth or
partially smooth waters for recreational vessels. This could be for a
number of reasons, the most likely being that the NWR were written
before the USL Code was written. It should be asked: Should waters
be categorised as they are for commercial vessels; with reference to
significant wave height? The answer to this question is beyond the
scope of this paper, which is to review safety equipment requirements.
However, not addressing this question means that in order to make
WA water categorisation (and the safety equipment that must be
carried whilst a vessel is in those waters) as consistent as possible
with safety equipment requirements in other jurisdictions, it may mean
that the NWR should include at least a third risk area of water; more
exposed than ‘protected’, but less open than ‘unprotected’.
1.3. The NWR have managed these intermediate waters not by defining
them and then specifying safety equipment while a vessel is in those
waters. Instead, the NWR tailor requirements for particular vessel
types and particular equipment at different distances from shore.
1.4. For example, for the carriage of EPIRBS:
1.4.1. They are not required in ‘protected waters’ on any vessel.
1.4.2. They are required in ‘unprotected waters’, but only when a
vessel is beyond 2 nautical miles from the mainland coast (or more
than 400 m from an island situated more than 2 nautical miles from
the mainland).
1.4.3. Recreational paddle craft and sailboard riders proceeding
beyond 400 m from any coast in unprotected waters must carry
either an EPIRB or a personal locator beacon.
1.5. Similar arrangements apply to other safety equipment, and by these
means, there are really many ways in which waters are characterised
to manage different hazards. This characterisation of waters by vessel
type, equipment type and distance from shore occurs not only in the
NWR, but also in the legislation of other Australian jurisdictions. So it
may be possible to specify safety equipment in ways that coincide
closely with safety equipment requirements in other states and the
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Northern Territory by means other than by introducing a third water
risk area.
1.6. The deficiencies with the approach immediately above are that:
1.6.1. the resultant legislation might be difficult to read and interpret,
with the legislation containing qualifications and exclusions
throughout; and,
1.6.2. The rationale that lies behind the treatment of unusual vessel
types is not readily apparent in the legislation. When new and novel
vessel types find their way into the marketplace, how they should
be treated for safety equipment is therefore also not easily
compared to past treatments of vessels with similar characteristics.
2. Conclusions:
2.1. Despite waters being classified into different water risk areas by the
legislation in different Australian jurisdictions, it may be possible to
align safety equipment requirements between WA and other states
and the Northern Territory for the more common equipment types.
2.2. It would aid the ease of use of legislation, and the amendment of such
legislation to cater to new and novel vessels and equipment, if the way
in which hazards were managed by the legislation was readily
apparent.

Part 2: Safety Equipment – Existing requirements in other Australian
jurisdictions
Following is a comparison of safety equipment required to be carried in
different states and the Northern Territory, based upon:
a) vessel type (only motorboats and Personal Water Craft are examined,
despite many jurisdictions having separate requirements for different vessel
types or for different vessel operations, such as vessels used as tenders);
and,
b) water risk area; and,
c) for some hazards that are not related to water risk area, according to the
hazard type (e.g. fire extinguisher – ignition or fuel hazard).
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Part 2 continued: Safety Equipment required to be carried by / fitted to
recreational vessels in other Australian jurisdictions

The following Tables D9 and D10 list safety equipment first by that equipment
required in Western Australia, then followed by the requirements of the
various Australian jurisdictions; jurisdictions displayed in the order as
indicated above. As the waters become less protected, the shading becomes
darker (WA – orange, other jurisdictions – blue) for ease of reference. Where
requirements for waters are identical for all waters in a jurisdiction other than
WA, requirements are shaded light green.
The water risk areas of the other Australian jurisdictions are described by the
titles used in the relevant jurisdiction’s legislation.
Blue text indicates requirements that are not strictly safety equipment related.
This comparison is valid to approximately March to June 2016, depending
upon the jurisdiction, due to the time taken to make the comparisons.
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Table D9 – Safety Equipment, all jurisdictions, Motor Boats (not sailing vessels, sailboards or kite boards, personal water craft,
tenders (variously treated in different jurisdictions), manually powered vessels).
Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

General
conditions for
equipment

WA Navigable
Waters
Regulations
R 52BA, at
specific items of
equipment or
type of vessel,
and throughout
the regulations

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

(a) maintained in a serviceable
condition; and
(b) situated so as to be readily
accessible to all persons on
board the vessel.
(2) Where any of the items of
equipment referred to in
regulation 52BA(1) are stored
under cover, the position of
those items shall be clearly
indicated by appropriate
markings.

General
conditions for
equipment

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
2009
Sched 9 S 8
and throughout
the regulations

All waters
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

equipment that is marked by
the manufacturer—
(a) with a date of expiry; or
(b) with a date on or before
which the equipment must be
serviced, inspected or
otherwise maintained in order
to be safe or fit for use,
will be taken not to be in good
working order if that date has
passed, or if the equipment
has not been serviced,
inspected or otherwise
maintained on or before that
date.
equipment required to be
carried on a vessel must be
suitably located and secured
on the vessel having regard to
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
the need for access to the
equipment and the need to
protect the equipment from
accidental damage or loss

General
conditions for
equipment

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
R3

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

(i) in sound condition; and
(ii) ready and suitable for use
at any time; and
(iii) if the item, or a component
of the item (for example, a
battery), has an expiry date –
that date has not passed.

General
conditions for
equipment

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs 41 and
33A

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond partially
smooth waters)

R 41: Legible expiry dates
shown / servicing my
manufacturer or agent, for:
EPIRB
Fire extinguisher
Flares
Inflatable liferaft
Inflatable PFD
Smoke signals
R 33A: owner or master gives
each person on board
information about where the
safety equipment is kept

General
conditions for
equipment

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 R 121

safety equipment:
(a) complies with the
standards specified in
Schedule 7, and
(b) is in good condition, and
(c) is maintained in

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions,
and
(d) is within the manufacturer’s
expiry date (if any), and
(e) is stored or placed to
enable quick and easy access.
and
each person on board is aware
of where the equipment is
stored or placed.

General
conditions for
equipment

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
S 99

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

Located conspicuously and
are readily accessible, kept in
good order (maintained, and
serviced by the date specified
by the manufacturer).

General
conditions for
equipment

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws S 31

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Other than
Smooth or
Partially
Smooth
waters 14)

properly stored, kept ready for
immediate use, and
maintained in good order at all
times.

14

The term ‘Smooth or Partially Smooth waters’ will be referred to in the remainder of this table as ‘Sheltered Waters’ (as defined in the National Standard for Commercial
Vessels, Part B, Edition 1.1 incorporating amendment 1, first published April 2011)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Requirements
for the carriage,
care and
maintenance of
safety
equipment

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

Fire bucket

WA –
Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

Fire bucket

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
All safety equipment carried in
accordance with this standard
shall be:
a) located so as to be readily
accessible in time of need; and
b) maintained in accordance
with the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Where the equipment carries a
manufacturer’s expiry date, the
equipment shall not exceed
the prescribed expiry date.
NOTE: Safety equipment that
does not comply with this
clause does not comply with
this standard.
Where possible, safety
equipment should be marked
with personal identification or
hull identification number
(HIN).

0

1

Accessible in case of
fire
May be used as a
signalling device by
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Sched 9 S 8(1)(h)
bucket of kind / size
suitable for collection
of water; and
(ii) does not distort,

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Fire bucket

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Sched 1 Part B

Inland waters

0

Fire Bucket

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations

Partially
Smooth waters

0

Fire Bucket

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

1

Bucket with

VIC Marine

Inland waters

1

Conditions

Other conditions

making smoke by
Sched 9 S 8(1)(6)(a) if
the fire bucket
complies with Sched 9
S 8(1)(h)

collapse or break when
filled with water; and
(iii) attached to lanyard
of length and breaking
strain sufficient to
allow the fire bucket to
be cast over the side
of the boat and
retrieved filled with
water

See Bailer / bucket /
fire bucket / Bilge
pump
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

lanyard

Safety Regs S
96(5) and (6)
and Sched 3
Tables E and F

Bucket

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Smooth waters

0

Fire bucket

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

1

Conditions

Other conditions

Suitable for collecting water for
use in case of fire of solid
combustibles. Shall be
manufactured from waterproof
and robust
material, and shall be
designed so as not to collapse,
distort or lose the handle when
full of water. It shall not to be
used for any other purpose,
apart from being used as a
bailer, and shall be readily
available at all times.
It shall have a lanyard
attached, which is of sufficient
length and strength to allow
the bucket to be cast over the
side and retrieved full of water.

Fire bucket

SA Harbors and Semi-protected

1

accessible in case of
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Sched 9 S 8(1)(h)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Navigation
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

waters

Fire bucket

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Sched 1 Part B

Intermediate
waters

2

Fire Bucket

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations

Partially
Smooth Waters

0

Fire Bucket

NSW Marine
Safety

No mid-range
waters

Conditions

Other conditions

fire

bucket of kind / size
suitable for collection
of water; and
(ii) does not distort,
collapse or break when
filled with water; and
(iii) attached to lanyard
of length and breaking
strain sufficient to
allow the fire bucket to
be cast over the side
of the boat and
retrieved filled with
water

May be used as a
signalling device by
making smoke by
Sched 9 S 8(1)(6)(a) if
the fire bucket
complies with Sched 9
S 8(1)(h)

L ≥ 10 m
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Minimum 9 Litres,
fitted with lanyards

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

1

Conditions

Other conditions

Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7
Bucket with
lanyard

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

Bucket

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Partially smooth 0
waters

Fire bucket

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

Fire bucket

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

1

As above for National
Standard in Smooth
waters

1

accessible in case of
fire
May be used as a
signalling device by
making smoke by
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Sched 9 S 8(1)(h)
bucket of kind / size
suitable for collection
of water; and
(ii) does not distort,
collapse or break when

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Fire bucket

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Sched 1 Part C

Open waters

2

Fire Bucket

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations

Beyond partially 0
smooth waters

Fire Bucket

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters

1

Bucket with
lanyard

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S

Coastal waters

1

Conditions

Other conditions

Sched 9 S 8(1)(6)(a) if
the fire bucket
complies with Sched 9
S 8(1)(h)

filled with water; and
(iii) attached to lanyard
of length and breaking
strain sufficient to
allow the fire bucket to
be cast over the side
of the boat and
retrieved filled with
water

L ≥ 10 m

Minimum 9 Litres,
fitted with lanyards

See Bailer / bucket /
fire bucket / Bilge
pump
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

0

Conditions

Other conditions

96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B
Bucket

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Other than
Sheltered
waters

Fire bucket

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters 1

Torch or lantern WA –
Navigable
Waters Regs

Protected and
Unprotected
waters

As above for National
Standard in Smooth
waters

0

Torch or lantern SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a), 6(3)(a)

1

If operated at night

Torch

1

waterproof

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,

Inland waters
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Sched 9 S 8(1)(a)
Waterproof and
buoyant

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Schedule 1,
Part A
lighting device
for
signalling to
attract attention

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 29

Smooth waters

1

On the water at night

Includes torches, lanterns,
fluorescent lights and cyalume
sticks

Torch

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

1

Waterproof,

water resistant, floating
type torch in
operational order that
is capable of being
used to signal

Torch

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(5) and (6)
and Sched 3
Tables E and F

Inland waters

1

Waterproof, buoyant

Torch

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws 2013
Cl 31, Sched 1

Smooth waters

1

For night operations

Torch

National

Smooth waters

1

Waterproof, buoyant
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In operational order

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Other conditions
that is capable of being
used to signal.

Torch or lantern SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

1

all the time

Torch

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

1

waterproof

lighting device
for
signalling to
attract attention

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 29

Partially
Smooth waters

1

On the water at night

Torch

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters
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Sched 9 S 8(1)(a)
Waterproof and
buoyant

Includes torches, lanterns,
fluorescent lights and cyalume
sticks

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Torch

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

1

Waterproof, buoyant

Torch

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws 2013
Cl 31, Sched 1

Partially
Smooth waters

1

For night operations

Torch

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

1

Waterproof, buoyant

In operational order
that is capable of being
used to signal.

Torch or lantern SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

1

all the time

Sched 9 S 8(1)(a)
Waterproof and
buoyant

Torch

1

waterproof

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,

Open waters
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Schedule 1,
Part C
lighting device
for
signalling to
attract attention

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 29

Beyond partially 1
Smooth waters

On the water at night

Includes torches, lanterns,
fluorescent lights and cyalume
sticks

Torch

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters

1

Waterproof,

water resistant, floating
type torch in
operational order that
is capable of being
used to signal

Torch

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal waters

1

Torch

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws 2013
Cl 31, Sched 1

Other than
Sheltered
waters

1

For night operations

Torch

National

Offshore waters 1

Waterproof, buoyant

Waterproof, buoyant
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In operational order

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Other conditions
that is capable of being
used to signal.

Bilge Pump /
bucket / bailer

Navigable
Waters Regs
Reg 51D

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

Bilge Pump /
bucket / bailer

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

L < 7 m: 1, or bucket or capacity ≥ 4 kL / Hr,
bailer.
if automatic or electric,
an indicator
L ≥ 7 m: 1.
1 bailer or enough
manual or electric
pumps to drain each
compartment (not
airtight voids)

All lengths
Sched 9 S 8(1)(5) and
8(1)(6) A fire bucket
complying with Sched
9 S 8(1)(h) may be
regarded as one bailer,
but a bailer may not be
a fire bucket.

Sched 9 S 8(1)(f) bilge pp is of
a kind, and has a pumping
capacity, appropriate to the
vessel; and
(ii) is fitted with a strainer on
the suction pipe with mesh of a
suitable size to prevent
choking of the pump.
Sched 9 S 8(1)(g) bailer is
suitable for water collection,
and attached to lanyard
suitable to prevent loss from
the boat.
Sched 9 S 8(1)(h) bucket (if
the fire bucket) of kind / size
suitable for collection of water;
and
(ii) does not distort, collapse or
break when filled with water;
and
(iii) attached to lanyard of
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
length and breaking strain
sufficient to allow the fire
bucket to be cast over the side
of the boat and retrieved filled
with water
Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Bailer / Bilge
pump

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

1 bailer with lanyard,
or 1 bilge pump

Bailer / Bilge
pump

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations

Smooth waters

0

Bailer / bucket /
fire bucket /
Bilge pump

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

1 bailer, bucket or fire
bucket, or ≥ 1 bilge
pump
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Covered bilges require
a bilge pump instead
of a bailer. L ≥ 10 m,
pump capacity ≥ 100 L
/ min

Covered bilges or
closed under-floor
compartments (not
being airtight voids)
require a bilge pump

Bailer or bucket used for
bailing must be suitable for
bailing water out of the vessel,
and
Buckets of metal or robust
plastic or robust canvas,
designed so as not to collapse,

Return to
discussion
paper bilge
pumps

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

instead of a bailer,
bucket or fire bucket.

distort or lose the handle when
full of water. The bucket must
not be used for any other
purpose (? Bailing and fire)
and readily available at all
times.
If a fire bucket, able to be used
for collecting water for use in
case of fire so must have a
lanyard attached of length to
cast and retrieve bucket over
the side.
Bilge pumps must be capable
of draining each compartment.
They may be manual or
powered.
Must have a strainer fitted to
the suction pipe of sufficiently
small mesh size to prevent
choking of the pump.

Bilge Pumping
System (electric
or manual)
Or
Bailer (if no
electric or
manual bilge
pumping
system)

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(5) and (6)
and Sched 3
Tables E and F

Inland waters

1

Pumping system only if
vessel has covered
bilge or closed
underfloor
compartments, other
than airtight void
spaces. Otherwise a
bailer.
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Must have pump/s capable of
draining each compartment.
Might need more than one
pump. Pump must have
strainer fitted to suction pipe,
sufficiently small mesh size to
prevent choking.
Bailer must be suitable for
bailing water from the boat. A
bucket with lanyard may also
be used as a bailer.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Bailer / Bilge
pump

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Smooth waters

1

Bilge pump or
bailer

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

1

Conditions

Other conditions

(electric or manual)
where there are
covered bilges or
closed underfloor
compartments other
than airtight voids.
Otherwise, a bailer
only is required.

Pumps may be either manual
or power operated, and shall
have a strainer fitted to the
suction pipe. The strainer shall
be of a sufficiently small mesh
size to prevent choking of the
pump.

Pumps capable of
draining each
compartment other
than airtight voids
(may require more
than one pump).

Bilge Pump /
bucket / bailer

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S

1 bailer

L<8m

2 bailers

L≥8m
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Bailer is suitable for bailing
water from the boat, have a
lanyard securely attached to
prevent loss from the boat.
The bailer shall be readily
accessible and shall not be
used for any other purpose.
A fire bucket carried in
accordance with this standard
may double as a bailer
provided it satisfies the above
requirements.

As for SA Protected
Waters

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

or enough manual or
All lengths
electric pumps to drain
each compartment (not
airtight voids)

Bailer / Bilge
pump

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

1 bailer with lanyard,
or 1 bilge pump

Bailer / Bilge
pump

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations

Partially
Smooth Waters

0

Bailer / Bilge
pump

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

Bilge Pumping
System (electric
or manual)
Or
Bailer (if no

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

1

Covered bilges require
a bilge pump instead
of a bailer. L ≥ 10 m,
pump capacity ≥ 100 L
/ min

Pumping system only if
vessel has covered
bilge or closed
underfloor
compartments, other
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Must have pump/s capable of
draining each compartment.
Might need more than one
pump. Pump must have
strainer fitted to suction pipe,
sufficiently small mesh size to

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

electric or
manual bilge
pumping
system)
Bailer / Bilge
pump

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Partially smooth 1
waters

Bilge pump or
bailer

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

1

Conditions

Other conditions

than airtight void
spaces. Otherwise a
bailer.

prevent choking.
Bailer must be suitable for
bailing water from the boat. A
bucket with lanyard may also
be used as a bailer.

(electric or manual)
where there are
covered bilges or
closed underfloor
compartments other
than airtight voids.
Otherwise, a bailer
only is required.

As for National
Standard, Smooth
waters.

Pumps capable of
draining each
compartment other
than airtight voids
(may require more
than one pump).
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Bilge Pump /
bucket / bailer

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

1 bailer

L<8m

2 bailers OR
the vessel is
constructed of
permanently enclosed
pontoon hulls

L≥8m

As for SA Protected
Waters

or enough manual or
All lengths
electric pumps to drain
each compartment (not
airtight voids)
Bailer / Bilge
pump

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

1 bailer with lanyard,
or 1 bilge pump

Bailer / Bilge
pump

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations

Beyond partially 0
smooth waters

Bailer / bucket /
fire bucket /
Bilge pump

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation

Open waters

1 bailer, bucket or fire
bucket, or ≥ 1 bilge
pump
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Covered bilges require
a bilge pump instead
of a bailer. L ≥ 10 m,
pump capacity ≥ 100 L
/ min

Covered bilges or
closed under-floor
compartments (not

As for NSW Enclosed
waters

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Conditions

Other conditions

being airtight voids)
require a bilge pump
instead of a bailer,
bucket or fire bucket.

Bilge Pumping
System (electric
or manual)
Or
Bailer (if no
electric or
manual bilge
pumping
system)

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal waters

1

Bailer / Bilge
pump

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Other than
sheltered
waters

1

Bilge pump or
bailer

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters 1
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Pumping system only if
vessel has covered
bilge or closed
underfloor
compartments, other
than airtight void
spaces. Otherwise a
bailer.

Must have pump/s capable of
draining each compartment.
Might need more than one
pump. Pump must have
strainer fitted to suction pipe,
sufficiently small mesh size to
prevent choking.
Bailer must be suitable for
bailing water from the boat. A
bucket with lanyard may also
be used as a bailer.

(electric or manual)
where there are
covered bilges or
closed underfloor
compartments other
than airtight voids.

As for National
Standard, Smooth
waters.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Otherwise, a bailer
only is required.
Pumps capable of
draining each
compartment other
than airtight voids
(may require more
than one pump).
Fire
Extinguisher

Navigable
Waters Regs
R 52

Protected and
Unprotected

1 if vessel fitted with
an inboard engine or a
hydrocarbon cooling or
heating appliance

AS 1841.1 and
• AS 1841.4 (foam);
or
• AS 1841.5 (powder
type); or
• AS 1841.6 (carbon
dioxide); or
• AS 1841.7
(vaporizing liquid).

Fire
Extinguisher

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

All waters
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

1

L<8m

2

L≥8m

if vessel has an engine
or includes facilities for

All lengths:
stowed to be readily
accessible in case of
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Sched 9 S 8(1)(c)
complies with the
applicable part of AS
1841 for type of fuel or
fuels carried; and
(ii) maintained in
accordance with AS

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

cooking

fire,

1851; and
(iii) is not less than the
minimum approved
size
Sched 9 S 8(4) min
size:
(a) vessel carrying ≤
115 litres of flammable
liquid—0.9 kg;
(b) vessel carrying >
115 litres ≤ 350 litres
of flammable liquid—
2.0 kg;
(c) vessel carrying >
350 litres ≤ 695 litres
of flammable liquid—
4.5 kg;
(d) vessel carrying >
695 litres of flammable
liquid—9.0 kg.
Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Portable fire
extinguisher

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

0

Portable fire
extinguisher

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

0

L<5m

1

5 ≤ L < 10 m

2

L ≥ 10 m

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

0

L<5m

1

5 ≤ L < 10 m

2

L ≥ 10 m

Fire-fighting
equipment

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 30

All waters
At right
(Smooth,
Partially smooth
and Beyond
partially smooth
waters)

Fire

NSW Marine

All waters

Portable fire
extinguisher

≥ 1 if vessel has an
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L>5m

Capable of
extinguishing fire on
the ship quickly and
effectively

More are to be carried

Of a type suitable for

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

extinguisher

Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

(Enclosed and
Open waters)

electric start motor,
gas installation, fuel
stove or battery

if potential sources of
fire and the size of the
vessel require it

the type of fuel carried
as specified in AS
1799.1—2009, Part 1:
General requirements
for power boats. Must be
designed and manufactured in
accordance with an Australian
Standard specification for
portable fire extinguishers.
Stowed readily accessible in
the case of fire.
(See also generic
requirements for all safety
equipment)

Portable fire
extinguisher

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
97, 98, 99

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

1

L<8m

2

8 m ≤ L ≤ 12 m

3

L > 12 m

Only if fuel is carried
on board, or fitted with
electric start motor,
gas installation or fuel
stove. If multiple
extinguishers they
must be located
separately.
Located conspicuously and
are readily accessible, kept in
good order (maintained /
serviced).
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Equipment

Fire
Extinguisher

Jurisdiction

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

All waters
(Smooth,
1
Partially smooth
waters and
2
other than
Sheltered
3
waters)

Conditions

Other conditions

At least one
extinguisher has
minimum capacity of
0.9 kg

Flammable liquids able
to be carried

2.0 kg

115 lit ≤ V ≤ 350 lit

4.5 kg

351 lit ≤ V ≤ 695 lit

9.0 kg

V > 695 litres

L<8m

Minimum size / rating
0.9 kg / 5BE

8 m ≤ L < 12 m

0.9 kg / 5BE

L ≥ 12 m

0.9 kg / 5BE or 10BE,
or 1.5 kg / 5BE or
10BE

V < 115 lit

readily accessible in
suitable and different
parts of the boat, all
marked as complying
with AS 1841.5 (1992)
or AS 1846 for dry
chemical Type
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Fire
extinguisher

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

1

Where there is an
electric start motor,
gas installation or fuel
stove.

Shall be of a type suitable for
the type(s) of fuel carried
on board the boat, as specified
in AS 1799.1. They shall be
designed and manufactured in
accordance with an Australian
Standard specification for
portable fire extinguishers.

Number of
extinguishers
appropriate for the
accessibility to
potential fire sources
and the size of the
boat.
Fire Blanket

Navigable
Waters
Regulation

Protected and
Unprotected
waters

Fire Blanket

SA Harbors and All waters
Navigation
(Protected,
Sched 9
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

No requirement

Fire Blanket

NT Marine
(General)

No requirement

All waters
(Inland,

0
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Shall be stowed, so as to be
readily accessible in the case
of fire.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Regulations,
Schedule 1

Intermediate
and Open
waters)

Fire Blanket

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

All waters
No requirement
(Smooth,
Partially smooth
and Beyond
partially smooth
waters)

Fire Blanket

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)

No requirement

Fire Blanket

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
97(3)

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

1

Fire Blanket

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31

All waters
No requirement
(Smooth,
Partially smooth
waters and
other than

Conditions

Only if fitted with
cooking facilities within
enclosed space
comply AS/NZS
3504:2006
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Sched 1

Sheltered
waters)

Fire Blanket

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Anywhere

unspecified

Recommended only

The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

First Aid Kit

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Protected and
Unprotected
waters

0

First Aid Kit

SA Harbors and All waters
Navigation
(Protected,
Sched 9
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

No requirement

First Aid Kit

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1

No requirement

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

First Aid Kit

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

All waters
No requirement
(Smooth,
Partially smooth
and Beyond
partially smooth
waters)

First Aid Kit

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)

No requirement

First Aid Kit

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

No requirement

First Aid Kit

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters

1

kit contents should
reflect likely conditions,
duration of the voyage
and the number of
passengers

First Aid Kit

National
Standard for
Recreational

Anywhere

unspecified

Recommended only
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Conditions

Other conditions

The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

Boat Safety
Equipment

Paddles or oars

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

Paddles or oars

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S 6(2)

0

1 pair

Only vessels L < 6 m

Sched 9 S 8(1)(j) a
kind and size capable
of propelling and
manoeuvring the
vessel
Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Paddles or oars

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters and
Regulations
Unprotected

1 pair or other means
of auxiliary propulsion
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Only vessels L < 6 m

As immediately above

Equipment

Paddles or oars

Paddles or oars

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Sched 9 S 6(2)

waters

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Parts A, B and
C
QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Paddles, oars & NSW Marine
rowlocks
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

1 pair

L<5m

Oars with rowlocks. Or

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters)

0

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)

1

2 or more independent means
of propulsion that are
appropriate for the size of the
vessel, the waters in which the
vessel is operating, and the
intended role of each means of
propulsion.

L<6m

Paddle is capable of
being used to row the
vessel in which it is
Carried.
Or a second means of
propulsion

Paddles (pair)
or oars with

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S

All waters
(Inland,

L ≤ 4.8 m

1
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

rowlocks

96(1) through
Enclosed and
(6) and Sched 3 Coastal waters)
Tables A
through F

Oars / Auxiliary
propulsion

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Other than
Sheltered
waters)

Paddles or oars
/ rowlocks

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

1

L < 6 m and no other
means of propulsion is
fitted

Lifejacket

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52A

Protected
waters

0

0

Lifejacket

SA Harbors and Protected

1 per person

PFD Type 1, 2 or 3

Other conditions

L<6m
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The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

PFD Type 2 or 3 must

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Navigation
Regulations S
169, 177 and
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

waters

Lifejacket

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

1 per person

Must be ‘appropriate’.
By AS 4758.1, it might
mean Level 50, or
level 100 for persons
unable to swim.

S 6: Must be worn
when person being
towed behind a
pleasure craft

PFD

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 30

Smooth waters

Per person

Type 1, 2 or 3

Not if: (a) the ship
operates in a river,
creek, stream or the
waters contained
within breakwaters or
revetments; and
(b) the ship is

be worn when person
being towed behind a
vessel.
Other
Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
equipped with grab
lines, grab rails or
other permanent
means of giving each
person on board a way
of keeping a secure
hold to the ship; and
(c) there is a statement
in the approved form
for the ship that the
ship has positive
flotation.
Other:
S 32: Not for a person on
board if the person is wearing
an inflatable diver’s jacket
complying with BS EN
12628:1999
S 33A(b): Each flotation device
(PFDs) is clearly visible; and,
Accessible; and,
Indicated by a clearly visible
sign white background red
letters marked ‘lifejackets’
S 40(2)(b): Open boats (i.e. no
permanent rigid deckhouse /
cabin / enclosed space for
persons to occupy (does not
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
really mean open to the sea) L
< 4.8 m and:
underway, persons 1 ≤ age <
12 yo wears a PFD Type 1 or
the required type; or,
crossing a coastal bar, each
person ≥ 1 yo wears a PFD
Type 1 or the required type.
S 40A: Instead of standards at
Schedule 15, PFD Types 1, 2
or 3 may be custom made,
verified by manufacturer’s
declaration.
S 222: Skier must wear PFD
Type 2 or 3, unless during an
event and wearing would be
unsafe.

Lifejacket

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Sched 8

Enclosed
waters

1 per person aboard

Sched 7: meets
performance standard
50S, 50, 100, 150 or
275 of AS 4758

Wearing required on
vessels
of L < 4.8 m when:
Night time
On open waters
On alpine waters
Any length: Person is
unaccompanied by
someone of age ≥ 12
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
years.
or
Crossing a coastal bar
By child of age < 12
years on:
Vessel L < 4.8 m or
Open area on vessels
L<8m
When being towed.
When directed by
vessel master.
R 120: Must not rely solely
upon inflation,
Correct size for the wearer
Is in good condition
For inflatable jacket, is:
Less than 12 months old; or,
is serviced at intervals ≤ 12
months or longer as specified
by manufacturer.
R 121: Lifejackets (while not in
use):
(a) are kept clearly visible to
persons on board the vessel,
or
(b) are stored in a location that
is unobstructed and marked by
a clearly visible sign that has
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
the word “lifejackets” in red
letters on a white background
or white letters on a red
background.
(See also generic
requirements for all safety
equipment)

PFD

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(5) and (6)
and Sched 3
Tables E and F

Inland waters

1 per person aboard or
towed

Type 1, 2 or 3

Persons on open area
to wear PFD:
S 100: on boats of L ≤
4.8 m when vessel
underway.
S 101: on boats 4.8 m
< L ≤ 12 m when;

• Crossing / attempting to
cross an ocean bar or
designated hazardous
area; or,
• The person is operating the
vessel alone; or,
• The vessel is operated at
night; or,
• The vessel is disabled; or,
• The vessel is a yacht
without safety barriers,
lifelines, rails, safety
harnesses or jacklines in
use; or,
• The vessel is operating in
an area where a BoM
issued warning is current
• For:
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
o Gale warning,
o Storm force wind
warning,
o Hurricane force wind
warning,
o Severe thunderstorm
warning,
o Severe weather warning

S 102: Person < 10 yo
on open area to wear
PFD at all times.
S 103: Person being
towed to wear PFD.
Life Jacket

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws S 31
and Sched 1

Smooth Waters

per person

PFD 1 or PFD 2

Sched 1
R 3: PFD 1 meets AS 1512 –
1996, or AS 4758.1 – 2008
(Level 150 or 100)
PFD 2 meets AS 1499 – 1996,
or AS 4758.1 – 2008 (Level
50)
PFD 3 meets AS 2260 – 1996,
or AS 4758.1 – 2008 (Level 50
special-purpose)
Worn on
R 32(2) Motorboat proceeding
under power of L < 6 m
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
R 32(4) Motorboat proceeding
under power of L ≥ 6 m for
persons of age < 12 years
But not required to be worn if
person is in a deckhouse,
cabin or secure enclosed
space.

R 31(2): personal
flotation device which
is inflatable must be
maintained (by PFD
owner) in accordance
with the
recommendations of
the manufacturer
PFD

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

Per person

Type 1, 2 or 3

To be the correct size
for the intended wearer
Shall be designed and
manufactured in accordance
with—
a) AS 2259, and AS 1512, AS
1499 or AS 2260 as
appropriate; or
b) SOLAS (for a SOLAS
Lifejacket); or
c) National Standard for
Commercial Vessels Part C
Section 7A (for a Coastal
Lifejacket); or
d) one of the following for
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
PFDs, provided it is marked
and labelled in English in
accordance with the
requirements for labelling and
marking contained in AS 2259,
AS 1512, AS 1499 or AS 2260
as appropriate:
i. Australian / New Zealand
Standards (AS 1512, AS
1499, AS 2260 and NZS
5823 [open waters
lifejackets only]).
ii. CEN (European) Standards
(EN 396).
iii. ISO Standards (ISO
12402).
iv. Canadian General
Standards
(CAN/CGSB65.11M88,
PFDs for adults and
CAN/CGSB65.15M88,
PFDs for children).
v. Underwriters Laboratories
Standards (UL 1180).
Inflatable PFDs that rely solely
on oral inflation for buoyancy
are not acceptable.
Shall be marked to identify that
it complies with a recognised
standard.
Every inflatable PFD shall be
serviced—
i) at intervals of 12 months or
such longer intervals as
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
determined by the
manufacturer and approved as
part of the equipment
approval; and
ii) at a servicing station
approved and accredited to do
so by the manufacturer of the
inflatable PFD.
A more buoyant lifejacket may
be required where early
rescue is not reliable,
i.e. Coastal or SOLAS

Lifejacket

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52A

Lifejacket

Lifejacket

Unprotected

1 per person 12
months or older

PFD type 1 or
Approved by AMSA

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations S
169, 177 and
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

1 per person

PFD Type 1

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,

1 for the activity being
undertaken, per
person

Intermediate
waters

PFD Type 2 or 3 must
be worn when person
being towed behind a
vessel.
As above for SA
“Other”
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‘For the activity being
As above for NT
undertaken’ probably
means the level can be

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Schedule 1,
Part B

Conditions

Other conditions

50 or 100, depending
upon swimmers ability,
and proximity to the
shore.

PFD

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31

Partially
Smooth Waters

Per person

Type 1 or 2

As above for QLD
“Other”

Lifejacket

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

PFD

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

1 per person aboard or
towed

Type 1

As above for VIC

Life Jacket

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Partially
Smooth waters

Per person

PFD 1

As above for TAS
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

PFD

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

Per person

Type 1

As above for National
Standard for Smooth
waters.

Lifejacket

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
Regulations S
169, 177 and
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

1

PFD Type 1

PFD Type 2 or 3 must
be worn when person
being towed behind a
vessel.

Lifejacket

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

1 for the activity being
undertaken, per
person

‘For the activity being
As above for NT
undertaken’ probably
means the level can be
50 through to 150,
depending upon
swimmers ability, and
proximity to the shore,
and when ‘offshore’
begins, as used in AS
4758.1.

PFD

QLD Transport
Operations

Beyond
Partially

Per person

Type 1

As above for SA
“Other”
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As above for QLD
“Other”

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31

Smooth waters

Lifejacket

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Sched 8

Open waters

1 per person aboard

Sched 7: meets
performance standard
100, 150 or 275 of AS
4758

As above for Enclosed
waters in NSW

PFD

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal waters

1 per person aboard or
towed

Type 1

As above for VIC

Life Jacket

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws

Other than
Sheltered
waters

Per person

PFD 1

As above for TAS

PFD

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters Per person

Type 1

As above for National
Standard

hand held red
flares

Navigable
Waters

Protected

0
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Regulations
Reg 52B
hand held red
flares

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

0

red flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

0

Handheld red
flares

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31|30

Smooth waters

0

Red hand-held
distress flare

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

0

Hand-held red

VIC Marine

Inland waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

distress flare

Safety Regs

Red hand-held
flares

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth waters

Recommended only

Distress signal - National
Red hand-held Standard for
distress flare
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

0

red hand held
flares (or 2
parachute
distress
rockets)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Unprotected
whilst ≤ 5 nm
from mainland,
and ≤ 1 nm
from > 5 nm
island

2 (if not 2 parachute
distress rockets)

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25
or AS 2092-2004

hand held red
flares

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

2

Sched 9 S 8(1)(b)
complies with AS
2092.
Stamped indelibly by
the manufacturer with
its date of expiry
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Conditions

Other conditions

Sched 1 Part 3.5
Flares:
Conform to AS 2092 or
equivalent.

Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
damage or loss)

Red flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

2

Handheld red
flares

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31

Partially
Smooth Waters

2

must conform to—
(a) the USL code; or
(b) SOLAS; or
(c) AS 2092—2004.

Red hand-held
distress flare

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

Hand-held red
distress flares

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
Waters

2

Not exceed expiry date

Red hand-held
flares

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats

Partially
Smooth waters

2

(see generic conditions, all
waters)

As above for TAS
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Inshore waters

2

Conditions

Other conditions

and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1
Distress signal - National
Red hand-held Standard for
distress flare
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Hand held red
flares

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

2

Red flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

2

Handheld red

QLD Transport

Beyond

2

Designed and manufactured in
accordance with the provisions
of AS 2092 as they relate to
red handheld distress flares,
orange smoke handheld
smoke signals, and red star
parachute distress rockets.
The marine distress flares
shall not exceed the
manufacturer’s expiry date.

Sched 9 S 8(1)(b)
complies with AS
2092.
Stamped indelibly by
the manufacturer with
its date of expiry

As above for SA

must conform to—
(a) the USL code; or
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

flares

Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31

Partially
Smooth Waters

Red hand-held
distress flare

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters

Hand-held red
distress flares

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal Waters

2

As above for VIC

Red hand-held
flares

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
2
than Sheltered
waters, up to 15
nm of the coast

As above for TAS

Offshore waters 2

As above for National
Standard in Inshore
waters

Distress signal - National
Red hand-held Standard for
distress flare
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
(b) SOLAS; or
(c) AS 2092—2004.

2

Comply with AS
2092—2004
(see generic conditions, all
waters)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Hand held
orange smoke
signals

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Protected
waters

0

hand held
orange smoke
signals

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

0

Orange smoke
flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

0

Handheld
orange smoke
signals

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31|30

Smooth Waters

0

Enclosed
waters

0

(note – indicated by
absence in 30 of
what is in 31)

Orange smoke
hand-held

NSW Marine
Safety
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

distress signal

Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Hand-held
orange smoke
signal
Orange handheld smoke
signal flares

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

Inland Waters

0

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth Waters

0 (or recommended –
unclear)

Distress signal - National
Orange smoke Standard for
hand-held
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

0

hand held
orange smoke
signals (or 1
orange smoke
canister)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Unprotected
waters

2 (if no orange smoke
canister)

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25
or AS 2092-2004

Orange smoke

Navigable

Unprotected

1 (if not 2 hand held

Expiry marked and not
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Conditions

Other conditions

Sched 1 Part 3.5
Flares:
Conform to AS 2092 or
equivalent.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

canister (or 2
hand held
orange smoke
signals)

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

orange smoke signals)

expired
Marine Orders Part 25
or AS 2092-2004

hand held
orange smoke
signals

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

2

Sched 9 S 8(1)(b)
complies with AS
2092.
Stamped indelibly by
the manufacturer with
its date of expiry

Orange smoke
flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

2

Handheld
orange smoke
signals

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31

Partially
Smooth waters

2

Orange smoke
hand-held
distress signal

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8

No mid-range
waters

Other conditions

Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

must conform to—
(a) the USL code; or
(b) SOLAS; or
(c) AS 2092—2004.
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

and 7
Hand-held
orange smoke
signal

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

2

Orange handheld smoke
signal flares

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Partially
Smooth waters

2

Sched 1 Part 3.5
Flares:
Conform to AS 2092 or
equivalent.

Inshore waters

2

Designed and manufactured in
accordance with the provisions
of AS 2092 as they relate to
red handheld distress flares,
orange smoke handheld
smoke signals, and red star
parachute distress rockets.
The marine distress flares
shall not exceed the
manufacturer’s expiry date.

Distress signal - National
Orange smoke Standard for
hand-held
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

hand held
orange smoke
signals

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S

Not exceed expiry date
(see generic conditions, all
waters)

2

Sched 9 S 8(1)(b)
complies with AS
2092.
Stamped indelibly by
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As above for SA

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

Conditions

Other conditions

the manufacturer with
its date of expiry

Orange smoke
flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

2

Handheld
orange smoke
signals

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31

Beyond
Partially
Smooth Waters

2

As above for QLD

Orange smoke
hand-held
distress signal

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters

2

Comply with AS
2092—2004

Hand-held
orange smoke
signal

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal Waters

2

As above for VIC

Orange handheld smoke

TAS Marine
and Safety

Waters other
than Sheltered

2

As above for TAS

(see generic conditions, all
waters)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

signal flares

(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

waters, up to 15
nm of the coast

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Distress signal - National
Orange smoke Standard for
hand-held
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters 2

parachute
distress rockets
(or 2 red hand
held flares)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Only in waters
Unprotected
whilst ≤ 5 nm
from mainland,
and ≤ 1 nm
from > 5 nm
island

2 (if not 2 red hand
held flares)

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25

parachute
distress rockets

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Only in waters
Unprotected
whilst > 5 nm
from mainland,
or > 1 nm from
> 5 nm island

2

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25

parachute
distress rockets

SA Harbors and Only > 10 nm
Navigation
seaward of

2

Sched 9 S 8(1)(b)
complies with AS

Other conditions

As above for National
Standard in Inshore
waters
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Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

LWM

parachute
distress rockets

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Parts A through
C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

parachute
distress rocket

QLD

All waters
0
(Smooth
waters, Partially
Smooth waters
and Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters)

parachute
distress rocket

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)

0

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

2092.
Stamped indelibly by
the manufacturer with
its date of expiry

marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Red star
parachute
distress rocket

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Only Coastal
Waters > 2 nm
from coast

1

Red parachute
flares

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Only Waters
2
other than
Sheltered
waters, up to 30
nm of the coast

Sched 1 Part 3.5
Flares:
Conform to AS 2092 or
equivalent.

Distress signal
– Red star
parachute
distress rocket

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Only Offshore
waters

2

Designed and manufactured in
accordance with the provisions
of AS 2092 as they relate to
red handheld distress flares,
orange smoke handheld
smoke signals, and red star
parachute distress rockets.
The marine distress flares
shall not exceed the
manufacturer’s expiry date.

marine
transceiver

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52BAA

Only in waters
1
Unprotected,
and > 5 nm
from mainland,
> 1 nm from > 5
nm island

approved by the
Spectrum
Management Authority
of the Commonwealth

Not exceed expiry date
(see generic conditions, all
waters)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

two-way marine
radio

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and (b)
and 6(3)(a) and
(b)

0

Marine
transceiver

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1

Inland waters

0

Radio

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs (related S
176)

Smooth waters

0

Marine Radio

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation

Enclosed
waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

(1 recommended)

Note that pilotage
areas (likely to be
Sheltered waters)
would require vessels
> 50 m to have VHF
radios to request
pilotage services or
report ship movements
(not specified as safety
equipment)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

2015 Scheds 8
and 7
Marine Radio

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables E and F

Inland waters

0

Marine Radio

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth waters

0

Marine Radio

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

0

two-way marine
radio

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Marine
transceiver

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1

Intermediate
waters

0

Radio

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs (related S
176)

Partially
Smooth Waters

0

Marine Radio

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

-

Marine Radio

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

0

Marine Radio

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31

Partially
Smooth waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

(1 recommended)

Same as above for
QLD

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Inshore waters

0

Conditions

Other conditions

Capable of
communicating with
onshore stations

Sched 9 S 8(1)(i) of a
kind approved by the
Australian
Communications
Authority

Sched 1
Marine Radio

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

two-way marine
radio

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

1

Marine
transceiver

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1

Open waters

0

Radio

QLD Transport

Beyond

0

Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

(1 recommended)
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Same as above for

Equipment

Marine Radio

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs (related S
176)

Partially
Smooth waters

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters >
2 nm from
nearest shore

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
QLD

27 MHz, HF or VHF marine
radio transceiver approved by
ACMA.
In addition:
• Within the coverage area of
VHF service, VHF
transceiver must be of
international maritime type
complying with AS/NZS
4415.1:2003
• Outside the coverage area
of VHF service, at least one
of (descending order of
capability):
(a) GMDSS-compatible
Inmarsat C terminal,
(b) MF/HF transceiver (nonDSC) plus marine satellite
telephone,
(c) mobile telephone service
(satellite, CDMA or GSM)
appropriate for
use in the marine environment,
Note. This option is for vessels
that may operate occasionally
outside of VHF
range as the minimum
equipment needed to provide
distress and safety

1
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
communications. It is not
considered as capable an
option as (a) or (b) above.
(d) Class 1 MF/HF transceiver
complying with GMDSS Sea
Area A3

Marine Radio

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal Waters
> 2 nm from
coast

1

Marine Radio

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters

1

Marine Radio

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters 1

a 27MHz or HF marine
radio transceiver; or
(b) a VHF marine radio
transceiver that
complies with AS/NZS
4415.2:2003—Part 2:
(non DSC);
Both approved by the
ACMA

A 27 MHz, HF or VHF marine
radio transceiver approved by
the ACMA.
In addition, for boats operating
within the coverage area of
VHF service, the VHF
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
transceiver shall be of the
international maritime type
complying with AS/NZS 4415.
In addition, for boats operating
outside the coverage area of
VHF service, at least one of
the following options (in
descending order of capability)
based on the availability of
services in the area of
operation:
1. GMDSS compatible
Inmarsat C terminal.
2. MF/HF transceiver (nonDSC) plus marine satellite
telephone.
3. Mobile telephone service
(satellite, CDMA or GSM)
appropriate for use in the
marine environment.
Note: Option 3 is for boats that
may operate occasionally
outside of VHF range as the
minimum equipment needed
to provide distress and
safety communications. It is
not considered as capable
an option as Options 1 and 2
above.
4. Class 1 MF/HF transceiver
complying with GMDSS Sea
Area A3 requirements as per
provision iv/10.1.2 of the
SOLAS Convention.
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
Note: This option is normally
only available to larger boats
than can satisfy higher
transmitter power and
antenna performance
requirements.

Radar Reflector

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Anywhere

0

Radar Reflector

SA Harbors and All waters
Navigation
(Protected,
Sched 9
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

0

Radar Reflector

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

Radar Reflector

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

All waters
0
(Smooth,
Partially smooth
and Beyond
partially smooth
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

waters)
Radar Reflector

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)

0

Radar Reflector

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

0

Radar Reflector

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters

1

Radar Reflector

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

Compass

Navigable
Waters

Anywhere

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Regulations
Compass

SA Harbors and Protected and
Navigation
Semi-protected
Regulations
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and (b)
and 6(3)(a) and
(b)

0

Compass

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Parts A and B

Inland and
Intermediate
waters

0

Compass

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Smooth waters
and Partially
Smooth waters

0

Compass

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
Waters

0

Compass

VIC Marine

Inland waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D
and Tables E
and F

and Enclosed
waters

Compass

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth and
Partially
Smooth waters

0

Compass

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth and
Inshore waters

0

Compass

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

1

Conditions

Other conditions

adjacent to the
steering position,

not satisfied by GPS or
satellite navigation
systems, nor a handheld compass
Sched 9 S 8(1)(e) from
which it is possible to
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
determine, with
reasonable accuracy,
bearings, vessel's
heading; and
(ii) is liquid damped
magnetic, or
gyroscopically
controlled; and
(iii) is marked with the
cardinal points
Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Compass

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

1

Compass

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters

0

Liquid damped, or
operational GPS
receiver
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Regs
Compass

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters

1

Compass

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal waters
> 2 nm from
coast

1

Compass

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters

0

Compass

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters 1

Map or Chart

Navigable

Anywhere

liquid damped with a
rotating card showing
the cardinal points

Liquid damped with
rotating card showing
the cardinal points

0
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Waters
Regulations
Map or Chart

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

0

Chart

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

0

Map or Chart

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters)

0

Appropriate
Map or Chart

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
Waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Map or Chart

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

0

Map or Chart

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth waters,
waters other
than Sheltered
waters)

0

Appropriate
chart

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

unspecified

Map or Chart

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Recommended only

The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Chart

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

0

Appropriate
Map or Chart

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

-

Map or Chart

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

Unprotected
1
waters > 10 nm
seaward of
LWM (note – this is

Chart

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

1

Appropriate

NSW Marine

Open Waters

1

Conditions

Other conditions

of the operational area

Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

an addition, not an
exemption)

Paper or electronic
displaying the area of
operation

CHART: An Australian
Navigational Chart showing:
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Map or Chart

Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
each area for the vessel’s
voyage, printed or digital
format, can be readily
displayed for the duration of
the voyage
MAP: Clearly legible
Printed or digital format
Each area
proposed for the voyage
Showing: significant features
for navigation such as
shallows, reefs, hazards and
channels by figures,
colours or shading.

EPIRB

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52BAB

Only
Unprotected,
and > 2 nm
from mainland,
> 400 m from >
2 nm island

1

AS/NZS 4280.1:2003
Registered with AMSA

EPIRB

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations S
164

Only > 5 nm
LWM of
Spencer Gulf
and Gulf of St.
Vincent, and
> 3 nm LWM
except Lakes
Alexandrina

1

406 MHz
AS/NZS 4280.1:2003
Registered with AMSA
suitably located and
secured
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Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

1

Registered

Other conditions

and Albert
EPIRB

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Only Open
waters

EPIRB

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulation
2004 S 9

Only Outside
1
smooth waters,
outside Partially
Smooth waters
all whilst ≥ 2 nm
from land

EPIRB

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Only Open
waters > 2 nm
from nearest
shore

1

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Only Coastal
Waters > 2 nm
from coast

1

TAS Marine

Only waters

EPIRB

EPIRB

406MHz; and
complies with AS/NZS
4280.1:2003; and is
registered

406 MHz, conform with
AS/NZS 4280.1:2003,
registered with AMSA
(see generic conditions, all
waters)

comply AS/NZS
4280.1:2003 —Part 1
registered with AMSA
(see generic conditions, all
waters)

0

conform to
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

other than
Sheltered
waters (note:

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters 1

Fresh water

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Anywhere

0

Fresh water

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

0

Drinking water

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,

2 litres / person

EPIRB

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
AS/NZS 4280.1.
registered with AMSA

partially Smooth
Waters extend to 2
nm in most places)
An EPIRB suitable for marine
use, that can transmit on 406
MHz and conforms to
Australian Standard AS/NZS
4280.
Any 406 MHz EPIRB shall be
properly registered AMSA.

(note: Offshore
waters are defined
as open water more
than 2 n miles
seaward from the
coast)

Inland waters
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In a leak-proof
container

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Part A
Water

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Smooth waters

0

Water

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

0

Water

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
Sched 3 Tables
A through F

Inland

0

Water

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth waters

0

Water

National
Standard for
Recreational

Smooth waters

Recommended only
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The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

Boat Safety
Equipment

Fresh water

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

0

Drinking water

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

2 litres / person

Water

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Partially
Smooth waters

0

Water

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8

No mid-range
waters

-
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In a leak-proof
container

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

and 7
Water

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
Sched 3 Tables
A through F

Enclosed
waters

0

Water

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Partially
Smooth waters

0

Water

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

Recommended only

As above for National
Standard

Fresh water

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

4 litres

Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Drinking water

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

2 litres / person

In a leak-proof
container

Water

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters

0

Fresh Drinking
Water

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters

Required but no
quantity specified

Water

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
Sched 3 Tables
A through F

Coastal waters

0

Water

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters

Required but no
quantity specified
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Water

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters Recommended only

Registration
number
prefixed by the
letter “W”

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 45B(8)

Unprotected
waters

V distress sheet SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations

Equipment - how
many

1

Conditions

As above for National
Standard

north of Geraldton,
painted in black letters
and figures at least
0.61 m in height and
0.1 m in width upon a
yellow background, the
registration number
prefixed by the letter
“W” in the same
dimensions, either —
(a) upon the top of the
wheelhouse; or
(b) upon a canvas
sheet carried upon the
vessel and displayed
when required for
identification

0
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

V distress sheet NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

0

V sheet

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 30|31

Smooth waters

0

Distress Sheet

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

0

Distress Sheet

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
Sched 3

Inland waters

0

Distress Sheet

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats

Smooth waters

0

Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Smooth waters

Recommended only

Conditions

Other conditions

and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1
V-Sheet

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

V distress sheet SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

0

V distress sheet NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Intermediate
waters

1

V sheet

Partially
Smooth waters

1

QLD Transport
Operations
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The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31
Distress Sheet

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

-

Distress Sheet

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
Sched 3

Enclosed
waters

0

Distress Sheet

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Partially
Smooth waters

0

V-Sheet

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

Recommended only

As above for National
Standard.

1

Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in

V distress sheet SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

V distress sheet NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

1

V sheet

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 31

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters

1

V-sheet

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Open waters

1

A fluorescent orangered coloured sheet of
dimensions not less
than 1.8 metres × 1.2
metres with a black V
superimposed on the
sheet in the position
shown. The letter “V”
on the sheet must be
of a width no more
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
than 150 millimetres.
Lanyard (rope) must
be tied to each corner
of the sheet.
Figure

Distress Sheet

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
Sched 3

Coastal waters

0

Distress Sheet

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters

0

V-Sheet

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters Recommended only
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As above for National
Standard.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Anchor and
Line

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52C

Protected

0

Anchor

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(a) and
6(3)(a)

1

Conditions

Other conditions

Sched 9 S 8.d)(i) is of
a kind and size
appropriate to the
vessel (having regard
to both the size and
the area of operation
of the vessel); and
(ii) is attached to a
length of chain or rope
or both appropriate (in
respect of both length
and breaking strain) to
the waters in which the
vessel is being
operated
Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Anchor and
anchor cable

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

1 with cable at least 50
m in length

Anchor or cable

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Smooth waters

0

Anchor with
chain / line

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

1

Anchor

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

Inland waters

0

Anchor, rope
and chain

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats

Smooth waters

1

Conditions

Other conditions

Anchor, chain or line or both
suitable for the purpose of
securing the vessel given the
vessel’s size, weight and the
area of operation.
The chain and/or line of
sufficient strength / durability
for the purpose.
Securely attached to both the
anchor and the vessel.
Where applicable, the anchor
should comply with AS 2198—
1983.

Sched 1 Part 3: Type as
specified in AS 2198. Anchor
and diameter and length of the
chain and rope sufficient to
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

hold the vessel in all sea and
wind conditions and depth of
water in the intended area of
operation

and Licences)
By-laws R 31,
Sched 1
Anchor with
chain and / or
line

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

Anchor and
Line

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52C

Unprotected
waters

Anchor

Anchor and
anchor cable

Other conditions

Suitable for the purpose of
securing the boat given the
boat’s size, weight and the
area of operation.

1

The chain and/or line shall be
of sufficient strength and
durability for the purpose and
is to be securely attached to
both the anchor and the boat.
Where applicable, the anchor
should comply with AS 2198.

1

efficient

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(b) and
6(3)(b)

1

L<8m

2

L ≥ 8 m (L < 12 m, 1 of
the anchors may be
carried as a spare)

NT Marine
(General)

1 with cable at least 50
m in length

L < 10 m

Intermediate
waters
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As above for SA

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

2 with cable at least 50
m in length for each
anchor

L ≥ 10 m

Other conditions

Anchor or cable

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Partially
Smooth waters

0

Anchor with
chain / line

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

-

Anchor and
chain or line or
both

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

1

Cable sufficiently strong and
durable to secure the boat,
appropriate for the area,
securely attached.

Anchor, rope
and chain

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws R 31,
Sched 1

Partially
Smooth waters

1

As above for TAS
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Anchor with
chain and / or
line

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

1

Anchor

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(1)(c) and
6(3)(c)

1

L<8m

2

L≥8m

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

1 with cable at least 50
m in length

L < 10 m

2 with cable at least 50
m in length for each
anchor

L ≥ 10 m

Anchor or cable

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters

0

Anchor with
chain / line

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation

Open waters

1

Anchor and
anchor cable

Conditions

Other conditions
As above for National
Standard

As above for SA

As above for NSW
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

2015 Scheds 8
and 7
Anchor and
chain or line or
both

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal waters

1

As above for VIC

Anchor, rope
and chain

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws R 31,
Sched 1

Other than
Sheltered
waters

1

As above for TAS

Anchor with
chain and / or
line

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters 1

Lifebuoy

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Protected
waters

Lifebuoy

SA Harbors and Protected
Navigation
waters

As above for National
Standard

0

1 with line
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L≥8m

Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(3)(a) and
S 6(4)(a)

Equipment - how
many

2 with line

Conditions

L > 15 m

Lifebuoy

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part A

Inland waters

0

Lifebuoy

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Smooth waters

0

Lifebuoy

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

Enclosed
waters

0

Lifebuoy

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(5) and (6)
and Sched 3
Tables E and F

Inland waters

1

8 m ≤ L ≤ 12 m

2

L > 12 m
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Other conditions
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Lifebuoy

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth waters

Required, number not
stated

L≥6m

Lifebuoy and
line

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Smooth waters

Recommended only

Lifebuoy

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Unprotected
waters

0

Lifebuoy

SA Harbors and Semi-protected
Navigation
waters
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(3)(b) and
S 6(4)(a)

1 with line

L≥8m

2 with line

L > 15 m

NT Marine

0

Lifebuoy

Intermediate
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Other conditions

The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

As above for SA

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part B

waters

Lifebuoy

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Partially
Smooth waters

0

Lifebuoy

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

No mid-range
waters

-

Lifebuoy

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
Waters

1

8 m ≤ L ≤ 12 m

2

L > 12 m

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Partially
Smooth Waters

Required, number not
stated

L≥6m

Lifebuoy

Equipment - how
many
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Lifebuoy and
line

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Inshore waters

Recommended only

Lifebuoy

SA Harbors and Unprotected
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(3)(c) and
S 6(4)(a)

1 with line

L≥8m

2 with line

L > 15 m

Lifebuoy

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part C

Open waters

1

L ≥ 10 m

Lifebuoy

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters

0

Lifebuoy

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation

Open waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions
As above for National
Standard.

As above for SA

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal Waters

1

8 m ≤ L ≤ 12 m

2

L > 12 m

Lifebuoy

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Other than
Sheltered
waters

Lifebuoy and
line

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore waters Recommended only

Any line (other
than anchor
cable)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters

line (other than
anchor cable)

SA Harbors and All waters
Navigation
(Protected,

Other conditions

2015 Scheds 8
and 7
Lifebuoy

Required, number not
stated

0

0
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As above for National
Standard

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Sched 9

Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

line (other than
anchor cable)

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

line (other than
anchor cable)

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

All waters
0
(Smooth,
Partially smooth
and Beyond
partially smooth
waters)

line (other than
anchor cable)

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)

0

line (other than
anchor cable)

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

0

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Heaving line

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth Waters

Not stated

L≥6m

Heaving line

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Partially
Smooth Waters

Not stated

L≥6m

Heaving line

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

Other than
Sheltered
waters

Not stated

L≥6m

Tow rope

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters

Recommended only
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Other conditions

The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
acceptable levels.

Liferaft

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected)

0

Liferaft

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S
6(4)(b)

All waters
1
(Protected,
Semi-protected,
Unprotected
waters)

Liferaft

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Parts A through
C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

Liferaft

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

All waters
0
(Smooth,
Partially
smooth,
Beyond partially
smooth waters)

Liferaft

NSW Marine

All waters

L > 15 m

0

0
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Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Safety
Regulation
2015 Scheds 8
and 7

(Enclosed and
Open waters)

Liferaft

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

Inland Waters

0

Liferaft

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

Enclosed
waters

0

Liferaft (or
Dinghy)

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal Waters

1

Liferaft

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws Cl 31
Sched 1

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Other than
Partially
Smooth waters)

0

Liferaft and / or
dinghy

National
Standard for
Recreational

All waters

Recommended only

Conditions

Other conditions

L > 12 m

Able to support the
weight of all people on
board in the event of
swamping. (see generic
conditions, all waters)
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A dinghy that is relied
upon for the purposes
of safety equipment

The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Boat Safety
Equipment

Stability – by
Australian
Builders Plate 15

Fair Trading
(Product
Information
Standards)
Regs and
Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 45B(5a)

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

Stability – or
Australian
Builders Plate

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations S
173 and 143

All waters
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

1

Conditions

Other conditions

should be arranged
with arrangements to
support the weight of
persons on board in
the event of swamping.

to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

At time of sale (Fair
Trading Act (Product
Information Standard))
and at registration
(Navigable Waters
Regulations
Reg 45B(5a))

AS 1799.1 or ABP or
Sched 11

Sched 9 S 10 – where
an ABP is required, the
vessel must not be
overloaded according
to the plate.
Sched 11 – table of
maximum number of
persons by vessel

15

Australian Builders Plate addresses stability, level of flotation (basic or level), maximum engine power and maximum weight (outboard motors plus persons)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
length and breadth.

Stability – by
Australian
Builders Plate

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1,
Part

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
Waters)

ABP

Point of sale and 1st
registration application.

Stability –
Australian
Builders Plate
and Capacity
label

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 62A
and 77, 79E

All waters
1
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth,
Beyond partially
smooth waters)

To be displayed, not to
be altered (capacity
label seems to include
ABP information).

Point of sale and 1st
registration application.
Capacity label required
all the time which may
be the ABP. There are
safety obligations
imported if a vessel is
overloaded.

Maximum safe
load

NSW Marine
Safety
Regulation
2015 R 54, 65,
71

All waters
(Enclosed and
Open waters)

ABP specified in Part 4 Point of sale and 1st
from Reg 62.
registration application.
Safety Label seems to
replicate maximum
load on ABP and
vessel operations
limited by this
information. Also
maximum power
limited by

Show a safety label,
showing maximum
safe load in
accordance with ABP.
Also 1 ABP

Engine Power
(perhaps ABP
indicated)

R 13

Vessel must not be
operated while having
a motor power
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

exceeding:
That specified by the
boat manufacturer.
If not specified by
manufacturer, then 2.6
of AS 1799.1 – 2009,
or rating approved by
RMS.
Stability /
reserve
buoyancy

Other conditions
manufacturers’
information (probably
ABP).

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
11, 92 and
Sched 2

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal waters)

Capacity Plate or
Australian Builders
Plate

Stability (could
include reserve
buoyancy)

TAS Marine
and Safety
(Motor Boats
and Licences)
By-laws R 6(3)
and 36

All waters
(Smooth
Waters,
Partially
Smooth
Waters, and
Waters other
than Sheltered
waters)

ABP or Capacity Plate
fitted

Stability /

National

All

Disclose ABP fitting at
1st Registration.
Not to operate contrary
to plate (or table –
which limits loading)

Not specified (out of
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At point of registration

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Reserve
Buoyancy

Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

waters(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

safety equipment
scope)
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Conditions

Other conditions

Table D10 – Safety Equipment, all jurisdictions, PWCs
Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

General
conditions for
equipment

WA Navigable
Waters
Regulations
R 52BA, at
specific items of
equipment or
type of vessel,
and throughout
the regulations

Protected and
Unprotected
waters

(a) maintained in a serviceable
condition; and
(b) situated so as to be readily
accessible to all persons on
board the vessel.
(2) Where any of the items of
equipment referred to in
regulation 52BA(1) are stored
under cover, the position of
those items shall be clearly
indicated by appropriate
markings.

General
conditions for
equipment

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
2009
Sched 9 S 8
and throughout
the regulations

All waters
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

equipment that is marked by
the manufacturer—
(a) with a date of expiry; or
(b) with a date on or before
which the equipment must be
serviced, inspected or
otherwise maintained in order
to be safe or fit for use,
will be taken not to be in good
working order if that date has
passed, or if the equipment
has not been serviced,
inspected or otherwise
maintained on or before that
date.
equipment required to be
carried on a vessel must be
suitably located and secured
on the vessel having regard to
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
the need for access to the
equipment and the need to
protect the equipment from
accidental damage or loss

General
conditions for
equipment

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
R3, 5(1)(b) and
5C(1)(g)

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

(i) in sound condition; and
(ii) ready and suitable for use
at any time; and
(iii) if the item, or a component
of the item (for example, a
battery), has an expiry date –
that date has not passed.

General
conditions for
equipment

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs 41 and
33A

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
partially
smooth
waters)

R 41: Legible expiry dates
shown / servicing my
manufacturer or agent, for:
EPIRB
Fire extinguisher
Flares
Inflatable liferaft
Inflatable PFD
Smoke signals

General
conditions for
equipment

R 33A: owner or master gives
each person on board
information about where the
safety equipment is kept
lifejacket:
(a) complies with the
standards specified in
Schedule 7, and
(b) is in good condition, and
(c) is maintained in
accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions,

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
R 121
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
and
(d) is within the manufacturer’s
expiry date (if any), and
(e) is stored or placed to
enable quick and easy access.
and
each person on board is aware
of where the equipment is
stored or placed.

General
conditions for
equipment

VIC Marine
Safety Regs
S 99

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)

General
conditions for
equipment

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws S 31

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Other than
Smooth or
Partially

Note: It is assumed
that a powerboat up to
4.8 metres in length
does not include a
PWC (PWC
requirements
separately listed in
Sched 3).

Located conspicuously and
are readily accessible, kept in
good order (maintained, and
serviced by the date specified
by the manufacturer).

properly stored, kept ready for
immediate use, and
maintained in good order at all
times.
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Smooth
waters 16)
General
conditions for
equipment

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

Note that the National
Standard specifies the
following:
The operator of a recreational
boat should undertake a safety
assessment of the boat and its
intended operation. In addition
to the mandatory safety
equipment, the boat should
carry any other additional
safety equipment that may be
appropriate to control risks to
acceptable levels.

Torch or lantern

WA – Navigable
Waters Regs

Protected and
Unprotected
waters

0

Torch or lantern

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
(Protected,
semi-protected
and

0 (but night operations
are not permitted)

16

Safety equipment carried in
accordance with this standard
shall be:
a) located so as to be readily
accessible in time of need; and
b) maintained in accordance
with the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Where the equipment carries a
manufacturer’s expiry date, the
equipment shall not exceed
the prescribed expiry date.
Where possible, safety
equipment should be marked
with personal identification or
hull identification number
(HIN).

The term ‘Smooth or Partially Smooth waters’ will be referred to in the remainder of this table as ‘Sheltered Waters’ (as defined in the National Standard for Commercial
Vessels, Part B, Edition 1.1 incorporating amendment 1, first published April 2011)
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Unprotected
waters)
Torch

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

lighting device
for
signalling to
attract attention

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 29

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
partially
Smooth
waters)

1 – see comment at
right

Torch

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
R 119(2) and
Scheds 8 and 7

0 (but night operations
are not normally
permitted)

Torch

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96 and Sched 3
Tables A

1

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal

Comment: Likely more
a collision prevention
device than for
facilitating on-board
operations at night.

Waterproof, buoyant
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(see generic conditions, all
waters)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

through F

waters)

Torch

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws 2013 Cl
31, Sched 1

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Other than
Sheltered
waters)

0 (but night operations
are not permitted)

Torch

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

Bilge Pump /
bucket / bailer

Navigable
Waters Regs
Reg 51D

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

L < 7 m: 1, or bucket or capacity ≥ 4 kL / Hr,
bailer.
if automatic or electric,
an indicator
L ≥ 7 m: 1.

Bilge Pump /
bucket / bailer

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
(Protected,
SemiProtected and
Unprotected
waters)

0

Bailer / Bilge

NT Marine

All waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

pump

(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

Bailer / Bilge
pump

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth
waters)

Bailer / bucket /
fire bucket /
Bilge pump

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Reg 119 and
Scheds 8 and 7

0

Bilge Pumping
System (electric
or manual)
Or
Bailer (if no
electric or
manual bilge
pumping

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

0

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)

Equipment - how
many

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Bailer or bilge
pump

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Waters other
than Sheltered
waters)

0

Bailer or bilge
pump or Fire
Bucket

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

Fire
Extinguisher

Navigable
Waters Regs
Reg 52

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected)

0

Fire
Extinguisher

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
(Protected,
SemiProtected
waters and
Unprotected
waters)

0

Portable fire

NT Marine

All waters

0

system)
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

extinguisher

(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

Fire-fighting
equipment

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulations
Reg 33

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth
waters)

Fire
extinguisher

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Scheds 8 and 7

0

Fire
Extinguisher

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Waters other
than Sheltered
waters)

1

National

All waters

0

Fire

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

L<8m

Minimum size / rating
0.75 kg / 5BE

0

readily accessible in suitable
parts of the boat, marked as
complying with AS 1841.5
(1992) or AS 1846 for dry
chemical Type
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Extinguisher

Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

Fire Blanket

Navigable
Waters
Regulation

Protected and
Unprotected
waters

0

Fire Blanket

All Australian
jurisdictions and
National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters

0

First Aid Kit

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

0

First Aid Kit

All Australian
jurisdictions and
National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety

All waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment
Stability –
Information
labels

WA Fair Trading
(Product
Information
Standards)
Regs

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

1

If the PWC carries 3 or
more people.

At time of sale (Fair
Trading Act (Product
Information Standard))
and at registration
(Navigable Waters
Regulations
Reg 45B(5a))

Stability –
Compliance
Plate

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations, S
170 (together
with S 173)

Anywhere

1

Clearly visible from the
steering position

Maximum number of
persons information on
CE notice. No
obligation to limit
persons as sanctions
seem to use only ABP
or AS 1799.1 or
Schedule 11
information.

Stability – by
Australian
Builders Plate

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations, R
18

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
Waters)

If the PWC carries 3 or
more people.

Point of sale and 1st
registration application.

Stability –
Australian

QLD Transport
Operations

All waters
(Smooth,

To be displayed, not to
be altered (capacity

Point of sale and 1st
registration application.

1
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Builders Plate
and Capacity
label

(Marine Safety) Partially
Regs S 62A and Smooth,
77, 79E
Beyond
partially
smooth
waters)

Stability /
reserve
buoyancy

NSW Marine
All Waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
R 55

Stability /
reserve
buoyancy

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
92 and Sched 2

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)

Stability
(perhaps)

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially

Equipment - how
many

1

unsure
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Conditions

Other conditions

label seems able to
include ABP
information).

Capacity label required
all the time. There
does not seem to be
an obligation to load
the vessel in any
particular way.

Number of
persons does not
exceed the maximum
number specified by
the manufacturer (NOT
an ABP provision).

ABP applies to PWCs
carrying 3 or more
persons, effective at
point of first sale and
first registration
application.

Capacity Plate or
information in lieu of
Australian Builders
Plate

Overloading prohibited
(if capacity plate
includes CE
information).
ABP applies to PWCs
carrying 3 or more
persons, effective at
point of first sale and
first registration
application.

Safe operation sticker

Unclear if loading limits
included.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Licences) Bylaws R 37

Smooth and
Waters other
than Sheltered
waters)

Stability or
reserve
buoyancy

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

Paddles or oars

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters
(Protected and
Unprotected
waters)

0

Paddles or oars

All Australian
jurisdictions and
National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters

0

Lifejacket

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 50B

Protected, or
Unprotected
but ≤ 400 m
from any shore

Per person
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Conditions

Other conditions

PFD Type 2 or 3

PFD must be worn
whilst driving or
travelling on PWC.

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Lifejacket

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations S
169 and Sched
9 S 7(4)

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

All waters
1 per person
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

PFD Type 2 or 3

PFD Type 2 or 3 must
be worn by each
person aboard if the
PWC is underway (not
moored or aground)
Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

PFD

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations, S 8
(5) – (7)

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

1 per person

Appropriate

PFD must be worn by
operator and
passengers of age ≥
16 years

PFD

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Smooth waters

Per person

Type 2 or 3

PFD must be worn

Lifejacket

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Sched 8

Provision –
unspecified. Wearing –
each person.

R 120 Appropriate
jacket is level 50S or
greater

R 125: Wearing by all
persons required on all
waters
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
When being towed.
When directed by
vessel master.
R 120: (2) Lifejackets must not
rely solely upon inflation,
Correct size for the wearer
Is in good condition
(3) For inflatable jacket, is:
Less than 12 months old; or,
is serviced at intervals ≤ 12
months or longer as specified
by manufacturer.
(4) In this clause:
lifejacket level 50S means a
lifejacket that meets
performance level 50S of
Australian Standard AS 4758
Lifejackets (as in force from
time to time) that complies
with the requirements set out
in Schedule 7 for that
lifejacket.

PFD

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(5) and (6)
and Sched 3
Tables E and F

Inland Waters

1 per person on board
or being towed

Type 1, 2 or 3

S 100: Persons to
wear PFD when vessel
underway.
S 102: Person < 10 yo
to wear PFD at all
times.
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
S 103: Person being
towed to wear PFD.

Life Jacket

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Sched 1
Part 2 and R
32(6)(b)

Smooth
Waters

1 per person

PFD 1, 2 or 3

R 3: PFD 1 meets AS 1512 –
1996, or AS 4758.1 – 2008
(Level 150 or 100)
PFD 2 meets AS 1499 – 1996,
or AS 4758.1 – 2008 (Level
50)
PFD 2 meets AS 2260 – 1996,
or AS 4758.1 – 2008 (Level 50
special-purpose)
Worn on
R 32(2) Motorboat proceeding
under power of L < 6 m
R 32(4) Motorboat proceeding
under power of L ≥ 6 m for
persons of age < 12 years
But not if person is in a
deckhouse, cabin or secure
enclosed space.
R 31: maintained in
accordance with the
recommendations of the
manufacturer.

PFD

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety

Inshore Waters 1 per person
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Type 1, 2 or 3

Worn when operating

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment
Lifejacket

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 50B and
52A

Unprotected >
400 m from
shore

Per person12 months
or older

PFD Type 1 or
Approved by AMSA

PFD must be worn
whilst driving or
travelling on.

PFD

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Partially
Smooth waters

Per person

Type 2

PFD must be worn

PFD

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(3) and (4)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
Waters

1 per person on board
or being towed

Type 1, 2 or 3

As above for VIC

Life Jacket

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Sched 1
Part 2 and R
32(6)(b)

Partially
Smooth waters

1 per person

PFD 1, 2 or 3

As above for TAS

PFD

National
Standard for

Inshore Waters 1 per person

Type 1, 2 or 3

As above for the
National Standard
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment
PFD

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters

Per person

Type 2

PFD must be worn

PFD

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal
Waters

1 per person on board
or being towed

Type 1, 2 or 3

As above for VIC

Life Jacket

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Sched 1
Part 2 and R
32(6)(b)

Other than
Sheltered
waters

1 per person

PFD 1

As above for TAS

PFD

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

Offshore
Waters

1 per person

Type 1

As above for the
National Standard
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

hand held red
flares

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Protected

0

hand held red
flares

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
0
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected)

red flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

hand held red
flares

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Smooth
Waters

0

Red hand-held
distress flare

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Scheds 8 (5)
and 7

0

Hand-held red

VIC Marine

0

All waters
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

distress flare

Safety Reg 96
Sched 3 Tables
A through F

(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)

Red hand-held
flares

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Smooth
Waters

Recommended only

Distress signals
- red handheld
distress flare

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

red hand held
flares (or 2
parachute
distress
rockets)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Unprotected
whilst ≤ 5 nm
from mainland,
and ≤ 1 nm
from > 5 nm
island, both
whilst ≥ 400 m
from any shore

2 (if not 2 parachute
distress rockets)

(that is; inside 400
m of unprotected
waters, no red hand
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Conditions

Other conditions

Sched 1 Part 3.5
Flares:
Conform to AS 2092 or
equivalent.

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25
or AS 2092-2004

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

flares)

hand held red
flares

Not when operating under an
aquatic event authority.

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Partially
Smooth
Waters

2

Red hand-held
flares

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Partially
Smooth
Waters

2

As above for TAS

hand held red
flares

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Beyond
Partially
Smooth
Waters and ≥
0.5 nm from
land.

2

As above for QLD

Red hand-held
flares

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters, up to

2

As above for TAS

must conform to—
(a) the USL code; or
(b) SOLAS; or
(c) AS 2092—2004
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

30 nm of the
coast 17

hand held
orange smoke
signals

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Protected

hand held
orange smoke
signals

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
0
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected)

Orange smoke
flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

hand held
orange smoke
signals

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Smooth waters

0

Conditions

Other conditions

0

17

Schedule 1 Part 3 refers to ‘Coastal Waters’ define in other regulations to be up to 30 nm from the coast: Other parts of Schedule 1 refer only to ‘waters other than
sheltered’. It is unclear if this is intentional.
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Orange smoke
hand-held
distress signal

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Scheds 8 (5)
and 7

0

Hand-held
orange smoke
signal

VIC Marine
Safety Reg 96
Sched 3 Tables
A through F

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)

0

Orange handheld smoke
signals

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Smooth
Waters

0 or recommended
(unclear)

Distress signals
- orange smoke
hand-held

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

Hand held
orange smoke
signals (or 1

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Unprotected
whilst ≥ 400 m
from any shore

2 (if no orange smoke
canister)

(That is; inside 400
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Conditions

Other conditions

Conform to AS 2092 or
equivalent.

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

orange smoke
canister)

Reg 52B

m of any shore, no
hand held orange
smoke signals or
orange smoke
canister)

Orange smoke
canister (or 2
hand held
orange smoke
signals)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Unprotected
whilst ≥ 400 m
from any shore

hand held
orange smoke
signals

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Partially
Smooth waters

Orange handheld smoke
signals

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Partially
Smooth waters

2

As above for TAS

hand held
orange smoke

QLD Transport
Operations

Beyond
Partially

2

As above for QLD

or AS 2092-2004

1 (if not 2 hand held
orange smoke signals)

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25
or AS 2092-2004

2

Not when operating under an
aquatic event authority.

(That is; inside 400
m of any shore, no
hand held orange
smoke signals or
orange smoke
canister)

must conform to—
(a) the USL code; or
(b) SOLAS; or
(c) AS 2092—2004
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

signals

(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

Smooth
Waters and ≥
0.5 nm from
land.

Orange handheld smoke
signals

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters, up to
30 nm of the
coastsee note for

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

2

As above for TAS

2 (if not 2 red hand
held flares)

Expiry marked and not
expired
Marine Orders Part 25
or AS 2092-2004

2

Expiry marked and not
expired

red hand held flares
for TAS

parachute
distress rockets
(or 2 red hand
held flares)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52B

Unprotected
whilst ≤ 5 nm
from mainland,
and ≤ 1 nm
from > 5 nm
island, both
whilst ≥ 400 m
from any shore
(That is; inside 400
m of any shore, no
parachute distress
rockets or red hand
held flares)

parachute
distress rockets

Navigable
Waters

Unprotected
whilst > 5 nm
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Regulations
Reg 52B

from mainland,
and > 1 nm
from > 5 nm
island, both
whilst ≥ 400 m
from any shore

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions
Marine Orders Part 25

(That is; inside 400
m of any shore, no
parachute distress
rockets)

Parachute
flares

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations

All waters
0
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected)

Parachute
flares

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

Parachute
flares

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
smooth and
Beyond
Partially

0
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

smooth
waters)
Parachute
flares

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Scheds 8 (5)
and 7

0

Parachute
flares

VIC Marine
Safety Reg 96
Sched 3 Tables
A through F

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)

0

Red parachute
flares

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Smooth waters

0

Red parachute
flares

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Partially
Smooth waters

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Red parachute
flares

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 3

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters, up to
30 nm of the
coastsee note for

2

Conditions

Other conditions
Conform to AS 2092 or
equivalent.

red hand held flares
for TAS

Distress signals
– red star
parachute
distress rocket

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

marine
transceiver

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52BAA

Unprotected,
and > 5 nm
from mainland,
> 1 nm from >
5 nm island

1

two-way marine
radio

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
0
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

Radio

NT Marine

All waters

approved by the
Spectrum
Management Authority
of the Commonwealth

0
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Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

(General)
Regulations,
Schedule 1

(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

Radio

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth
waters)

Marine Radio

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Scheds 8 and 7

0

Marine Radio

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables through
F

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)

0

Radio

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor

Waters other
than Sheltered

Assumed to be 1

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1

waters (note:

Marine Radio

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

Compass

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Anywhere

0

Compass

All Australian
jurisdictions and
National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters

0

Map or Chart

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

Anywhere

0

Map or Chart

All Australian
jurisdictions and

All waters

0

partially Smooth
Waters extend to 2
nm in most places)
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

Other conditions

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment
EPIRB

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52BAB

Unprotected,
1
and > 2 nm
from mainland,
> 400 m from >
2 nm island

EPIRB

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations S
164

Protected
waters

EPIRB

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations S
164

Semi-protected 0
waters

EPIRB

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations S
164

> 5 nm LWM
of Spencer
Gulf and Gulf
of St. Vincent,
and
> 3 nm LWM

AS/NZS 4280.1:2003
Registered with AMSA

0

1

406 MHz
AS/NZS 4280.1:2003
Registered with AMSA
suitably located and
secured
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Sched 9 S 8(2) and 8(3), may
comply with SOLAS, and if
marked with date, must be in
date or serviced.
Sched 9 S 9 must be suitably
located and secured on vessel
(need for access / need to
protect equipment from
damage or loss)

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

except Lakes
Alexandrina
and Albert
(LWM – Low Water
Mark)

EPIRB

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

EPIRB

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulation 2004
S 9 and 31

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth
waters)

0 (Assuming an EPIRB is
classified as safety equipment
for the purposes of S 33 – and
not communications
equipment for S 9)

EPIRB

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Scheds 8 and 7

0

EPIRB

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)

0

Inland waters
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

and Sched 3
Tables E and F
EPIRB

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables C and D

Enclosed
waters

0

EPIRB

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A and B

Coastal
Waters > 2 nm
from coast

1

EPIRB

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1

Smooth waters

0

EPIRB

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1

Partially
Smooth waters

0

comply AS/NZS
4280.1:2003 —Part 1
registered with AMSA
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

EPIRB

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters (note:

Assumed to be 1

EPIRB

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

Registration
number
prefixed by the
letter “W”

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 45B(8)

Protected

0

Conditions

Conform to AS/NZS
4280.1
Registered with AMSA

partially Smooth
Waters extend to 2
nm in most places)

north of Geraldton,
painted in black letters
and figures at least
0.61 m in height and
0.1 m in width upon a
yellow background,
either —
(a) upon the top of the
wheelhouse; or
(b) upon a canvas
sheet carried upon the
vessel and displayed
when required for
identification
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

V distress sheet SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
0
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
Unprotected
waters)

V distress sheet NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

V Sheet

Smooth
Waters

0

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regs S 33 by
absence

V-sheet

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Scheds 8 Part 2

0

V Sheet

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A

0

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Conditions

through F
V Sheet

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences)
Sched 1 Part 2

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Waters other
than Sheltered
waters)

0

V Sheet

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0

V Sheet

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Reg S 33

Partially
Smooth waters

1

V Sheet

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Reg S 33

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters
≥ 0.5 nm from
land

1

Registration
number

Navigable
Waters

Unprotected

1

north of Geraldton,
painted in black letters
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

prefixed by the
letter “W”

Regulations
Reg 45B(8)

V Sheet

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Reg S 33

Partially
Smooth waters

1

V Sheet

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Reg S 33

Beyond
Partially
Smooth waters
≥ 0.5 nm from
land

1

Anchor and
Line

Navigable
Waters
Regulations
Reg 52C

All waters
(protected and
Unprotected)

0

Conditions
and figures at least
0.61 m in height and
0.1 m in width upon a
yellow background,
either —
(a) upon the top of the
wheelhouse; or
(b) upon a canvas
sheet carried upon the
vessel and displayed
when required for
identification
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Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Anchor

All Australian
jurisdictions and
National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters

0

Lifebuoy

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters
(protected and
Unprotected)

0

Lifebuoy

All Australian
jurisdictions and
National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters

0

Any line (other
than anchor
cable)

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters

0

Any line (other
than anchor
cable)

SA Harbors and
Navigation
Regulations
Sched 9 S 7(4)

All waters
0
(Protected,
Semi-protected
and
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Unprotected
waters)
Any line (other
than anchor
cable)

NT Marine
(General)
Regulations,
Reg 5C

All waters
(Inland,
Intermediate
and Open
waters)

0

Any line (other
than anchor
cable)

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulation 2004
S 33

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth
waters)

0

Any line (other
than anchor
cable)

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Sched 8 Part 2

0

Any line (other
than anchor
cable)

VIC Marine
Safety Regs S
96(1) and (2)
and Sched 3
Tables A

0

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
Coastal
waters)
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

through F
Tow line

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 2

Smooth waters

0

Tow line

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 2

Partially
Smooth waters

Assumed to be 1

Tow line

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences) Bylaws Cl 31
Sched 1 Part 2

Waters other
than Sheltered
waters (note:

Assumed to be 1

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

Tow Rope

partially Smooth
Waters extend to 2
nm in most places)

0
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Conditions

Other conditions

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Engine cut-out

Navigable
Waters
Regulations

All waters

0

engine cut-out

SA

All waters

0

Automatic
engine cut-out
connected to a
safety lanyard

NT Marine
All waters
(General)
(Inland,
Regulations, S 8 Intermediate
and Open
waters)

For propulsion engine

engine cut-out

QLD Transport
Operations
(Marine Safety)
Regulation 2004

0

engine cut-out

NSW Marine
All waters
Safety
(Enclosed and
Regulation 2015 Open waters)
Sched 8

0

engine cut-out

VIC Marine
Safety Regs

0

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Beyond
Partially
Smooth
waters)

All waters
(Inland,
Enclosed and
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Conditions

Other conditions

Must be attached to
the operator

Equipment

Jurisdiction

Water risk
area

Equipment - how
many

Coastal
waters)
engine cut-out

TAS Marine and
Safety (Motor
Boats and
Licences)
Sched 1

All waters
(Smooth,
Partially
Smooth and
Waters other
than Sheltered
waters)

0

Engine cut-out

National
Standard for
Recreational
Boat Safety
Equipment

All waters
(Smooth,
Inshore and
Offshore
waters)

0
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Conditions

Other conditions
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